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Presentation

This book has two aims: first, to introduce Niklas Luhmann’s Social Systems

Theory to students and researchers of health systems interested in health ser-

vices provision as a social system; second, to encourage the use of Luhmann’s

theory in health systems research. During his productive life, Luhmann cov-

ered the social systems of media, law, politics, economy, art, education, reli-

gion and others.However, he did not apply his theory to health as comprehen-

sively as he did for the other systems.This book therefore is an attempt to apply

his concepts more extensively to health services provision and show the ana-

lytical possibilities the theory opens.

In the international health arena, Health Systems Strengthening (HSS)

and Health Systems Thinking (HST) have acquired prominence, influencing

agendas of international organizations and academic institutions in the last

two decades. However, the theoretical underpinning is sketchy, borrowing

concepts and tools from diverse fields of knowledge, without a unifying vision

ofwhat a health system is.Although it has received some attention, Luhmann’s

theory is largely unknown among health researchers, and the resources the

theory provides for solving identified weaknesses remain untapped. The So-

cial SystemsTheory constitutes an integrated theoretical body with consistent

articulation of a number of constructs; therefore it has more to offer than just

collections of unrelated theories and narrow frameworks.

Luhmann’s theory is complex and has a plethora of concepts. It was de-

veloped over the course of around 30 years. This book has been conceived to

introduce a comprehensive summary of the theory for those who are coming

into contact with Luhmann’s work for the first time or have only superficial in-

formation about it.Therefore, the text tries to be as reader-friendly as is possi-

ble for such a conceptually rich theory. Nevertheless, the book also introduces

references to advanced topics for those interested in delving deeper into the

theory.
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The book is structured with an introduction and nine chapters. The chap-

ters intend to gradually immerse the reader in the conceptual network while

acquiring a good grasp of its particularities. With this orientation, the intro-

duction prepares the ground for the subsequent discussions, presenting the

current use of notions of systems in health systems studies.

TheChapter 1presents the key concepts of the theory.Chapter2 applies the

concepts to health systems, referring to the texts Luhmannwrote onhealth as a

social system,wherehe stated that the systemsof provisionof healthcare could

be analysed as a social system, having standard features of functional social

systems.This chapter is a generic application of the theory with brief explana-

tions about how the theoretical concepts can explain health systems’ structural

and functional features, without looking into details of programmes, institu-

tional roles and operations.

Chapter 3 discussesmethodological issues concerning researchwithin the

scope of the theory and Chapter 4 discusses the differences between health

system from Luhmann’s perspective and Health Systems Thinking (HST) ap-

proaches.This chapter discusses critical views of HST. Sequentially, in light of

the theory, Chapter 5 offers in-depth discussions of tools promoted by HST.

Chapter 6 further expands the application of the theory and presents

methodological implications for health systems strengthening initiatives; it intro-

duces the discussion of relations between political systems and health systems;

and discusses issues of complexity and health systems.The chapter reflects on

important implications for applications of the theory.

Chapter 7 is dedicated to health organizations, such as hospitals and

polyclinics. Occupying a prominent position in Luhmann’s conceptual archi-

tecture, organizations are defined as one of the three types of social system.

His theoretical contributions in the field of management theory have received

considerable attention in Scandinavian and German-speaking countries.

Health systems researchers may find valuable elements for reflection.

Chapter 8 presents some criticisms that have been formulated about Luh-

mann’s theory.Readers interested inbecoming further acquaintedwith thede-

bates will find the pertinent literature recommended in the chapter.Chapter 9

reflects on the way forward, exploring possible avenues for applications of the

theory, discussing a number of alternative approaches and interpretations of

recently published health systems research.

Final remarks addresses the issue of assessing theories, distinguishing

science from the technologies it brings about.Themessage is directed to those
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interested in reflecting on the value of the work of building and assembling

theories.

An Annex is added to introduce some advanced topics; readers can find

snapshots of themoredemanding conceptualizations appearing in Luhmann’s

works, such as:Medium and forms; Symbolically generalizedmediumof com-

munication; Paradoxes and contingency formulas; Structural features of the

political system.

While readers may have interest in the topics addressed in specific chap-

ters, it would be advisable to startwith the introduction and the first two chap-

ters, and move on to selecting the theme of interest. The composition of the

chapters follow an ascendant “spiral” format,whereby the theoretical concepts

reappear, progressively bringing formulations of higher levels of complexity.

Due to author’s limitations, Luhmann’s original texts in German could not

be studied. However, readers will find in the reference section an extensive

list of Luhmann’s books published in English and Spanish, with a number of

Luhmann’s key texts that are not found in English but are available in Spanish

translation.





Introduction

Preliminary discussion

Let’s start with the basic concept, the notion of system itself. There were and

still are countless definitions of “system”.Wedonot list themhere or try a com-

prehensive categorization of those notions. For our purpose at this point, we

only need reflect on what a system is.That is the question: what is a system?

The first answer that may come to our minds is a unit.When something is

called a system, the notion of unit is immediately conveyed; a unit with collec-

tions of elements inside; a sort of a set in mathematic terms, whose elements

have relations among themselves.

With this notion comes the corollary idea of limits and, with that, the ab-

stract image of internal and external difference, in whatever conceptual space

wemay project it.Thus, something belongs to the systemwhile something else

doesn’t. The opposition can be characterized as a distinction between system

and environment. Some things belong to the system and everything else to the

environment, including other systems that may exist there.

The acceptance of this apparently trivial distinction between system and

environment paves the way to additional considerations.Theremust be some-

thing that regulates the borders, to use an appealingmetaphor.Theremust be

mechanisms, processes, and rules, or whateverwemay call it, that does the job

of selecting what to “let” in while the rest remains outside.

We can then imagine that this active process is carried out by regulatory

instances of the system itself. But we can also imagine that something wemay

call “system” does not have any such selective capability. A new distinction we

maymake here then is that the so-called self-referenced system carries out the

selections while the other type doesn’t.

Self-reference therefore implies an activewayof selecting. Inwhateverway

it might be done, in correspondence with some sort of “self-identity”, some
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systems are able to perform such an operation as opposed to others without

such “refinement”, as we could call it.

In the first case, the observer is the system itself; in the other case, the ob-

server is outside it, drawing borders and defining the content and limits of the

system – being the system, a construction of that external observer. Yes, we

have brought the figure of the observer into our considerations. It is necessary

to recognize that observations are being carried out, and they play a role in the

constitution of systems.

It seems that we now have two clear categories of systems, those that self-

regulate and those that do not have any such functionality, in spite of the or-

dered functions they may display. Surely the two types are still mental repre-

sentations of phenomena we observe. However, we accept that those capable

of self-regulation are endowed with aims that, in contrast, the others are not.

Let’s get into some more concrete examples. A planetary system does not

seem to have any self-regulated selection competence.1 Whatever is pulled by

gravitational forcesmaybe incorporated into theplanetary systemwithout any

determinant other thanmass and speed.

Likewise, an ecological system does not seem to conduct any selection of

the species living in it. A large piece of land can have a number of species on

it and they can, theoretically, at some point in time, all be replaced by other

species and the ecological system will remain as such. An ecological system

does not show preferences.

What would destroy those systems (the ecological and the planetary) is not

error or failures in what should be brought in and kept in or left out.They can

be destroyed by the annihilation of their limits. On the other hand, there are

different types of system that, although equally destructible by obliteration of

their limits,need tobe rigorous in their selectionofwhat belongs to it andwhat

does not.

We can say that social systems are indeed that sort of system. They need

constantly to keep deploying their selection criteria. Let’s think, for instance,

of a health system. If we accept that health systems are indeed social systems,

and this is an important decision withmany implications, we can see that this

is a self-referential system, dealing with matters that are its concern.

A health system would not be concerned with issues that belong to, for in-

stance, the legal system – another social system.The complexities of legal def-

1 Unless one adopts the idea that gravity fulfils that role, implying the principle that

gravity has a deliberative function, which no physicist has so far attempted to describe.
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initions, interpretation and argumentation are alien to the health system and

vice versa. Judges and lawyers often resort to technical medical opinion, but

the rationale and construction of the medical expert’s argument would not be

a matter of legal scrutiny.The expert conclusion is enough from the legal per-

spective.

Likewise, the health expert would not be troubled by what the legal profes-

sionals do with their expert opinions as the intricacies of the legal interpreta-

tion is beyond their realm. In these two cases, the legal system and the health

system need to maintain the regulatory mechanisms that perform the selec-

tion of themes and topics that are matters of concern for them.

Health professionals are highly sensitive to any medical opinion without

the identifiable marks of a legitimate medical communication. Impostors can

be easily identified.They do not belong to the system, nor do their communi-

cations.We have here a key word: communication.

We can anticipate here that these lines of argumentation reflect Niklas

Luhmann’s comprehensive theory of Social Systems that this book is about.

There will be a lot more about him in the chapters to come. For the moment,

we can say that Luhmann categorically said that the only thing that is capable

of building social systems is communication. “A social systems emerges when

communication develops from communication” (Luhmann 2013, p. 53). This

statement may be a tough one to begin with, but its corollary – any social sys-

temwould cease to exist if its respective communications no longer happened

– is easier to assimilate.

So, when we talk about systems’ limits, and in particular social systems’

limits, we talk about the universe of semantics that make the communication

inside the system meaningful in itself. And, it is important to emphasize,

“meaningful to itself”, regardless of outsiders’ views. This is how social sys-

tems’ limits are drawn.

The selectionsmade at the borders of a social systemcarries out the “triage”

of communications,with recognizablemeanings therefore allowed to circulate

internally. Only the system can control what belongs to it or not; no other sys-

tem can perform such operations for any other social system. Otherwise the

borders and the system itself would be destroyed.

We can try to wrap this up by saying: yes, health is a system; yes, it is a

social system; it can control what belongs to it (or does not); this self-reference

keeps it differentiated from everything else in its environment; only the health

system can perform the operations it recognizes as its, and no other system

can do that for the health system. It is impossible to downplay the relevance
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of these assertions. There will be a lot more about these themes throughout

the following pages. For themoment, though, we can go to our brief historical

review.

Health Systems – main approaches

Strong awareness of the systemic character of healthcare service provision

emerged by the end of the twentieth century. The structures and organiza-

tions of health services started to be considered as having characteristics of

systems. Around the same time, departments and units focusing on health

systems studies started to appear in universities around theGlobe, anddiverse

notions of systems were brought into debates.

From the acknowledgement of health sectors’ systemic features, countless

studies andconceptshavebeendeployed,establishinghealth systemsasan im-

portant research topic and target for development aid. A key moment for the

establishment of the topicwas theWHO’sWorldHealthReport (Health Systems:

Improving Performance –WHO 2000), and years later the proposition of the

Six Building Blocks (six pillars) framework (WHO 2007).

The trend grew stronger with the promotion and dissemination of guid-

ance for health systems strengthening by international organizations and de-

velopment agencies, alongside the establishment of health systems thinking

approaches also fully supported by the WHO, with the publication of Systems

Thinking for Health Systems Strengthening (WHO 2009).

This book extensively discusses these references in light of Social Systems

Theory.The usefulness and relevance of those views about health systems can-

not be underestimated, and their appearance in the international health arena

has significantlymarked the orientation in addressing public health problems.

Nevertheless, this book also points to their weaknesses, particularly origi-

nating from the lack of a clear understanding of social systems.The Six Pillars

framework is discussed in the next section and the other twomajor references,

health systemsstrengtheningandhealth systems thinkingare respectivelydis-

cussed in specific subsequent chapters.
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Key STEP – WHO Six Pillars framework

The health systems six building blocks (the six pillars) framework promoted

by theWorld Health Organization (WHO, 2007) has become amajor influence

for health systems research since its publication. Subsequent works, broadly

linked to health systems thinking (WHO, 2009), added other concepts, tools

and references imported from a range of different sources from social science

to general systems theories.

Concurrently, major agencies supporting health systems in development

aid contexts, including the Global Fund for Fighting AIDS, Tuberculosis and

Malaria, GAVI (The Vaccine Alliance),World Bank, and bilateral agencies such

as the British DfID (Department for International Development), the Ameri-

canUSAID (UnitedStatesAgency for InternationalDevelopment), theGerman

GIZ (Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit), and others, published

their views on this key issue,Health Systems Strengthening, which is strongly

influenced by the WHO Six Pillars framework. The conceptual field of inter-

national health is very much constructed by the works, now comprehensively

addressed under the banner of “Health SystemsThinking”.

The Six Pillars framework is based on simple notions of systems as com-

prising articulated parts, whereby changes in one component have effects on

the others. In this section we discuss the evident purpose of the Six Pillars

framework to assist developing countries as well as development aid donors

in the early twenty-first century context to reflect on the systemic nature of

health systems.

The framework calls for cautious assessment of system-wide implications

of any investment in the health sector, taking into account that massive injec-

tion of resources in some projects and programmes can have powerful distort-

ing effects on everything else, undermining the capacity of the recipient health

system to respond adequately to its on-going challenges.

However, it has become clear that the framework has limitations for com-

prehensive analyses of health systems structures and dynamics, particularly

for analysing health systems in more complex settings, in developing as well

as developed countries.The subsequent attempts to bring systems analysis to a

higher conceptual ground, although enriching the conceptual arsenal, did not

achieve the desired consistency, as pointed out in widely read papers such as

Balabanova et al. (2010), which have repeatedly asked for more studies on the

theoretical background of systems research.
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It may sound ironic that high-profile academic experts, who were them-

selves expected to propose solutions for theweaknesses they pointed out,were

in fact only asking formore studies andmore contributions.Evidently, theydid

not know where to find the answers they were looking for.

The banner itself, “Health Systems Thinking”, rather conveys the message

that this is a field where questions instead of answers predominate. There is

also a certain irony in a field of knowledge being named and defined by the

basic method of approaching any topic – “thinking”. In the history of scien-

tific knowledge there may not be any field defined in such a way. Thinking is

surely the basic process for pursuing knowledge on anything; this is self-ev-

ident. Therefore, one cannot avoid the thought that such formulation reveals

lack of option and the powerlessness of having no other way of conceptually

addressing the subject called “health system”. How do we deal with it? The an-

swer seems to be: “we do not know, but we can carry on thinking”.

Here we therefore suggest that some of this hopelessness derives from

the weaknesses of the frameworks so far adopted. We focus on the Six Pillars

framework in this introduction, as the succeeding currents –Health Strength-

ening andHealth SystemsThinking – are dealt with in specific chapters of the

book. After Luhmann’s theory is presented in the first chapter, his concepts

can then be used in the discussions of those two approaches.

For the discussion on the Six Pillars framework in this introduction,we do

notuse Luhmann’s conceptual tools, as they arepresented later,but ourdiscus-

sion is thoroughly informed by Luhmann’s views on social systems.This intro-

ductionmainly focuses on the lack of systemic features in the notion of pillars

and therefore the limited scope the framework offers for systems analysis.

Overview

The WHO’s Six Pillars framework conceives health systems as comprised of

the following components: medicines, vaccines and other technologies; health

information; health service delivery; health workforce; leadership and gover-

nance; and financing.

Evidently these pillars are basic structural and functional features of any

large healthcare services complex,with inpatient and outpatient facilities, and

all related support. In principle, the Six Pillars structure intends to portray a

macro-level, nationwide institutional apparatus, commonly viewed as com-

prising ministries of health and/or related institutions, according to the po-

litical organization of the country’s healthcare service provision.Nevertheless,
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the samepillar structures canbe foundasdistinctive featuresof largeproviders

of healthcare services, includingdiverse types of organizations,public andpri-

vate alike. The intention behind the WHO formulation was, however, specifi-

cally orientated towards public systems or equivalent structures intended to

serve the population of a country.

The idea of system informing this vision consists basically of the notion

of an interconnected set of components, drawing from a limited pool of re-

sources (human, financial, equipment, etc.), exchanging inputs between them

and generating measurable outputs.The framework suggests the existence of

central coordination of some sort, represented by the governance pillar, with

support from the health information pillar.

This model comprehends a structural whole, where each part is relevant

and affects all the others, and therefore depends on the others for its opera-

tions.Themodel portrays the system as being the unit that brings the individ-

ual pillars together, having dynamic pull that interlinks all parts.

An intrinsic modus operandi is understood to be at work in such a system,

andplanners,managers and researchers should account for all interconnectiv-

ity of the systemic parts. Unplanned, unforeseen and undesirable effects may

spread across the system, in correspondence with its integrated characteris-

tic.The framework therefore calls for comprehensive attention in any effort to

change operations and functionalities of any elements of the pillars.

The framework cameas a response to thegrowing concernsover the impact

of specific aid programmes (Hafner and Shiffman, 2013), and drew attention

when the inflow of supports to health systems in developing countries started

to causedisruptions,with excess resources going into someprogrammeswith-

out a clear understanding of their systemic interrelationships.

The intention then was to create a tool for approaching health systems in

their interconnectedness. Such a tool should guide the explorations to be car-

ried out, focusing on the connections between the parts.Therefore, the model

became an observational tool intended to generate descriptions of the consti-

tution of the system,and to communicate those narratives in decision-making

processes. The framework entertained the ambition that once health is prop-

erly understood in its systemic features, and therefore cautiously studied, in-

terventions are more likely to succeed or, at least, prevent avoidable disrup-

tions.

In conclusion, the Six Pillars framework is a tool for a health system to ob-

serve itself. It was made available for any health system to use it as a reference

for self-observation.However good the intentions, another story was whether
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the tool was orwas not properly employed; whether the tool delivered convinc-

ing arguments in the midst of the political struggles and decision-making dy-

namics.

On the face of it, a more comprehensive view of health systems has to

account for the dynamics and systemic structural and functional dimensions

where such tools are or are not used, and do or don’t achieve the expected

effects. In admitting such processes of tool selection and use, the self-observa-

tioncapability ofhealth systemscomes to the foreand,with it, self-referenceas

a feature of the system and its components.This self-referential functionality

was not considered within the Six Pillars framework. A more comprehensive

framework is therefore needed to incorporate such complexities.

Furthermore, envisaging a comprehensive view of health systems that

could be applied to any country context, developed and developing alike,

the framework clearly represents a modest attempt to reduce the immense

complexity and diversity of elements of any health system.

A comprehensive view of a health system must include: the regula-

tory functions of the professional bodies; the distinct role of public health

within a system predominantly orientated to curative care; the large sets of

programmes and interventions under the banner of health promotion, com-

munity health and health education of communities; the diversity of interest

groups including patients’ associations and advocacy; the institutional roles

of entities assessing and issuing accreditation and quality certificates, etc.

Perhaps evenmore important, the understanding of health systems should

account for the huge variety of autonomous components in the service delivery

field as well as in the provision of inputs such as medicines, and how, despite

their variety, they are distinctly and unquestionably part of the same health

system.The notion of health systems informing an all-inclusive analysis needs

to reflect the diversity of entities and their distinct modus operandi. The fol-

lowing sub-sections discuss in detail questions about structures and function-

alities of the pillars.

Tracing decision-making in the pillars

TheWHO’s notion of pillar conveys the idea of integrated elements, assembled

in distinct units whose operations are similar, possibly articulated and coher-

ently brought together. But in the real world the outlook of the so-called pillars

is of rather fragmented sets independently composed of several distinct and
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mostly unrelated entities.The pillars in fact do not constitute coordinated op-

erational units covering all elements identified as belonging to the same pillar.

Taking, for example, the medicines pillar. Entities dealing with medicines

appear in diverse organizational settings; they can be independent and au-

tonomous sellers, wholesale operators, divisions inside hospitals, dispensers

at Primary Health Care (PHC) facilities, etc. Medicines may be provided by

public facilities under public funding arrangements, where patients can get

them for free or for a small fee. In other cases, patients may have to pay out of

their ownpockets formost of themedicines they need, if they find themat pri-

vate, regulated (ornot) pharmacies.Patients could alsobe reimbursed for some

drugs by health insurance arrangements theymay be covered by.The variety as

well as independence of the entities involved is usually large. At the same time,

regulations on pharmaceuticals are ubiquitous and, in one way or another, all

countries set rules for producing, importing, storing, assuring quality, com-

mercializing,managing,prescribing anddispensingdrugs.Although large va-

riety can be expected among countries’ willingness and capacity to adopt and

enforce rules, the existence of rules is pervasive. However, on the operational

side, much depends on what the organizations and entities in the system are

capable of.Besides that, structural features, such aswhether there are only pri-

vate independent healthcare providers, or a mix of public and private ones, or

only public ones,may have crucial influence on the overall aggregated “perfor-

mance” of the pillar. In short, what is called the medicine pillar can hardly be

seen as a consistent and coherent unit linked to the other pillars according to

precise, simple andunique rules. In this regard, thenotionof pillar gives a false

impression of what actually goes on.

The same sort of fragmentation can also be observed in the way health in-

formation is gathered, analysed and used at several structural and functional

levels of any health system.Health informationmanagement systems respond

to ahuge variety of purposes.Thepurpose can vary greatly.For instance, to give

a few examples: operations in programmes such as referral of patients across

PHC facilities; internal communication of operational services in large hospi-

tals; gathering of nationwide vital statistics; regional epidemiological surveil-

lance, etc.Each case has distinct concerns, and adopts independent diverse so-

lutions.Not all information systemsneed tobeunder the samemanagerial and

decision-making structure or be implemented across the board in all health-

care services providers under a unique nationwide organization.

Human resources pillars also cannot be seen as a sole entity. Besides the

centralized management of, say, ministry of health staff, there are countless
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possibilities for human resources to be independently managed by the struc-

tures of service provision that exist in the country, such as private providers,

charities, large autonomous public complexes. Each can have independent

management and decision-making processes related to their own human

resources.

Because of the large variety of component entities, and given the multi-

plicity of ways these components are set up and autonomously operate within

the system,health systems constitute a considerable challenge for comprehen-

sive application of the Six Pillars framework.Thedisposition of elements in the

presumed pillars is multifaceted, rather than uniform and unique. Again, the

diversity of configurations of structures and practices is oversimplified by the

notion of pillars.

In short, the pillars, as conceived in the framework, are not organizations;

they do not operate as such.The pillars are abstract collections of practices and

resources without objective organizational expression, which makes them of

very limited value for understanding the dynamics and complexities of health

systems.

The centrality of services delivery

Healthcare services delivery is the core business of any health system; thismay

sound like stating the obvious and no further justification is required. How-

ever, the Six Pillars framework redirects the focus of attention to the set of pil-

lars itself, without recognizing the crucial importance of communication in

continuously building the system in sets of healthcare provision.

Approachinghealth servicedelivery as apillar amongothersdoesnotprop-

erly account for its centrality or its high level of complexity. In any country,

health services are delivered by thousands of providers, with large variation of

interdependences or independence. Regardless of the diversity, the delivery of

healthcare services is central to the justification and reproduction of any orga-

nizations taken part in healthcare as a social function.

Service delivery cannot be considered only a pillar among others because it

is essential and fundamental; without it there is no health system of any kind.

The other pillars may even disappear for some time, or may not have existed

historically,while thehealth system,or someproto-systeminembryonic stage,

was already functioning at the early stages of the historical development of
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health systems.2 The other pillars appeared at later stages, mainly in connec-

tion with technological developments.

In situations of catastrophe or war, the systems may regress to those

early precarious junctures where nothing else but the fundamental health

communications among providers and between providers and patients still

work. Someone recognized as a doctor by individuals or communities may

communicate with patients about, for example, putting hot or cold com-

presses on the part of the body affected. That could be a healing technique

stripped down to the bare minimum in circumstances that cannot offer any

other option. Nevertheless, health messages are still communicated and ac-

cepted, and the authoritative roles find expression and sustain the structural

fundamentals of the system. Once the temporary crises are over, from that

rudimentary persistent base the system evolves into previous or even new

complex articulations.

On the governance pillar

The question of fragmentation and diversity of components is relevant for un-

derstanding how governance operates and how little the notion of pillar helps

to a goodunderstanding ofwhat goes on.A key issue concerns howdistributed

or concentrated are governance roles performed in a health system. If the gov-

ernance pillar were thought of as a centralized command in charge of defin-

ing, regulating and deciding on all operations of all pillars, that would imply

overstretching the pillar with a highly complex and impossible task of actually

directing a huge variety of performances taking place in an equally huge range

of settings.

These questions arise from the lack of definition in the framework of

whether autonomy is or is not a relevant feature of the pillars. On one side, the

pillars are not formulated as organized units and all the regulatory functions

are supposed to be performed by the governance pillar. On the contrary, if

the pillars are supposed to have some level of autonomous regulations and

decision-making powers, that would empty the governance pillar of its key

roles, and leave the overall coordination of the pillars to their own abilities,

making the stability of the whole system less likely.

2 The works of Canguilhem (1978) and Foucault (2003) shed light on the constitution of

healthcare services with systemic characteristics although these authors did not use

such terminology. That discussion is beyond the scope of this section.
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Therefore, the governance problem has to be solved at some intermediate

level, where overarching rules might be defined centrally but decision-mak-

ing capabilities should be distributed across the autonomous entities, as is for

instance the case in autonomous hospitals, making decisions concerning all

matters in all pillars. In short, the notion of pillars creates an insurmountable

problem for mapping out and convening all the diverse regulatory, account-

ability and decision-making roles into a single governance pillar

Surely, a certain level of self-observation and self-management is carried

out at each organization and respective divisions implementing the pillars’

operations. For instance, the work carried out inside the health informa-

tion sections (be it at ministerial, regional, organizational or facility level),

is indeed the object of continuous self-evaluation by those working in those

sections,wherever their location.Hospitals have their own health information

system for their own management, to assess operational performances, opti-

mizing routines and many more applications.The same can be said about the

medicines pillar. Any pharmacy, whether inside or outside health facilities,

autonomous, independent or subordinated to a network, has its own internal

self-maintained processes for controlling storages, dispensing, purchasing,

selling, etc.

The systemic nature and complexity of a health system implies necessary

reliance on degrees of self-management competences at all levels and compo-

nents.This brings to the fore the question on how every element in the system

can act in accordance with what needs to be done at whatever level the ele-

ment is located, no matter the linkages with other elements in the system. In

other words, governance becomes a matter of alignment (where necessary) of

the operations of all of a system’s components with the orientation of the over-

arching system they belong to. Governance therefore has to become a reality

in a context of internal differentiation of the system, where the components

should have autonomous status.

In this sense, it is impossible to conceive of coordination of distributed

competences without organizations performing their decision roles within

their structures and functions. The argument can also be presented in the

following terms: if socially relevant decisions are being made, they belong to

the organization, where those decisions are communicated to the respective

members and those affected by it. In consequence, we can say that the pillars

do not make decisions; decisions are made by the organizations that can be

conceptually described as being linked to one pillar or another, but the pillars
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themselves are not organizations, and therefore do not have the features and

functionalities of organizations.

The distribution of decision-making capabilities across all organizations

in the health system (nomatter the pillar) raises pertinent questions about the

capacity of theorganizations to correspondandcomplywith theapplicableori-

entations emanating from core regulatory bodies of the health system. How-

ever, every organization is still individually concerned with operational and

“survival”matters, about which they are the sole responsible decision-makers.

Health systems’ governance structures and self-regulatory mechanisms

If the reflections in the previous section are valid, the model of governance to

achieve a systemic dynamism is not one of a unified command structure with

subordination of the whole system to a centralized decision-making pillar. It

needs to account for independence of autonomous structures, with cohesion

nevertheless maintained, preserving the system’s unit and identity. In many

countries, apart from observance of the same regulatory frameworks, the in-

dependence of sub-systems and organizations in the health system is vast.

The internal differentiation of the health system gives room for the emer-

gence and reproduction of several organizations, nevertheless sharing the

same sense of identity of being operators in the same health system.This in-

cludes numerous healthcare service providers, as well as several organizations

with system-wide overarching roles, concerned with observing, normative,

oversight etc. across entities operating in the system.

The differentiation of service providers and non-service providers endows

the system with sophisticated self-observation and self-organization compe-

tences, bringing it to a higher level of complexity.This internal differentiation

of the system creates partial systems with specific roles. In this way, the sys-

tem acquires capacity to orient its own reproduction without losing its central

communication references and basic codification of operations related to ser-

vice provision.

The partial system constituted by councils, associations, quality monitor-

ing entities, accreditation, licensing organs, disciplinary regulators, etc. bring

into health systems the mechanisms to guarantee compliance with basic nor-

mative codes.Such bodies oversee practices to ensure their legitimacy and cor-

respondence to acceptable recognizable standards within the system.The in-

fluence of such bodies is felt inside each healthcare service delivery organi-

zation, as they assimilate standards and incorporate internal mechanisms of
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supervision and assessment of compliance by their respective professionals.

The stability effect thus gained by the system is of enormous consequence. Ev-

ery organization, by adopting the required standards and acknowledging the

consequences of not doing so, is at the same time monitored by the other or-

ganizations, in mutual observation of their commitments to the same sets of

rules binding everyone together.Without the autonomous adhesion and com-

pliance of service providers to common standards, the task of the regulatory

and normative sub-systems would be ineffective and irrelevant, and basically

impossible.

The evolution of a health system, from underdeveloped configurations to

high levels of complexity, can be traced by following how the sets of providers

evolved together in their adoption of higher standards of care and regulatory

compliance, simultaneously with the creation and capacity building of super-

visory and regulatory bodies, performing their functions independently but

still as components of the system (Foucault 2003).

The governance effects of such components cannot be understated. The

proposition and approval of any legislation regulating aspect of health services

provision, although established in the political system (not in the health sys-

tem), are implemented by the health system itself. The health system main-

tains its control over themeans of its own reproduction, or, in other words, its

internal communications on adoption of regulations and practices. No other

system has the legitimacy to do that for the health system.

Regulation implies observation and control.Thegovernance pillar ismeant

to comprehend such internal self-regulatory dynamics of the system, but in

fact the self-regulation systemic function goes beyond the exercise of govern-

ing the system by a ministry of health with its dissemination of norms, poli-

cies, guidelines, etc. supposed to orient all actors in the system. Several mech-

anisms of self-observation and self-regulation that are performed by the sub-

systems themselves do not correspond to the operations considered to be part

of the governance pillar.

Yes, regulations establish standards of observation and related communi-

cations.However, a partial-system like a hospital deliberates continuously and

autonomously on rules to be followed. That includes from setting up simple

daily routines to major structural changes in line with legal or macro-policy

determinations. Once a rule is set, further observations are required to check

compliance and results.And additional cycles of communication are set inmo-

tion formonitoring, information processing and decision-making.The hospi-

tal itself takes care of all of that.
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Therefore, the two functions – self-observation and self-regulation – are

carried out in tandem, eliciting and orientating the self-reproduction of ele-

ments of the system. Obviously, small healthcare centres staffed with a nurse

and midwife would have a small range of decisions to make at its discretion

compared to a large and complex hospital. Nevertheless, if an element of the

system has any degree of autonomy in organizing and setting up its routines,

it will conduct self-observation and self-regulation in whatever way it can in

order to reduce the complexities it faces. This is part of the distributed man-

ner bywhich centrally enacted policies and rules are reprocessed, adjusted and

followed according to the competences at the level of each component of the

system.

Besides, there are many other arrangements that the components need to

design and integrate into their functionality, which are not determined by any

enacted rules at higher or central hierarchical or political levels.The exercise of

autonomymay or may not be subject to supervisory and compliance monitor-

ing, but the absence of such controls do not eliminate the capacity of the com-

ponents to take initiatives and therefore self-observe and self-regulate. This

can be rather a matter of survival of the components than of just complying

with or corresponding to requirements of governance rules.

When staff in health facilities take under-the-table payments from pa-

tients, this may be against the explicit rules of the system, but could be

essential for the continuity of services in adverse circumstances, for instance

when salaries are too low or not regularly paid. The informal fees may guar-

antee the permanency of the professionals as well as the continuity of the

services and perhaps the survival of the overall system.

Concluding remarks

Obviously, thenotion of SixPillars is a simplificationofwhat is in fact observed

in any health system. There is no question that the idea of pillars as bearers

of the larger structures above them reflects the essential elements for the op-

erations of the system: medicines, finances, human resources, information,

etc.These are fundamental inputs for healthcare delivery.Themetaphor of the

pillar expresses this composition of essential elements sustaining the overall

structure. But, at the same time, this symbolic representation does not facili-

tate awareness of the complexities it hides.

Yes, the notion of pillars is simple and useful. It calls planners’ and re-

searchers’ attention to essential elements of a health system.However it leaves
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unanswered questions on how to reconcile the notion of pillars with the con-

cept of system and its autonomous parts.

A few concluding remarks are pertinent. Health systems pillars are not

conceptualized as units of the health system; they rather encompass structures

and functions that independently operate and are spread out acrossmany lev-

els, among several organizations of the health system.While sets of indicators

reflecting pillars’ composition and dimensions (WHO 2010) give valuable

aggregated pictures of relevant elements for country-level macro-planning, at

less aggregated andmore operational level, the organized component units of

the system deal with elements of the pillars as their own resources, know-how

and practices, not as macro-pillars sustaining the system.

A health organization, independently from the macro-aggregated at-

tributes of the pillars of the overall system, deals with its resources not as

elements of pillars but rather as components or its “production function”,

which needs to be optimized with little concern about what the macro-

planning foresees.

An important conclusion to draw from this discussion is that the conceptu-

alization of the Six Pillars, despite its contribution tomacro planning of health

systems, still lacks the actual systemic view crucial for conceiving initiatives to

strengthen health systems.

Of course, better human resources, higher budgets, effective health infor-

mationsystems,comprehensivepackagesofmedicines,andsoon, improve the

performance of the system and make it better able to deliver what is expected

from it, i.e. more and better health services.

But this does not address health as a system. Those investments corre-

spond to traditional managerial approaches, where the health system is seen

as a large organization of service provision, expected to use inputs and control

mechanisms, according to production functions, to generate outputs, in the

same way as for any large enterprise.There is little systems insight in such ap-

proach, apart from the input–output and the interconnectedness of the parts

as described in models of the very early stages of general systems science.



Chapter 1 – Niklas Luhmann’s Social Systems

Theory – Concepts

Thischapter introduces the conceptsofLuhmann’sSocial SystemsTheory.Luh-

mann’s books provide explanations of the central concepts of the theory; three

of them present comprehensive definitions (Luhmann 1995, 2007, 2013). In the

following paragraphs we use definitions taken from those three sources.

Luhmann provided definitions for a number of concepts that already ex-

isted; the concepts therefore acquired meanings they did not previously have.

In this chapter the concepts are presented in simple terms in glossary format.

In subsequent chapters,where the concepts are used in the discussions, richer

andmore detailed definitions are given.

To begin with, we need to consider that the overall architecture of the the-

ory is based on the distinction of autopoietic and non-autopoietic systems.

Among the autopoietic system we find three types of systems: the biological,

the psychic and the social system. Luhmann’s sociology is obviously concerned

exclusively with social systems.The details come next.

System Luhmann says: “system is the difference between system and environ-

ment” (Luhmann 2013, p. 44). This definition gives us the key notion that the

system–environment distinction is the fundament of the creation of a system.

The systems appear and are therefore observable as a result of this distinc-

tion, by which the observer can assign the place of observation either inside

the system or in the environment. In other words, this distinction is the key

constitutive step of social systems – systems come to exist as distinct from en-

vironment. A social system does not appear without its environment; for in-

stance, health systems are orientated towards diseases happening in its envi-

ronment. Once a disease is detected, communications about it become part of

the health system.A systemcan internally consider its constitutive distinction,

making for itself an internal representation of the environment that concerns
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it. Within the environment, anything irrelevant for system’s operations is not

amatter of concern for the system.The system can also recognize the presence

of other systems in the environment.

Autopoiesis Imported from the works of the biologists Humberto Maturana

and Francisco Varela (1974) and applied by Luhmann to Social Systems, au-

topoiesis is understood as the driving basal orientation of social systems. It

denotes the condition of existence of social systems, consisting in self-repro-

ducing through themeans they themselvesproduce.A social systemeitherper-

forms its autopoiesis or does not exist as a system; and no system can take care

of the reproduction of any other system. Social systems are therefore orien-

tated towards assuring the preservation of their self-reproduction, which im-

plies preserving the consistency of generating capabilities of the means of re-

production. Autopoiesis is also a permanent drive, performed at each opera-

tion of the system, and no system can afford to “take a break” in that regard.

Where there is a social system, autopoiesis is at work at all times.

Communication Communication is, so to speak, the “building block” of social

systems. Luhmann uses the term communication with meanings distinct

from the traditional transmission model of communication, where “Alter”

sends amessage that is then received by “Ego”, thus completing the communi-

cation link. For Luhmann, in contrast, communication has three components:

content (information), utterance and understanding.Utterance is the physical

emission (sound vibration, visible printed characters, light signals, tactile

braille, etc.), and content is the conveyed information (within a given shared

semantic universe of significances). Understanding is the unit of content and

utterance, and is what make possible the interlacing and exchange with the

subsequent utterances and contents. Without such interlacing, which may

consist for example in a request for clarification,we cannot say that communi-

cation has occurred. In this sense, understanding includesmisunderstanding.

In Luhmann’s terms, social systems aremadeupof communications andnoth-

ing else; in other words, without communication there is no social system.

Communication has attributes of recursive confirmation and self-validation,

interlacing past, present and future communications, stabilizing meanings

and the systems that rely on them. Furthermore, for Luhmann society is the

totality of the communications taking place, and no communication takes

place outside society.
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Contingent and double contingency Contingent means something that could be

different, i.e. in its current forms and attributes it is neither necessary nor im-

possible. All communications happen in a condition of double contingency,

which means that on both sides Alter and Ego, while engaging in communi-

cation, know that they are performing their own selections over what is said,

listened and replied to.The selections Ego makes can be different from Alter’s

and vice versa. The selections include the possibility of rejection of the com-

municated messages. All social systems have to live with the improbability of

understanding, given the contingent selections, and also the open possibility

of rejection.

Operational closure Akey-structuring feature of a social system is the closure; a

system can only deal with the information it internally produces. No informa-

tion in the environment can be taken in directly by a system.What is observed

in the environment becomes information once the perceptions are selected

and internally processed. Operational closure correlates with autopoiesis in

the sense that the selection and validation of observations and communica-

tions are prerogatives (and survival matters) of the system, and no other sys-

tem can insert information inside another system; in the same way, a mind

(a psychic system) cannot put a thought inside another mind (another psychic

system). If thatwas possible, the boundaries of the two systemswould collapse

and the system/environment distinctionwould no longer be valid.Operational

closure nevertheless allows for a system’s capacity not only to observe itself but

also to observe another.

Three types of social systems In his grand sociological theory, Luhmann differ-

entiates three types of social systems: function systems, organizations and in-

teractions. Each type is defined in terms of the specific ways they communica-

tively operatewithin their closure.Function systems are based on specific binary

codes of communications (see next point); organizations are systems based on

membership and decisions (a specific type of communication); interactions are

short-lived systems constituted by face-to-face communications. A function

system, like the health system, does not exclude anyone in the society as either

user or provider can take part in it at somepoint.Differently, organizations se-

lect those it can identify and can identify themselves as members (employees

for instance), and only members can take part in valid decision-making com-

munications. Interactions are communication systems that developwhere two

ormore peoplemeet (face-to-face or virtually) and once the communication is
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over the system ceases. Obviously society members may take part in several

social systems, sometimes simultaneously.

Binary codes Binary codes are essential for identity building of function systems.

We do not refer here to the other two types of systems as explained previously:

organization and interaction.Each function systemhas its ownspecific binary code

(legal/illegal, healthy/sick, government/opposition, art/not art, etc.). The bi-

nary codes mark and are fundamental to all communications as communica-

tions of the specific function system. No function system has the capability and

legitimacy to use the code that belongs to another function system. The society

does not recognize a communication stating that something is legal or illegal if

such communication comes from any function system but the system of law.The

words legal and illegal can be used in any circumstances but they will not carry

the weight, legitimacy and consequences of, for instance, an adjudication of a

court of law. Society members with professional attribution inside the health

system would clearly distinguish the communications on health matters that

are valid. Function systems are therefore based in simple binary codes that nev-

ertheless can provide infinite possibilities of ramifications in increasing levels

of complexity.

Structural coupling Complementary to the concept of operational closure,

structural coupling recognizes the possibility of systems observing each other,

and by doing so achieve some level of coordination, nevertheless keeping

their closure. In Luhmann’s terms, systems organized under their respective

constitutive closure do find ways to observe others and by doing so “irritate”

or “are irritated by” the other, creating expectations and reacting to other

systems without losing their distinctive separation from the environment and

the other systems in it.Structural coupling is the termLuhmannuses to describe

such operations; it allows for coordination between different social systems,

like health and education, health and law, etc., as each system can observe

the others, selecting what is relevant for each, and in the process operate in a

coordinated manner as seen from the observer’s point of view.

Social differentiation In Luhmann’s grand theory, the current stage of evolu-

tionary transformationof societies’ structures is characterizedby the existence

of several operationally closed and differentiated function systems. From previ-

ous stages of segmented and stratified societies, historical evolution has arrived

at the advanced stage of social differentiation that started in the eighteenth
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century. Differentiated function systems (law, politics, economics, health, reli-

gion,art,media,etc.) createaddresseswhereby inclusionof individuals is open

to all societymembers, preserving the possibility for anyone to be concurrently

included to varying degrees in several function systems. Differentiated func-

tion systems strive to keep their characteristics and specificities with socially

precisely recognizable boundaries between them,mainly based on their binary

codes and communications. At the segmented society stage, individuals were

assigned to social structures by their place of birth or life. Stratified societies

were more complex and individuals were assigned to a stratus the society cre-

ated (such as castes, social classes, artisanal groups, etc.). In the modern so-

ciety, differentiated in function systems, no function system has the central role

and preponderates over the others; even the political functional system is one

functional system among the others.

Distinctions and observations An important turn in the development of Social

System Theory is Luhmann’s incorporation of the works of the mathemati-

cianGeorge Spencer-Brown. In the Laws of Form, Spencer-Brown (2015) asserts

the inseparability of observations and distinctions. Tomake observations, one

needs to draw distinctions. Distinctions are forms with two sides: the marked

and the unmarked. A distinction is thus a unit of difference. Observations are

made according to the adopted distinctions. To carry out an observation, the

observer takes the marked side, which is of interest – for instance, disease in-

stead of health – and leaves the rest out, on the unmarked side. These are es-

sential selection processes by which systems can become self-referential, self-

observing and self-organizing (see these definitions later). Furthermore, all

observation has blind spots1; the blind spot is often the deployed distinction

itself. A distinction can also be observed, but that requires another distinction

assigning the distinction to be observed to the marked side.

Second-order observation Another important reference in the development of

Luhmann’s theory is the works of Foerster (2014), who conceptualized the cy-

bernetic qualitative step by which an observing system can observe observers

and, respectively, the distinctions they use and the observations they make.

This includes self-observation. All social systems perform first- and second-

order observations.

1 Observers need to distinguish themselves fromwhat they observe, in doing so, to carry

out the observation, they stay in the “blind spot”.
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Coding and programming Coding is the way of orientating communication. Bi-

nary codes offer the two sides of the distinctions the communication refers to,

while always electing one side. Programmes guide the selection of themes and

semantics, supporting communication connectivity within the chosen side of

the binary distinction.

Complexity Complexity is a feature of observation, not a reality in itself. It de-

notes that both a system and its environment have elements and relations be-

tween elements that surpass the system’s observation capacity. A system has

to reduce complexity, by making selections and focusing on relevant internal

and/or external elements, excluding the rest from consideration. Complexity

therefore refers to the unavoidable limits in the capacity of making observa-

tions.Contingency is intrinsic to complexity, becausewhile reducing complex-

ity a system has to make selections, which by their turn could be different, i.e.

are contingent.The environment is more complex than the systems.

Having briefly described these central concepts, there is moreover a rele-

vant set of specific concepts.Luhmann’s studies in thefieldofmanagement sci-

encehaveattractedattentionamong those interested inorganizationsas social

systems. Health systems have many organizations and therefore it is relevant

to understand how this type of system (organization) operates.The conceptual

understanding of organizations includes the following:

Decision Decision is a particular type of communication crucial for the exis-

tence of organizations.Without decision there is no organization. All matters

of concern for an organization as social system are objects of decisions. A de-

cision communicates the side of the distinctions the subsequent communica-

tions should be connected to, therefore orientating and creating the premises

for the decisions to be taken next.

Membership The differentiation between who belongs (members) and who

does not belong to an organization is of vital importance for any organization.

All organizations are based on decisions and membership, and only members

take legitimate decisions, or, in other words, only decisions taken bymembers

are recognized as valid and relevant for the organization.

Uncertainty absorption A decision already made does not have to communi-

cate the uncertainties that surrounded it before itwas taken,which include the

ambiguities or doubts in relation to the evidence and inferences guiding the
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decision. A communicated decision does not communicate that it is also con-

tingent, i.e. the possibility that the decision could be different. Once adopted,

a decision thus absorbs uncertainties, which are then excluded from further

consideration.The absorption of uncertainties achieved by decisions is there-

fore crucial for the management of any organization.

Decision premises Decision premises is a functional characteristic of deci-

sions that make former decisions the justifications for subsequent ones, thus

becoming the basis of organizations’ life. Decision premises help to solve the

paradoxical nature of any decision; the paradox of undecided decisions which

derives from the fact that if an option is obviously better than all the others,

there is no decision to be made; conversely, if all options are equally good, a

decision cannot be made. So, decision premises attract and justify the choice

in terms of the decisions previously made. Luhmann identified three types

of decision premises: programmes (with stabilized sets of prescriptions and

expectations), personnel (with stabilized definitions of members’ roles) and

communication channels (also understood as organizational culture, setting

courses for routine formal and informal communication flows). Decisions

based on decision premises have the advantage of not having to exhaustively

demonstrate the reasons for taking them.

There are a number of additional important concepts with rather complex

formulations.They are briefly mentioned and explained as advanced topics in

the Annex.

Having presented the central concepts of the Social System Theory, the

next section discusses the differences between Luhmann’s formulations and

the more traditional views that Luhmann’s theory does not incorporate.Three

topics are discussed: 1) the input–output model; 2) the notion of a system as

bigger than the sum of its parts; and 3) the concept of the adaptive system and its

evolution.

These topics are not required for understanding Luhmann’s theory and

therefore readers, particularly those following health systems thinking ap-

proaches, may want to be aware of the reasons behind Luhmann’s theoretical

decisions, and their implications. Those who are only familiar with those

commonly held views about systems are particularly encouraged to read the

section, and familiarize themselves with Luhmann’s explanations for not

including these views in his conceptual architecture. The discussion is rich

and instructive, and builds on a number of the concepts presented in the first

section of this chapter.
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1. The input–output model

“The systems thinking approach goes beyond this ‘input-blackbox-output’

paradigm to one that considers inputs, outputs, initial, intermediate and

eventual outcomes, and feedback, processes, flows, control and contexts”

(WHO 2009, p. 34). In common with this understanding, Luhmann’s theory

moves away from the input–processing–output model predominant in the

1950s and earlier.

In his theory, however, inputs are not taken in, processed and the resultant

“products” sent to the environment as outputs. Inputs are creations of the sys-

tem.The system does not take in what it observes in the environment; it inter-

prets and translates what is observed intomeaningful information, consistent

with the meanings the system has at its disposal and works with.

Luhmann says that there is no information as such in the environment.

Information does not penetrate the system; it is instead generated inside the

system. Surely, though, a system relies on the sources of energy andmaterials

in the environment.This, however, is a basic distinction that needs to be con-

sidered, separating the physical world and the world of communications and

meanings.

For any biological organism, energy and materials do enter the body, and

the waste is subsequently thrown out. The same does not happen with infor-

mation. As said earlier, information does not enter; it is elaborated inside the

system. A system may make available the results of its information process-

ing to other systems; but it can neither insert the information into the other

system nor enforce it, if the other system does not observe it or consider the

information relevant.

Luhmann thereforeuses thewords input andoutputwith very specific con-

notations; inputs and outputs are recognized as such inside the system, in the

way it internally and communicatively processes the information it generates

itself. These points have implications for the theoretical conceptualization of

the closedness and openness of systems.

Anumber of questions therefore becomepertinent.For instance: howopen

can a system be and still preserve its boundaries and identities? How close can

a systembe and still acquire energy, andmake observations for its information

processes without running the risk of being annihilated by the environment?

The theory offers the following considerations. Systems can only translate

what they observe in the environment into information because they are op-

erationally closed. If information could penetrate the system, it would be the
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same as someone inserting their own thoughts inside someone else’s mind, as

mentioned previously. The distinction between the two minds would collapse

and both minds consequently would have the same fate. Although they can-

not take information from the environment, the systems can take energy and

materials from it; they are therefore both open and closed.

Thus understood, operational closure, deriving from the basic system/en-

vironment distinction, is the very condition for the system to process obser-

vations and elaborate information. As the environment is incomparably more

complex than the system, the system does not have what is conceptually de-

nominated as “requisite variety” (Luhmann 2013, p. 121) by which it could es-

tablish complete representation inside the system, relating one to one all the

elements in the environment.Therefore, the system needs to make selections

of what it is going to process and observe in the environment.This reduces en-

vironmental complexities as far as the system is concerned, without affecting

the environment, which remains as complex as before.

If these notions are accepted, it is understandable that the systemwould be

destroyed by the overwhelming volume of information the environment could

potentially generate. If information as such were coming from the environ-

ment and entering the system, the system would not be able to distinguish

what belonged to it as opposed to the environment. Information generation

therefore is a process in which systems are actively engaged as a matter of au-

topoietic survival.

Still in relation to the input–output model, the notion of “non-trivial sys-

tems” (Foerster 2014) is relevant to consider. A non-trivial systemmay process

and generate diverse types of outputs with the same observation it makes in

its environment.This system can observe itself, and therefore it can reflect on

its own processes and results, and introduce changes, which as a result may

render the generated outputs unpredictable for an external observer.

Compared to the simple rather outdated input–process–output model,

these models of self-referred systems dynamics grant a conceptual architec-

ture with better tools to approach the complexities of social systems such

as the health system. Translating these understandings into observations of

health systems’ operations we can see as follows.

A case of a suspected disease remains an unknown event in the environ-

ment among all sorts of events taking place in it.Once it is detected by a health

professional, which then communicates about it inside the health system, the

suspected disease becomes a point of reference so that subsequent communi-
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cations can take place in the system. Before it was detected, it was not infor-

mation waiting to be disclosed; it was just an unknown.

Disease detection is carried out by procedures of observations whereby

health professionals deploy the distinctions they were trained to use. The

health professionals write the reports or communicate orally what they ob-

serve. From that moment on, the event “unknown disease” acquires the form

of “symptoms and suspected diagnostic”, which can be recognized, read,

checked, registered, etc., becoming in the process a communicated reality

within the system.

The information can then be retrieved, coded, double-checked, criticized,

complemented, and so on, according to the programmes the system commu-

nicatively deploys.The former “unknown” therefore acquires “life”, so to speak,

as a disease inside the system. Effectively, by becoming communicatively in-

serted in the system, the disease actually becomes part of the system as a rec-

ognizable event/object.

The self-reference (including self-observation and self-organization) func-

tionality of the system endows it with the capacity to adjust its observational

capacities, refine its interpretation and service delivery capabilities, and pro-

ceedwith the autopoietic reproduction of these abilities. All that will be in cor-

respondencewith the (internal and external) level of complexity the systemcan

handle.

Thereproductionof the systemtherefore canonly be self-reproduction,be-

cause only the system understands and can use the communications that are

its prerogatives. The input–processing–output model does not give a proper

account of these highly relevant systemic functions.

2. The system is bigger than the sum of its parts

Systems are more than the sum of their parts is perhaps the most commonly

held view about systems. At first glance, it seems there is nothing wrong with

that, as the statement calls attention to functions emerging out of a collection

of elements,which individually and separately donot show those specific func-

tionalities.

However, this concept of the whole and parts cannot easily accommodate

the notion that social systems are made of communications. While the idea

of parts physically and functionally distinct and the whole that encompasses

them is easily perceived in systems that have precise concrete existence, such
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as ecological systems, nervous systems, urban transport systems and so on, it

is less evident when comes to intangible realities, such as social systems based

on communications.Thewhole and parts concept does not seem to give a good

account of the set-up of the system.

The argumentation that follows looks at the whole/parts from the Social

Systems Theory perspective, which includes discussions on the validity of

the scheme considering that: 2.1) systems are made of communications; 2.2)

communications cannot be summed up like “bricks”; 2.3) communications

interlace each other making stable “meaning pools”;2 2.4) communications

not only make the system but also reproduce it; 2.5) communications make

the internal differentiations and sub-systems; 2.6) communications differ-

entiate a system from other systems in its environment; and, finally, 2.7) the

whole/parts scheme is analysed as a potential observation device deployed by a

system for self-reference and self-organization.

2.1 Systems as communications

Questions concerning a system’s parts andwhole acquirenewdifficultieswhen

we consider that systems aremade of communications, as proposed by the So-

cial Systems Theory. How can parts of a system add up to a whole if they are

identified as communications?

A nervous system can be dissected and its parts isolated even in organisms

still alive. If a part is severed, the reaction at the level of thewhole systemcanbe

monitored.The parts can be identified and counted; the connections between

them can be cut or preserved. Some partsmay play amore important role than

others in terms of the overall emergent functionality of the system.

However, if we take communications as the parts of the system, a piece

of isolated communication no longer constitutes part of the system, because

whatmakes a communication part of the system is the fact that it is connected

to other communications belonging to the system; the connectivity is crucial.

Communications are events connected to other communicative events. If a

nurse observes that the temperature of the patient is rising and does not com-

municate that to the other nurses and doctors, the communication event that

does not happen has not become part of the system.

But the system does not have an inventory of communications already es-

tablished, representing the aggregation of all parts of the system. Commu-

2 These terms, “bricks” and “meaning pools”, do not come from Luhmann.
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nications cannot be dissected and counted. The virtual inventory of commu-

nications, if we may keep this expression, is being built as communications

happen, as opposed to the stable list of components of a system with discrete

countable identifiable parts that can be regularly inventoried.

The observation the nurse had made may never be incorporated into the

universe of events constituting the health system. Similarly, a communication

may happen and remain isolated, as for instance a note in the patient’s dossier

that was never considered and ended up forgotten in the archive (or database)

of the hospital amonghundreds of thousands of other records. In spite of com-

munications that may not happen or have been forgotten, the system carries

on its autopoiesis with all the other communications taking place. No single

communication has the crucial role for the existence of a social system, as is

the case in certain systems with core function such as the nervous system.

Unlike a systemwith a countable limited number of components, a system

made of communication has an unlimited number of components and cannot

correspond to any prescription of amounts of communications that need to

take place and the time for that. In communication-based systems, the parts

cannot be assembled together in a predefined permanent, stable combination,

although routine communications may occur regularly. New communication

parts will always be required.

These explanations should give a clear understanding of the specificities

of social systems. Although themes and topics (such as those in the universe

of specific medical specialties) create sets of communications related to each

other and recurrently claiming continuity and consistency, the field of com-

munication has to remain open because of both the nature of communication

as events in time and the limitlessness resulting from the complexity of hu-

man health. Some additional considerations are still pertinent in relation to

communication and the parts/whole scheme.

It must be clear now that a communication-based system is not composed

of the elements communicating with each other inside it. It is not meaningful

to count the communicating elements as if they were the individual parts of

the system.We may see communication as emerging (or otherwise not exist-

ing) and also comprising a network-likeweb of recurrent and forward-moving

connected communicative events, reproducing themselves, in potentially infi-

nite forms, in the system being built by them. Communication emerges from

communications, not from the material base where it happens.

In view of that, the incongruity of comparing the constitution of a whole

with the sum of its parts becomes clear. With some irony, scholars who stud-
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ied Luhmann’s work (King and Thornhill– 2003, p. 10) say: “the whole is less

than the sumof its parts”.Thismay be understood from the perspective that at

any given moment, only a limited number of communications actualizing the

system is in fact occurring, compared to the countless repertoire of possible

communications and the incalculable numbers of previous communications

of the same system.

Thepoint to be retained in this discussion is that the system is comprisedof

the communications that aremaking it, and communications are continuously

linking past communications with current and future ones.Only communica-

tions can make a system perform its communicative functions. In Luhmann’s

words “only communication can communicate” (Luhmann2002). In the case of

health systems, this means communicating and reproducing the healthy/sick

binary code and the programmes sustained by it over the course of commu-

nicatively realized diagnostics and treatments.

Furthermore, the whole of the system cannot be equated to the addition

of communications that have already taken place. Past communications only

contribute to building the system if they are currently linked to actual on-going

communications; otherwise they are irrelevant.The system’swholewould thus

be an artificial abstraction of the entire set of communications taking place in

each givenmoment. Such abstraction is of no relevance.

2.2 Building blocks metaphor

Not all individuals identifiable as operating within the system are actually en-

gaged in communications at all times.While the majority may remain “silent”

and a small minority actually communicates at any given time, this does not

mean that the system becomes smaller or bigger because there are fewer or

more silent individuals.

The metaphor of “building block” implies the wrong impression of quan-

tifiable accumulative unitary bricks. Communication cannot simply be re-

duced to countable discrete units of exchanges between individuals. Com-

munications are more complex than that; as already mentioned, they imply

connectivity with other communications.

It does notmake sense either to compare parts of the systemwithout com-

munications, and parts of the system with communications, because there is

only the system where communications occurs (whatever the time required).

The parts of a communication-based social system are the communications
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taking place, not the members that could possibly communicate with each

other.

The system does not include the communications that did not occur, even

if they remained potential and plausible. Possible communications are not re-

trievable as recordedmemory of the system and cannot interlace new commu-

nications.Consequently, if one still wants to use the simplistic “building block”

metaphor, one needs to focus on the actual communications happening inside

the system at any given time.

Of course communications vanish as soon as they happen, but this does

not mean that systems disappear with them. Elements remain latent whether

communications are taking place or not. For instance, the semantics, codes,

grammars, syntaxes, symbols, semiotics, associatedmeanings,memories, etc.

deployed during communications are kept as reservoirs of shapers of an in-

finite number of possible communications. The operators inside the system

draw from those common stablememory pools the rules and signifiers needed

to compose their messages, enabling them to be understood by the recipient

of the messages, who uses the same pools for communicative purposes. Indi-

viduals’ insertion in a system is preceded andmaintained through continuous

learning of those pools, allowing them to engage in meaningful communica-

tions inside the system.Memory plays a crucial role in this.

However, anything in those reservoirs that is not used becomes irrelevant

as constitutive of the system. In the same way, information a health worker

does not communicate back to the system’s counterparts cannot be considered

part of the system. The reservoirs are not accumulation of “building blocks”;

the system thus should not be confused with those reservoirs and potential

communications. A social system made up of communication does not have

tomake exhaustive uninterrupted use of all communications possibilities that

can be produced with what is available in the pools. If that were the case, the

systemwould be destroyed instantaneously. For thatmatter, the systemmakes

selections. Any communication implies selections fromboth sides (sender and

receiver), and cannot be otherwise. Selections are an inextricable part of com-

munications, and therefore also constitutive operations of the system.

2.3 Interlacing communications

Asexplained in thefirst sectionof this chapter, communications are comprised

of utterance, content (information) and understanding (including misunder-
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standing).3They interlacewith components of other communications, becom-

ing part of a system. In isolation, an utterance or content is not integrated

into a system.Communications always have the possibility of interlacing other

communications on the accepting (yes) or the rejection (no) side, and through

the content and/or the utterances.The recipientmay emphasize either of these

components while participating in communication.

By interlacing with others, a communication becomes part of meaning-

ful sets of communications. The interlacing is thus fundamental to keep the

system alive, and involves connectivity through both utterances and content.

What we are trying to say here is that the importance of interlacingmakes the

cut-off of communication in discrete pieces irrelevant. It is rather artificial to

cut a communicationwith the purpose of counting the numberswhen the very

fact of being meaningfully interlaced is the crucial aspect of communication.

2.4 Autopoiesis

Taking autopoiesis of systems into consideration, obviously a system does not

carry out its self-reproduction without the concurrence of its parts. Clearly,

when we speak about parts here we are talking about communications, noth-

ing else. So, there would not be autopoiesis if the systemdid not reproduce the

distinctive communications that characterize the system.

The communications are thus making the system, and at the same time

realizing its autopoiesis. The communications thus reproduce previous com-

munications and open connections for the subsequent ones. In this way, stan-

dards and semantics aremeaningfully preserved and reproduced, assuring the

continuity of the communicative operations of the system. Social systems re-

production is achieved through reproduction of its communications; commu-

nications reproduce communications, wemay say.

2.5 Internal differentiation

Let’s consider now that communication can become specialized and differen-

tiated inside a system. There may be sets of related communications, using

specific semantics and selections, which may become characteristic of some

3 Luhmann says “understanding” is the unit of the distinction between “utterance” and

“content”.
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identifiable sections, programmes or sub-systems of the encompassing sys-

tem. These sub-systems become constitutive parts of the system, making it

more complex.

Awayof approaching the system/sub-systemsdistinctionmayuse the con-

cepts of integration and differentiation. Differentiation is one of the central

concepts of Luhmann’s theory; it refers to both the differentiation of systems

in the same environment, and the internal differentiation of components in-

side a system. Integration, on the other hand, is not a key concept in the theory

andLuhmannsummarizes it as reductionofdegrees of freedomof any system,

while entering structural coupling with other systems.

Differentiation across systems is an outcome of the autopoiesis processes

each system undertakes, while preserving their operational closure. By mak-

ing their individual reproductive selections, any system becomes increasingly

different from the others also performing their own autopoiesis in the same

environment.

Internal differentiation, on the other hand, has to be understood as part

of the individual dynamic process of autopoiesis itself.The system creates in-

ternal divisions in its processes of reproducing itself.4 Internal differentiation

increases a system’s complexity and consequently the complexity the system

can address in its environment.

A systemmayhave internal parts involved in the processes of communicat-

ing the core business of the system (for instance, diagnostics and treatments

in the health system). But it may also create parts specialized in self-observa-

tion of the system (monitoring and evaluation of health programmes for in-

stance). The system may also have sections specialized in observing the envi-

ronment (epidemiological surveillance and infectious diseases controls), and

sections fulfilling normative roles, assessing if internal communications and

actions correspond to the patterns and standards the system adopts (profes-

sional councils and ethical boards, for example).

Internal differentiation does not imply the creation of a distinct part with

the attribution to rule the entire system on all matters. Some rules may be

enacted, but only become effective when the parts incorporate them. The

parts themselves perform coordinated acts to a large extent independently

from central observation and control. Just think about how patients’ referral

systems may operate across health facilities, with facilities communicating

4 Reproducing internally the system/environment distinction.
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with each other, sending and receiving patients without resorting to any

centralized mechanism of authorization or subordination.

What should be retained from this discussion is that a system surely allows

for the development of differentiated forms of communications between its

components. But, in short, it is not relevant whether internal differentiation

makes the whole bigger than the sum of its parts or otherwise. What matters

is that it makes the whole internally diverse and better able to deal with the

complexities of the environment, while preserving its unity and maintaining

the distinctive character of the internal communications.

2.6 System–environment distinction

Perhaps crucial for understanding how Social Systems Theory deals with the

parts/whole scheme is the notion that the system is, in Luhmann’s words, “the

difference between system and environment” (Luhmann 2013, p. 44). A system

exists from themoment it becomes distinct from its environment. As a conse-

quence, the maintenance of the system implies the maintenance of its differ-

entiation vis-à-vis its environment.

The reproduction of a social system is the repetition of its system/environ-

ment difference and respective limits inside the system in all new sub-systems

created, which individually repeat the original distinction, whatever specific

additional functionalities the sub-systems may acquire. This is an advanced

complex topic we can deal with later.

But, in this sense, a system is found where there is a system/environment

distinction, not where there are parts comprising wholes. Social SystemsThe-

ory thus replaces the paradigm of the whole and parts difference with the dif-

ference between system and environment.

Parts can be arbitrarily aggregated without constituting a unit with a

singular self-reference, clear delimitation in relation to the environment and

without a cohesive process of self-reproduction and self-preservation. Think

of a crowd in a busy train station – the collection of individual-parts does not

make that a system.

To further illustrate this conception consider, for instance, a large bazaar

with hundreds of independent stalls selling thousands of different products to

thousands of buyers on a daily basis. If we take the whole and parts paradigm,

we can say that there is a system here: the bazaar is the system and the shops

its parts.
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However, ifwe lookat the collectionof shops,consumers andproducts thus

described and try to understand it from the point of view of the system/envi-

ronment distinction we reach a different conclusion.We would have difficulty

finding the operations the bazaar performs that sets the boundaries between

it and what can be identified as its environment. If we exclude the managerial

services of the bazaar, in charge of keeping the structures inworking condition

and renting out the stalls, there are no other overarching functions bringing a

sense of unit.

As we see when we visit a bazaar, there is space for tens of thousands

of daily buying/selling transactions. The administration of the bazaar can

be identified as an organization (a type of social system). The stalls are not

part of that organization. They act independently, renting the space and con-

ducting their buying and selling operations as autonomous entities. Some

coordination for determination of prices and selection of products may or

may not happen; it will largely depend on the individual decisions of the stalls

and administrators. However, they do react to what they observe taking place

around them.

In this sense, thebazaarwould ratherbe the environmentwhere customers

appear, observe products and prices and are observed by the stalls. Negotia-

tionsmayhappenandmayevolve intoafinal sellingandbuying transaction.An

analogy can be made, comparing customers in the environment of the bazaar

and patients coming from the neighbourhood to get treatment in a primary

healthcare centre. The communications involved in selling and buying in an

economic system are functional equivalents to the communication operations

involved in treating and receiving treatment in a health system. In both cases

the system/environment distinction is more relevant in analytical terms than

the parts/whole distinction, because the system configures itself vis-à-vis and

in contrast with its environment.

In radical contrast with the whole and parts paradigm, the analysis from

the point of the Social Systems Theory would conclude that the bazaar is in

fact the environment instead of a system. Furthermore, we can also say that

the bazaar does not perform autopoiesis; the environment does not do self-

reproduction. Autopoiesis is a specific attribute of the systems.

2.7 Parts, wholes and observation

A final consideration on the parts and wholes topic suggests that the scheme

canbeunderstoodas anobservation strategy. In this sense, there is noontolog-
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ical or technical prescription setting the sizes and limits of the parts to be con-

sidered.The questions about how big/small a part should be to be considered

as a part do not have a definitive answer.The observer draws the distinctions,

makes the definitions and proceeds to observe, describe and count the parts,

according tohis/herdecisions,which are all contingent (i.e. couldbedifferent).

In object-orientatedontology,GrahamHarman (2018) says anobject canbe

approached and described by cutting it into its component parts or by relating

it to other objects.These approaches can also be employed jointly.The limit is

that the object can never be apprehended in itself. Parts and wholes are thus

deployed observational techniques. The question whether the whole is more

than the sumof its parts depends on the understanding of the attributes being

observed and their relevance or irrelevance as attributes of the parts or of the

whole. So, the results of cutting into parts are contingent, and donot reveal the

essential nature of the object.

We think these conclusions sit comfortablywith the conclusionsSocial Sys-

tems Theory suggests to us. If the parts of the object system are communica-

tions, they cannotmeaningfully be summed up to the totality of a single whole

that is graspable as the defined object within which all its parts are accommo-

dated.The system object would not be apprehended in itself.

Furthermore, for observation purposes, the notion of parts implies the as-

sumption that they are homogeneous or at least have common uniform quali-

ties that all parts show in some strictly comparable manner. But, as Luhmann

(1995, p. 7) says, “there were hardly any theoretically proven criteria for homo-

geneity”.

Hospitals, public health programmes, professional bodies, etc. can be con-

sidered as sub-systems of a health system.For that, theymay only have the fact

of being orientated towards andmobilized by the communication concerning

healthy/sickbinary code inoneof itsmultiple presentations and focus. Inother

words, the fact that these sub-systems are included in the universe of commu-

nications recognized as exclusively belonging to the health system attests to

their insertion in the overall health system.

Therefore, sub-systems are part of the health system as legitimate mak-

ers of health communications, regardless of the size or quantity of each sub-

system’s communications.The semantic order the sub-system is inserted into

does not require specific homogeneity of their messages, or specific sizes of

their sentences, or specific effects of their utterances, or specific complexity of

the information conveyed, or specific quantity of exchanges, or comparative

relevance or frequency in relation to communications of other sub-systems.
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Anymeasurement of communications in suchwayswould bemeaningless.The

semantic order, by means of autopoietic self-reference and self-reproduction,

attests the validity of the communications as part of the system.

For its self-reproduction, the system may see advantages in adopting the

parts/whole observation scheme, when the technique may facilitate the sys-

tem’s internal communication about itself. In this process, semantic spaces

are created, configuring sub-systems, as might be the case for example in the

creation of communications specific tomedical specialities.The self-reference

thus achievedandmaintained contributes to the autopoiesis of the system.The

question whether the whole is or isn’t bigger than the sum of its parts remains

irrelevant from the system’s self-reproduction and self-reference perspective.

In its self-reflection, a systemwill look for ways of reducing its own complexi-

ties; the more complex a system becomes, the less it will try to create a copy of

itself that reflects all its complexities, it will therefore settle with self-descrip-

tions that summarize the main features the system is selectively electing as

its priorities, vis-à-vis the environment from which it distinguishes itself. In

conclusion, the parts/whole scheme should be employed according to internal

self-observation aims, if this deployment is to have some advantage.

3. The notion of adaptive systems

Health systems are “complex adaptive systems” (Olivier, J. et al. 2017, p. 21).

Throughout the health systems thinking literature onefinds references as such

to health systems as complex adaptive systems (CAS).This is a potentially con-

troversial topic, if one considerswhat the Social SystemsTheory says about the

concept of adaptation.

If adaptation onlymeans learning and incorporatingnew information into

its communications, social systems are indeed adaptive; this is partially con-

sistent with the Social Systems Theory. Adaptation in this case refers exclu-

sively to internal changes in the system, without necessarily linking it with

better chances of survival in a given environment. Learning is operationally

achieved by the necessary connections between past, current and future com-

munications, establishing new and more complex memories and repertoires

of themes, which the system uses for processing information.

Nevertheless, if adaptive refers to adaptation to an external environment

(however it may be defined), it is necessary to consider that the theory high-

lights the system’s environment as a construction of the system itself; the sys-
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tem selects in the environment the elements it observes and considers rele-

vant for its autopoiesis, ignoring the rest. In the process, the system is aligned

with the environment itself is recurrently confirming and constructing. The

understanding of the founding role of the system/environment distinction in

the theory is therefore crucial to approaching the adaptation issue.

The following example may help this discussion. Take a hospital as a sys-

tem (an organization system in line with the theory), and its emergency ward

overwhelmed by the number of cases arriving at its door.The hospital may de-

cide to set up a triage procedure, by which cases are sent through to one of the

following four options: immediate care; referral to more complex centres; stay

and wait; or send home. Some patients may voluntarily select themselves out

and go to another hospital or home.Thismay be the case on a particularly busy

Saturday night but might also be a trend observed over a number of months.

With the triage, the hospital is selecting what it is observing in the environ-

ment (its doorstep).

What an external observer may see as system adaptation to a higher de-

mand (the triage), an internal one sees it as a selection operation. For the hos-

pital, it is not of primary relevance whether the procedure represents an adap-

tation to the environment or not. The procedure is a solution to the pressure

the hospital-system is internally detecting; the hospital needs to safeguard its

internal processes and communications against possible collapse.The hospital

is primarily concernedwith the integrity of its communication, its autopoiesis.

Intervention in the environment beyond its doorstep is not its concern.Theen-

vironment at large may carry on producing more and more cases (or not); the

hospital isneithermorenor less adapted to the caseproductioncapacity and its

determinants in the environment. It is only carrying on its operations within

the limits it recognizes as important for its operations; it is adjusting internal

communicative operations, not aiming at achieving better adaptation to the

environment. As an organizational system, the hospital is selecting from its

environment the elements that it considers of interest and finds itself capable

of handling. The crucial point is that internal adjustments do not necessarily

represent adaptation to the environment.

The hospital could have continued its internal routines without the triage

it has set up,maintaining ad hoc spontaneous triage as before. If the new pro-

cedure is considered an adaptation, it was an “adaptation to itself”, learning

and incorporating new elements, as noted at the beginning.The adjustments

were intended to achieve better coordination, releasing tensions and stresses

among the staff, and pressures on hospital resources. If any adaptation is hap-
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pening, it is to the internal environment of the hospital. It can still be consid-

ered that these changes could be conceived and incorporated anyway, indepen-

dently from the pressures of the external environment.The hospital could set

up a triage for the advantages in handling the arriving cases and for prepared-

ness, in case it expected to face a possible surge in demand in the near future.

In more theoretical terms, in La Sociedad de la Sociedad, Luhmann (2007a)

speaks of an excess of possibilities the systems internally develop and try,

which are not related, conductive or justified by the necessity of adaptation

to the environment.The independence of the systems from the environment,

allowing freedom for internal communications, endows systems with the

capability to develop new distinctions, new forms for new observations, new

ways of communicating and so on.This wealth of possibilities and subsequent

adoption of changes leads to differentiations inside and among the systems,

which do not necessarily rely on some sort of “natural selection” to survive

and reproduce. The emergence of the peacock tail could not be explained if

all a system could do (biological ones included) was to strictly adapt to its

environment.

Luhmann (1995) also says no systemhas the “requisite variety” to internally

represent the environment in all its complexities and control the “natural selec-

tion” adaptation. He says: “The system can only compensate the lack of knowl-

edge of its environmentwith intern excess of possibilities, to say, can compen-

sate the lack of determination in the environment with its own lack of deter-

mination”. (p. 182).

He continues by explaining that the capacity of the system to draw its dis-

tinctions and use them to make observations in the environment (and itself)

is a function that does not have any correlate in the environment. Distinctions

are not imposed by the environment and do not exist as such in it.The capac-

ity to independently draw distinctions endows the system with the possibility

to create an excess of possible internal elements and configurations that it can

adopt regardless of what the environment has.

Furthermore, where the system decides to closely couple with elements of

theenvironment (other systems, for instance,as thehealth systemcoupleswith

the political, economic, legal, etc. systems), it does so with its operational clo-

sure and autopoietic reproduction,where it sees the advantages of doing so. In

other words, it selects the way it couples with other systems according to the

calculations and information processing it is capable of.

On the other side, the overarching, all-encompassing environment is

supportive (i.e. not strictly selective) ofmany possible forms the systems living
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in it autopoietically incorporates in themselves. The environment tolerates,

so to speak, large variation of new individual and collective forms, no matter

whether they are “fine-tuned” or not to the environment.

To be sure, selectionmay happen in the environment, but the environment

doesnot performautopoiesis.As the systemcanproduce an excess of forms for

its autopoiesis (not only the strictly determined ones), the environment has ex-

cess potentialities and expandedunused capabilities to absorb ever-increasing

diversity of autopoietic systemswithunknown limitations.As already said, the

environment is not governed by autopoietic drive, so it does not “intentionally”

make selections.

In conclusion, adaptation is a concept that does not grant the system

privileged chances to perform its autopoiesis. A system cannot increase or

decrease its autopoiesis or its chances to perform that. A system that stops

its autopoiesis also stops its adaptation because it is already dead. In its au-

topoietic drive, a system is doing more than what the adaptation expects; it is

varying its processes of reproduction and creation of the means to reproduce

itself.

What tells a system whether the tested and adopted new operations and

respective means of doing so should be maintained or not, is not the adapta-

tion but rather the way the system recognizes it as feasible to be repeated and

maintained, given, first of all, its internal communicative capabilities to do so.

If adaptation to the environment is achieved – meaning, if the system’s new

ways of successfully reproducing itself do not meet strong negative reactions

in the environment – this might be an additional argument for keeping going

and inventing new forms.

It is something well established in biological sciences that although adap-

tation to the environment assures good chances of survival, it does not ex-

plain the huge variations of forms created, where surely some of them are in

fact costly and represent a sub-optimal adaptation strategy; members of some

species would have better chances of survival without some of the characteris-

tics they have acquired, although the specie as a whole carries on faring well.

Having said that, a few additional reflections are necessary. The word

“adaptive” has strong denotation associated with Darwinism and natural

selection. It expresses the idea of “adaptation” of species (and more recently

of psychological and social systems) to their environment. It is hard to use the

word without such connotations. Adaptation is therefore understood as the

driving process by which a system becomes better able to live in a given envi-

ronment and by doing so becomes more resilient. The system–environment
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relation in such a notion is of determination, whereby the environment has

the causal factors, which the system has to recognize and adjust accordingly.

Luhmann’s Social SystemsTheory departs fromsuchnotions in correspon-

dencewith his conceptualization of operationally closed systems built by com-

munications. As already said, if there is adaptation, and Luhmann would not

dismiss this possibility, he would qualify it as adaptation to an environment

that the system represents internally,meaning “adaptation” to the represented

environment with the selected features seen as relevant by the system, and not

the environment itself in all its complexities.

Furthermore, not all transformation a system goes through is necessar-

ily intended to make it better adapted to its environment. The autopoiesis of

the system, bywhich the system reproduces itself through its ownmeans,may

generate internal structures of communication that are understood by the sys-

tem as relevant in themselves for the systemic operations it keeps running.

For instance, when a health system hit by an epidemic elaborates and puts

in place new structures and routines, it is adjusting itself to the internal ten-

sions and pressures it observes in consequence of the increased number of

cases of the disease. Is this system becoming better adapted to its environ-

ment? It is possible to say yes,because thepressure is coming fromtheenviron-

ment and the system is trying to respond to it. However, whatever the system

internally does cannot be summarily described as adaptation to the environ-

ment.Through its operational units the system is adjusting functionalities as

is feasible within the units’ capabilities and resources, and their competences

to self-observe and select what needs to be changed (increased, or stopped,

or reduced, or started anew, etc.). Each unit, as distinct organization systems

(hospitals, clinical facilities, etc.), redesigns part of its internal functions ac-

cording to its self-observation and self-organization capabilities. In that, each

unit offer limited responses, taking into account and seeking coherence with

all the other operations the unit has to keep running. It has, so to speak, the

keys to the control roomand the codes that can operate any transformation in-

tended to offer better responses to thenewpressures from the environment, as

well as to better preserve the existing functionalities of the system,considering

its regular routines, protecting existing functions from the new interferences.

Theprerogatives and thepriorities forkeeping the systemrunningandper-

forming its autopoiesis overrule the circumstantial pressures coming from the

environment. If not for that, the environment could destroy the system; the

system must keep its selective capabilities – the ones it has acquired over the

years, even if they are not optimal in face of changes in the environment.
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Furthermore, if the current complexities of the system represent success-

ful self-organization the system has adopted throughout its history, that does

notmean the system could not be different today, and that the decisions previ-

ously taken couldn’t have been different. Contingency is the concept that Luh-

mannoften brings into these discussions.Thedecisions are contingent,mean-

ing they could be different or even the opposite – a certain decision is neither

necessary nor could it not be different. In this sense, if there is adaptation, it

did not follow any directionality imposed by the environment.The system se-

lected its newoperations and the selectionprocess is contingent, i.e.we repeat,

it could be different.

This changes significantly our understanding of adaptation –not as deter-

ministic but as a field of possibilities, with some having a lower probability of

being selected but nevertheless being chosen and implemented, leading to a

future state of the system that is perfectly functional even if circumstantially

less cost-effective.5

Understanding adaptation to the environment as a major driver of a sys-

tem misses the point of the high contingency of the decisions a system can

make and their subsequent success. “Adaptive” is therefore an adjective that

can be easily used in reference to health systems but, first, it is not an object of

clear scrutiny and specification, and second, even worse, it obstructs the sight

of health systems’ huge diversity, internal complexities and the contingencies

of their decisions.

5 A large hospital complex may decide to install high-tech new equipment that can

hardly bring investment returns, but nevertheless puts the hospital in the forefront

of the advancing technologies that eventually will become routine; the hospital will

then have gathered the necessary experience.
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Thischapterpresents our attempts todescribe thehealth systemusing the con-

ceptual apparatus offered by Social System Theory. The discussion unfolds in

three sections:

1.The first question to be addressed is whether health systems can be con-

sidered a function system according to Luhmann’s conceptual architecture. In

one of his few articles on health, Luhmann (2016)2 agrees that health is indeed

a function system; he speaks of “medical system” or a “system for treatment of

the sick”.This section discusses the basis for the categorization: the existence

of binary code (healthy/sick), the autopoiesis, the operational closure, the so-

cial differentiation, the specific programmes, the couplingwith other systems,

etc.

2. Having established that health can indeed be considered a function sys-

tem, the second section of the chapter discusses the peculiar internal structure

of health systems, which shows a number of distinct partial systems: (2.1) It is

explained that besides the core functional role of diagnosing and treating pa-

tients, there are anumberofdiverse entities performingother specific roles in-

side the system; (2.2) Among these entities, there is public health, which func-

tions by communications concerned with the health and health risks of pop-

ulations instead of individual patients; (2.3) The system also encompasses the

presence of entities like professional councils and associations, licensing bod-

ies, etc.with oversight, self-referential, normative, quality assurance, accredi-

1 The discussions in this chapter draw from diverse sources: Luhmann (1990a, 2016 and

2017a); texts on Sociology of Health and History of Medicine (Knudsen 2012 and 2015;

Meyer 2015; Canguilhem 1978; Foucault 2003; Mol 2002; Vogd 2015; Bynum 2008) and

several published articles on health systems.

2 A Spanish translation of the article, entitled “El código de lamedicina”, can be found as

the fourth chapter in the book “Distinciones Directrices” published in Spain (Luhmann

2016).
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tation and licensing roles; (2.4)We also find entities representing the interests

and views of patients and other stakeholders receiving healthcare services.The

sectiondiscusses the relationsbetween thesepartial systemsand their integra-

tion into a recognizable unit, the health system.

3. A discussion is then held on the complexity-reduction strategies em-

ployed in health systems. The section discusses how complexity reduction is

performed in relation to the environment while the complexity of the system

increases in the process.

1. Is health a function system?

In the first chapter we listed the attributes that characterize a social function

system.Weneed to testwhether those features can be found in health systems.

We can start with the concept of communication. Obviously communication

is central to the health system; it goes on all the time between professionals

and betweenprofessionals and patients.Everything happening in a health sys-

tem is communicated orally and/or in writing. Communication is so visible

and constant that it is a sort of “natural” state of the system.We may even say

that nothing happens, no actions are performed if some sort of communica-

tion is not announcing, or accompanying, or confirming and registering any

step taken or to be taken. In a fictional scenario where communication stops,

nothing could continue in the system.

In correspondence to that, the incorporation of an individual as a profes-

sional in the system is preceded by lengthy learning processes whereby the in-

dividual acquires sufficient competence in communication to be recognized

as a professional of the system, in whatever role he/shemight be assigned. Pa-

tients are also required, or at least expected, to communicate their complaints

and confirm their understanding of the instructions given to them.

Such huge volumes of exchanges are made possible by the basic single

healthy/sick binary code (a basic distinction for observations across all oper-

ations in the system). The communications are justified by assigning all that

is communicated to one or the other side of the distinction. In the above-

mentioned article, Luhmann notes that the sick side of the distinction is the

one that leads to further communications. Healthy bodies are not of concern

for the health system; the doctor shakes hands with the individual and says

goodbye, sending them back into the outside environment. Health systems
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display the crucial feature of function systems: the deployment of a binary

code in their communications.

Having established that, we can now examine whether we can see in the

health sector autopoiesis as defined by Luhmann’s theory. This concept holds

that the system generates the means of its own reproduction, and this is done

by the system alone. The reproduction of a communication-based social sys-

tem is the reproduction of the communications that are system-specific, an

exclusive prerogative of the system. There is no question about the fact that

the health system only recognizes as its communications those generated by

recognizable legitimate sources in the system. Furthermore, communications

assign the potential for production of newvalid communications.Thisway, the

system communicatively controls its own, we may say, communicative repro-

duction.

The operational closure of function systems means that the system only

works with information internally generated by itself.The system is closed for

information generated outside it.This feature implies that health systems can

rely exclusively on their own self-generated information. This may prompt

some controversy: it could be argued, for example, that a decision by a judge

in relation to provision of healthcare to privately insured patients needs to be

dealt with in the health system as relevant information. In this regard, two

points need to be considered. First, a function system only operates with the

binary code that corresponds to it; no utterance using other binary codes is

meaningful for it. The function system comprehends the universe of possi-

ble communications within that semantic sphere. However, organizations

as social systems have interests in a number of different function systems;

organizations have legal departments, have economic operations, have com-

municationswithin the education system aswell as within the science system,

they interact with the media system and the political system, and so on.

Organizations can do that because their unit is preserved by the exclusive

principles of membership and decision-making.3 In any organization there

are specific members dealing with specific function systems, communicating

through the specific code of the system in question. An organization can also

communicate with other organizations because they have members who deal

with matters of the same function systems; they can therefore share and use

the same semantics. Operational closure is a feature of function systems; a

function system cannot communicate with another function system, as their

3 In contrast, the binary code is what preserves the unit of a function system.
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semantic universes do not overlap. This may sound counter-intuitive but is

of central relevance in the architecture of the theory. For the moment we can

accept that health systems display operational closure, with their unique and

exclusive communications often “unintelligible” to others.

Operational closure leadsus to the related concept of social differentiation.

As a function system only operates with the binary code that corresponds to

it, no utterance using other binary codes is meaningful for it, and this is the

basis of social differentiation.The differentiation separates different function

systems within the society. Empirical evidence of social differentiationmeans

it requires no further discussion. It can be easily observed. Modern societies

show internal differentiations with function systems living within their own

communicative spaces.The health system is one among the differentiated sys-

tems.

Two additional features that are worth mentioning at this stage are the

specific programmes and the coupling with other systems. Specific pro-

grammes are linked with the binary codes; the programmes set chains of

connected meanings that ultimately refer back to the founding binary code.

Programmes imply logical conditional steps of selections based on true or

false assertions. Health systems have plenty of exclusive programmes.

Structural coupling is the operation by which, within its operational clo-

sure, a system can observe another one and by doing that adapt its own oper-

ations, making coordination between systems possible. As an example we can

think of the close mutual observation that the systems of science and of edu-

cation (two distinct functional systems) engage in with the systems of health.

The health system largely relies on these two systems for carrying out and im-

proving its communications.

A simple conclusion we can take out of these sometimes controversial

points is that the health function system should be understood as the unique

meaning universe whereby all communications related to health and sickness

are fully intelligible and understandable. We talk of the health system as a

semantic dimension.

2. What is the structure of a health system?

Once we have accepted that health is a function system,we can discuss the pe-

culiar internal structure of health systems, which shows a number of distinct

sub-systems. Under the overarching frame of the health system there are sev-
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eral distinguishable services and functions that could not be described as gen-

eratorsof communicationsbasedon thehealthy/sickbinary code in the context

of diagnosis and treatment of patients.4

Although healthcare delivery is at the centre of the health system and is the

reason for its existence and reproduction (absorbing almost all the resources of

the system), there are a number of complementary functions that play an im-

portant role in any health system, although not directly linked to the treatment

of the sick.

Among those sub-systems is public health, comprehending a number

of functions and communications concerned with the health of populations

instead of individual patients. There are also entities with oversight, self-

referential, normative and licensing roles, such as professional councils,

professional associations, quality monitoring and accreditation bodies. Fur-

thermore, we also identify entities representing the interests and views of

patients and stakeholders receiving or entitled to healthcare services.We dis-

cuss each of these sub-systems next.The final task therefore is to understand

how this multiplicity of sub-systems is integrated into the recognizable unit,

the health system.

Under the public health banner there are numerous programmes and ac-

tivities. We can for instance list: health promotion activities (including com-

munity and society-wide dissemination of health information); health surveil-

lance; health information systems as well as related functions such as plan-

ning,monitoring and evaluation; management and implementation of health

programmes such as immunization, vector controls, health surveys and risk

assessments.

By looking at collective rather than individual sick patients, public health

acquires amacro-perspective for self-observation of the system. Public health

tries to see health as a system, distinguishing the interconnectedness and

interactions the system’s components develop in the process of detecting

and treating patients. Using epidemiological tools, public health can observe

trends, assess how the system is performing as a whole, and project scenarios.

4 Several texts discussing and applying the Social Systems Theory constructs (some in

the health field) can be found in Knudsen and Vogd (2015), Seidl and Helge (2006),

and Bakken and Hernes (2003).
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The Six Pillars framework and subsequent conceptualizations such as

health systems thinking, promoted by the WHO,5 reveal the “mind set”, so

to speak, of the advanced public health representation of health systems. In

having the capacity to represent the health system to itself, public health can

also establish couplings with other systems, in attempts to “irritate” them in

pursuance of advantages for the autopoiesis of the health system.

In that regard public health plays a key role in coupling with the political

system to project forward health agendas.However, the representations of the

health system constructed by the public health sub-system have to live with

diverse representations independently constructed by each health sub-system

about itself, which do not necessarily coincide or agree with the views elabo-

rated by the public health sub-system. Still, the public health sub-systemmay

have little influence or impact onwhat goes on at the core of the health system,

i.e. the service provision where diagnostics and treatments are uninterrupt-

edly delivered.

Moving on with the discussion on the sub-systems, we can now address

those sub-systems with oversight, self-referential, normative and licensing

roles, specifically focused on professionals.6

Medical as well as other professional councils, legally in charge of licensing

and controlling professional authorization to practise, perform a crucial self-

observation role for the health systems. The control of professional licensing

is a self-regulatory competence by which the system assures the maintenance

of the binary code and the integrity of the communications deploying the code

in all its expanded levels of complexities (including all specialities and profes-

sional practices).

In doing this, the professional councils play a fundamental role. They are

empowered by the political system, through legal instruments approved by

high legislative bodies, to perform corrective and punitive actions. The coun-

cils carry out vital tasks for health systems. They also constitute models to be

replicated at smaller scale at the level of health facilities and regions, which

for instance acquire ethical oversight responsibilities, resorting to the higher

level for more serious cases, requiring for instance suspension of licences.

5 Systems Thinking for Health Systems Strengthening, edited by Don de Savigny and

Taghreed Adam (WHO 2009).

6 Surely public health also has oversight, self-referential, normative and licensing roles,

however these roles focus on the health system, not the individual professions.
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Furthermore, at this sub-systemwe can also identify professional associa-

tions interested in representing the interests of the professionals – for exam-

ple, concerned with dissemination of information on new techniques among

professionals, as well as training and orienting the adoption of the techniques

and standards; guiding, coordinating and promoting professionals in specific

fields and specialities.

To be sure,professional qualifications are undertaken in the education sys-

tem, however much professional training happens in the course of the daily

activities of treating patients.These are health system activities rather than of

other function systems.

Still, at the level of this sub-system,we can observe organizations develop-

ing standards and sometimes carrying out assessments of conditions for qual-

ity of care and accreditation,which although located a step away from the pro-

vision of actual services, are relevant internal observers of the health system.

These are not necessarily found or effective in every health system.

Finally,we can identify a fourth specific sub-system represented by the en-

tities that arenot engaged in the communicative conveyanceof thehealthy/sick

binary code. However, they are relevant and generate valid communication in

the system. Examples are patients’ associations and healthcare users stake-

holder groups. They communicate the experience of being classified as sick,

and treated (or not) as such inside the system; these are recognized by the sys-

tem as legitimate communications.

These four sub-systems are inside the health system, participating in the

internal communications.They perform essential roles for health systems’ au-

topoiesis. This roughly drafted architecture of health systems is summarized

in Table 2.1.

This picture is certainly not free of controversy. Some readersmay have no-

ticed that we did not include any of the typical managerial functions as sub-

systems of the health system, such as the financing, administration, human

resources management, legal and political governance functions. The reason

is that these areas belong to other function systems, such as the economic, po-

litical or legal. In short, their communicationsarenotbasedon thehealthy/sick

binary code; they specifically communicatewith other binary codes, evenwhen

they refer to patients and their treatment; their concerns are thus distinct.

Within health systems’ organizations, departments and divisions take care of

suchmatters and communicate accordingly. Organizations are social systems

with a “multi-contexturality” composition; we deal with this topic in Chapter

7.
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Table 2.1 : Health social system structure

Sub-systems Example of components

Healthcare service delivery Hospitals, polyclinics, primary health care centres,

pharmacies, clinical laboratories, etc.

Public health Epidemiological, environmental and sanitary

surveillance; preventive programmes; health

information; surveys; risk assessments, etc.

Normalization and standards for

professionals and practices

Councils, associations, accreditation, etc.

Patients and healthcare services

users

Patients’ associations, healthcare users’ interest

groups, etc.

Some readers might mention other institutions, such as universities,

health insurance or ministries of health. A brief answer at this point is that

they also belong to other function systems. Qualification of professionals is

mainly conducted in the education system, evenwhen the teaching and health

system practices seem to overlap in university hospitals, where, nevertheless,

it is always possible to separate what belongs strictly to the health system

and what pertains to education. Health insurance organizations obviously

belong and communicate within the economic system, with their operations

consisting in buying and selling health services and policies. Ministries of

health, as entities belonging to governments and therefore mostly concerned

with and communicating on political matters, where the binary codes govern-

ment/opposition or governing/governed are the key features, belong in the

first instance to the political system.

We can add that educational activities are essential for the autopoiesis of

the education system.Health insurance is not essential for a health systemand

providers pursue their autopoiesis as organization systems.Andfinally, health

systems continue to deliver healthcare, even in countries at war and in other

extreme situationswhen governments,ministries of health, educational insti-

tutions, insurance organizations, etc. have totally collapsed. In such contexts,

essential communications characterizing a health system persist regardless of

the status of those organizations where the services are provided.
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3. What are the complexity issues of a health system?

Asmentioned inChapter 1, complexity is a feature of observation,not anobject

in itself. Complexity refers to observation capacity and the volume of elements

and relations between elements that can be observed. Observers, watching ei-

ther of the two sides of the system/environment distinction, can admit com-

plexity.

Luhmann says: “wewill call an interconnected collection of elements ‘com-

plex’ when… it is no longer possible to connect every element with every other

element” (Luhmann 1995,p.24). Inhiswords “complexity is ameasure for inde-

terminacy or lack of information. Viewed in this way, it is the information that

the system lacks fully to grasp and to describe its environment (environmental

complexity) or itself (system complexity)” (Luhmann 1995, pp. 27–28).

In several of his texts, Luhmann addresses the question of complexities in-

side the system and in the environment.The system needs to keep its internal

complexity at a level that does not compromise its autopoiesis. If the system

becomes internally too complex for the tools and communications it can gen-

erate, it needs to engage in complexity reduction strategies.A system that goes

beyond the limits of its capacity to articulate its increasing number of sub-sys-

tems, for instance,may risk collapsing.

One may therefore ask: Why does a system increase its complexities? The

more complex a system becomes, the more complex observations it can make

of the environment where it lives. As the environment has limitless or, more

precisely, unknown limits of the complexities of elements and relations be-

tween elements, a system is under permanent pull to increase its competences

to address the known unknowns as well as finding out the potential unknown

unknowns.

Such a drive to address environmental complexity may lead the system to

increase internal complexities to a point where it can no longer meaningfully

maintain and reproduce itself. So, systems must permanently strike balances

between their internal complexities and the complexities they address in the

environment

Based on Luhmann’s work, Ahlemeyer (2001) proposes a definition of com-

plexity relevant for our discussion. In correspondence towhat has alreadybeen

said above,he states that “Complexity is not a systemoperation–nothingwhat

the system does or what happens to it. It is rather a notion of observation and

description, including self-observation and self-description” (p. 27). Further-

more, he says: “A system is complex for an observer when it is neither in a state
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of complete order nor of complete disorder, that is to say: when it represents

a mixture of redundancy and variety”, where redundancy means repetition of

patterns or patterns of variability, and varietymeans changing of patterns.

In more concrete terms, we can say that a health system facing the chal-

lenge of an outbreak of an unknown disease (such as Ebola or Covid when they

initially appeared) needs to set in motion a number of sub-systems in its re-

sponse. In the process, new communications will have to develop, represent-

ing the new settings, techniques and operations to be implemented.They will

add complex relations that were not in place before, and the complexity of the

systemwill consequently increase. But from then on the system should be bet-

ter equipped to identify and react to such increased complexity in its environ-

ment. The system is, from its perspective, “decreasing” the complexity of the

environment, while at the same time “increasing” its own complexity.

Summary of the chapter

As a concluding summary of this chapter we can say that health systems have

the characteristics of function systems as described in the Social SystemsThe-

ory. Particularly, being autopoietic systems, health systems control their re-

production by means of their internal operations, i.e. their communications.

The structure of health systems incorporates a number of sub-systems

around the core healthcare service delivery function. The sub-systems, with

diverse contributions, play crucial roles in the self-reference and self-observa-

tion of the health system.

Finally, the theory suggests that health systems become progressively bet-

ter able to address the complexities of their environment by becoming them-

selves more complex. In Ahlemeyer notes, “If one wants to construct a system

able to deal with a high level of environmental variety, one has to provide a suf-

ficiently high level of system variety” (Ahlemeyer 2001, loc. 886). Key for any

health system strengthening initiative is the observation of how the balance

between the complexity of the system and its environment is to be preserved,

guaranteeing the autopoiesis of the system.
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Methodological issues

Luhmann’s Social Systems Theory departs from the traditional empirically

orientated epistemology. Social systems are self-referred systems capable of

self-observation. In cybernetic language (Foerster 2014), a self-referred system

is “non-trivial” because, by observing itself and interpreting its own obser-

vations, the system can change links between inputs and outputs, therefore

remaining to a large extent unpredictable. Besides that, by consisting of com-

munications, social systems acquire functionalities related to the peculiarities

of the social phenomenon of communication. Because of these conceptual

decisions, a number of careful considerations are necessary in any attempt to

acquire empirical evidence of a system’s attributes and operations.

This chapter addresses keymethodological concerns in studying social sys-

tems. First, we discuss the methodological implications of adopting the con-

cepts presented in Chapters 1 and 2. Second, the following sub-section makes

suggestions on how the researcher’s gaze can navigate the operations of a sys-

tem. The final sub-section concludes with a list of methodological points for

analysing health systems and their components. A conclusion of the content of

the three sub-sections is presented at the end.

1. Here we discuss the implications of recognizing health systems, their

sub-systems and organizations as autopoietic. There are difficulties in ap-

proaching autopoiesis, however it is at work all the time, as otherwise any

biological, psychic or social systemwould cease to exist.

Luhmann (2013) pointed out that the concept of autopoiesis has “weak ex-

planatory power”, indicating that although it is always at work in any living

system, it fundamentally comprises all operations any system carries out. All

operations contribute, or ultimately are, autopoiesis in the making. In its op-

erations the systems are continuously reproducing themselveswith themeans

they themselves produce.
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He also made other relevant remarks. In his words: “Strictly speaking,

nothing can be explained bymeans of autopoiesies” (Luhmann 2013, p. 80).He

clarifies, for instance, that the hypotheses of systems development from lower

to higher levels of complexity cannot be explained by autopoiesis, because

it is at work, whatever the conditions in which a system operates. But he

still advocates the use of the term he classifies as “meta-theory”, similar to

concepts that are never problematized in other science, for example what is

the soul in psychology, or the social in sociology, or life in biology, and so on.

“This concept gives little information concerning concrete work”, Luhmann

(2013, p. 31) says.

The theory therefore needs to bring in additional concepts.The notion that

the system is in charge of its own reproduction is important and must be un-

derstood and kept in mind. It is also necessary to keep in mind that Luhmann

speaks about communication as the only building block of social systems; and

when he refers to a system’s reproduction, he is talking about reproduction by

the system of the communications that are distinctly constitutive of the sys-

tem. In otherwords, systems reproduction is reproductionof the specific com-

munications that belong to the system.

In accepting the system’s autopoiesis, one has also to agree with its corol-

lary implication that only the system can take care of and perform its own re-

production, and for that the system should be capable of self-observation and

self-organization.This has epistemological aswell as practical implications for

how to study health systems. Among such implications, it situates external re-

searchers (observers) on a place of very limited or no capacity for determining

or influencing the reproduction of the system.

Openingabrief parenthesis here,wemayacknowledge that commonsense

would tell us that reproduction of the health system is made possible by the

health budgets the government approves or by other sources of finance. How-

ever,we need to remember that reproduction of the health system is the repro-

duction of its communications,which aremeaningful and can only be properly

engaged with and understood internally, inside the system. As an illustration,

we can consider that, although a hospital is to some extent an organization

operating in the economic system and therefore performing buying and sell-

ing operations, such operations do not interfere with or become themes in the

communications concerned with health and sickness and the diagnostics and

treatments being performed.The two semantic universes do not, so to speak,

overlap. The price of the examinations and medications does not change the

considerations about how correct or wrong a diagnosis was. This example il-
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lustrates why the reproduction of what is at the core of the health system does

not depend on the size of the budget. Social Systems Theory reminds us that

the closure and internal generation of information is meaningful for the sys-

tem.

Coming back to autopoiesis, having in mind that the observation of social

systems is also second-order observation (i.e. observation of observers who

are themselves able to observe and self-observe), the researchers need to be

clear about who observes whom, and to be explicit about the distinction used

for making observations. Observations are carried out with distinctions and

therefore the observer needs to be critical about them and respective blind

spots. All distinctions, and consequently all observations, have unavoidable

blind spots.

Furthermore, orientating observation towards communications and what

is possible to be communicatively achieved by those who communicate inside

the system, the observer needs to understand how communicationworks.This

point is further expanded in the subsequent paragraphs.

2. If a health system is observed as a function systemmade up of commu-

nications, the system is nowhere specifically and at the same time it is every-

where that recognized legitimate health communications take place. There-

fore, researchers need to understand they are looking for an object that has

a special ontological nature.The research does not need to look for buildings,

equipment, physical assets or institutions. It must look for the communica-

tions deploying the healthy/sick codes inherent in all health communications,

in correspondence with observations made from one or the other side of that

distinction.

In linewith that, itmight soundcounter-intuitive thatministries of health,

as pointed out in the previous chapter, may only partially belong to the health

system; or rather, to a large extent, a ministry is part of the political system.

It all depends on the nature and codes of communication circulating inside a

ministry of health. Nevertheless, the researcher may also findmany organiza-

tions operating with the codes of the health system, coupled with other orga-

nizations and systems identified as relevant for their autopoiesis.

In short, communication is the key element for understanding systems. A

good grasp of the recursive nature of communication (it is always possible to

communicate about communication), and three components of communica-

tion–content, utterance andunderstanding– is therefore necessary. Further-

more, as all communications are based on language, the possibility of “yes” or

“no” is always present, meaning that any communication, either accepting or
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rejectingwhat has been communicated, can interlace subsequent communica-

tions. And finally, we need to recognize the importance of double contingen-

cies, i.e. the selectionsmade by each side while communicating. Communica-

tions include oral and written forms.

An important challenge is related to the fact that communications also im-

ply the possibility of communication about communication. This extraordi-

nary evolutionary achievement of communication creates a vast potential for

recursive self-reference.The incorporation of self-reference in empirical stud-

ies represents a considerabledifficultywhich the traditional approaches to em-

pirical observations do not deal with. Self-reference refers both to the system’s

capacities and to the observers’ positions.

3. Wrapping up what was discussed in the previous sections, we sum-

marize the methodological orientation derived from Luhmann’s theory. The

points below give a draft conception of the methodological approaches that

can guide the researcher.

3.1 It is important to take the perspective that health systems are autopoi-

etic.

3.2 It is necessary to start with a clear identification of what are the ac-

tual autopoietic units the researchers are approaching in their studies, and

whether they are only small components of a larger autopoietic unit, whether

they have any degree of autonomy for controlling communication and there-

fore continuing their autopoiesis. Autopoiesis necessarily implies production

of one system’s means of reproducing its communications. Here an under-

standing of the two types of social system is required; the researchers should

know whether they want to address the health system as a differentiated

overarching function system of the society (based on its specific binary code),

or rather as specific organizations operating in a circumscribed manner, with

clear membership criteria and decision-making structures.

3.3 The approach highlights the need to acknowledge operational closure,

which implies that the system observes its environment and transforms ob-

servations into information inside the system.Only information generated by

the system can then be meaningfully communicated inside it. In its closure,

the system uses its specific binary code to determine whether the internally

generated information is or is not relevant for the system.

3.4 In particular, for the organizations that are recognized as part of the

health system,membership and decision-making are defining bases for orga-

nizations’ closure. Organizations pursue their autopoiesis with those identi-
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fied as members and the decisions they take (decisions are recognized as such

once they are communicated).

3.5 The approach also emphasizes the need to locate the observer; re-

searchers must be aware of where they stand, whether inside or outside the

system they are studying, and whether they are carrying out first- or second-

order observation, meaning observing observers or even observing observers

observing themselves. Awareness of the unavoidability of blind spots is also

needed.

3.6 With clarity about both the observation position and the autopoietic

self-referential and operationally closed nature of the systems being observed,

the researchers should be able to make critical judgement of the purpose of

the investigation and the possibilities of having the results (conclusions and

recommendations) considered by the organizations being studied.

3.7 Therefore, when choosing themes for carrying out empirical observa-

tion, the researchers should be aware that thefindings existwithin an autopoi-

etic, operationally closed communication-based system thatmakes selections.

The researchers also need to consider that the communications that will be

produced by the research may find easy acceptance in the social system of sci-

ence, where the researchers may come from, but may not be entirely recog-

nized as relevant for the health system in focus. The two systems, health and

science, operate with distinctively different sets of codes and communications

programmes.

3.8A system,defined inopposition to its environment andessentially com-

posed by communications, should be approachedhaving inmind that it is con-

stantly selecting and reproducing communications in line with previous com-

munications and decisions, and with the potential to encompass the subse-

quent ones.

3.9 Clarity on the nature of internal communications constitutive of the

system is essential; this means observation of those communicating and the

channels of communications, with clear understanding of directionality, ex-

pectations, recursivepossibilities and the contingentnature (meaning thepos-

sibility to be different). Communications can be “mapped”, “inventoried” or

somehowreflected in thedescriptionsof the systems,but cannotbeexhausted.

Aspart of theautopoiesis of the system,communicationsarealwaysbeinggen-

erated and kept open for new topics and formulations.

3.10 Finally, researchers need to pay attention to the possibilities that ob-

served organizations may enter into structural coupling with other organiza-

tions, allowing for mutual influences, while maintaining their individual clo-
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sure. Luhmann (2013, p. 88) talks about a system“irritating” or being “irritated”

by other systems, meaning a system (organizations included) can observe an-

other systemand in consequence of those observations produce internal infor-

mation that once processed can also be observed by the other system. In this

process, the two systems,preserving their operational closure, can still observe

each other and that can result in coordination. Of particular relevance, if the

research includes policy and political themes, the researchers should be aware

of theways the political systemoperates in contrastwith the health systemand

its organizations, and understand how the coupling between these two func-

tion systems is possible, as mutual observation.

Summary of the chapter

To conclude, Luhmann has been criticized (see Chapter 8) for having not

conducted empirical data collection to confirm the validity of his concepts.

Luhmann’s work is entirely developed in the space of theoretical reflection,

although informed by concrete observation of the social reality. Therefore,

for many, there is no clear prescription on empirical methods to be deployed

in fieldworks. However, these judgements do not decrease the value of what

the theory offers for reflection and understanding of the operations of social

systems, and the actions and interventions that can be derived from them.

Empirical works and methodological approaches are therefore territories

open for innovation and creativity. Of relevance, perhaps, is to consider that

research ismostly conducted in the social systems of science or education (two

different social systems), and health systems operate within different seman-

tic orders. The reader will find more discussions on this topic throughout the

chapters, with somemore specific reflections in the final remarks chapter.



Chapter 4 – Health Systems Thinking and

Social Systems Theory

In the last decade a lot of studies have been published under the banner of

health systems strengthening or health systems thinking (HST). A Medline

search using the term “health systems strengthening” finds 7804 articles from

2010 to 2021, an average of 650 articles per year. The search using “health

systems thinking” gives 8324 hits (yearly average of 694) for the same period.

This indicates the high relevance health systems themes have acquired. Ac-

knowledging such prominent attention to the topic, in this chapter health

systems thinking approaches are critically assessed in the light of Luhmann’s

theory of social systems.

In simple terms, health systems thinking is an attempt to bring together

two sets of knowledge: on one side, the understanding of the characteristic at-

tributes of health sectors, with their huge diversity of elements and relations

(practices, diagnostics, treatments, technologies, specializations, stakehold-

ers, structures, organizations, programmes, policies and so on); and on the

other side, systems theories,with a plethora of approaches,methods and tools

from diverse scientific fields. The chapter raises the question that a lot is not

granted in the attempt to link these two universes.While the notion of a health

system implies an acceptance of its mosaic-like outlook, without conceptual-

izing the gathering of parts of systems into a distinguishable unit, there is also

a leap of faith in accepting methods and tools used in other fields (a collection

resembling a bricolage itself), believing they offer the means to understand the

nature of any health system.

The wide-ranging notions identified by HST as distinctive attributes of

health systems include a number of features which are not interrelated or

integrated into a comprehensive articulated whole. Among those notions

of systems’ characteristics we can list self-organization, constant changes,

control by feedback loops, complex dynamics and non-linearity, time lags
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between inputs and outcomes, resistance to change, historical dependence,

critical stakeholders andcontextual influences,policies andactionsgenerating

counter-intuitive and unpredictable effects, etc. (WHO 2009).

Definitions of health systems thinking related to tools and methods says

that systems thinking is ”a way to view the world using the general logic un-

derlying various systems theory (e.g. general systems theory, chaos theory or

complexity theory), informed by a wide range of relevant tools and methods

(e.g. systems dynamics, modelling, structured conceptualization, or network

analysis), the choice of which will largely depend on the question at hand, the

context and available capacity” (Adam and de Savigny 2012).

The tools imported from other fields include boundary critique, soft sys-

tems methodology, critical systems heuristics, sense-making frameworks for

problems, causal loop diagrams, social network analysis, human systems dy-

namics, process mapping, modelling systems dynamics, scenario techniques,

outcomemapping, and so on (de Savigny et al. 2017).Harmonization and com-

patibility of all these notions, tools and approaches has not been attempted.

Health systems thinking, as a knowledge territory, is therefore a patchwork of

unrelated techniques and concepts. One is left with the impression that, lack-

ingpreciseunderstandingofwhat ahealth system is, thefield is open to absorb

any tool from any scientific field that seems to help to fill the void.

Asmentionedabove, thismergingof these twouniverses (health sector fea-

tures and systems thinking tools) indeed remains a matter of good intention.

The lack on both sides of a unifying theoretical body, which could help, on one

hand, to visualize health systems’ unit and, on the other, to see the combined

validity of the tools to approach this rather multi-faceted object, is a major

weakness of the health systems thinking endeavour.This chapter suggests that

Luhmann’s theory may contribute to overcome that deficit.

The discussion in this chapter therefore addresses the features presented

as characteristic of health systems in the textHealth Systems, for Health Systems

Strengtheningpublished in 2009by theWorldHealthOrganization’s Alliance for

Health Policy and Systems Research.1 Below, the systemic features identified

by HST are listed and questions are raised. The second section of the chapter

offers answers in line with Social SystemsTheory perspectives.

1 This text has become the key reference in the domain of health systems thinking,

with the characterization echoed in many subsequent works.
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Questions

1. Systems are resistant to change and systems are always changing – How can

researchers know at what measure they are dealing with resistance to

change or with change itself? How can they distinguish whether they

are looking at something that is changing or something that is resisting

change, or indeed something that is doing both at the same time? And how

about changes in the way the system resists change? Can these still count

as resistance or change?

2. Systems are governed by feedback loops – When does a feedback loop have to

be discontinued, modified, incremented, replaced, etc.? A stubborn feed-

back loop certainly leads any system to collapse. Something has to govern

the feedback loop for the sake of achieving the system’s objectives; what

controls the feedback loop? Furthermore, how can governance dynamics

be translated and analysed in terms of causal loops, when they often in-

volve complex non-repetitive decision-making processes,which cannot be

described as automatedmechanisms?

3. Systems are comprised of networks of nodes and ties, and networks take defining

structures–A number of questions can be raised in relation to systems and

networks. How is the network’s nodes and ties behaviour determined by

the structure of the network when that structure itself is brought about by

the behaviour of its nodes and ties? Is this a recursive phenomenonor just a

tautology? How can a network incorporate changes into itself and respond

to changes in the environment, andwhat drives it to do so?Will change un-

avoidably lead to the demise of the network in its current structure? How

can this be predicted? Amajor weakness of the network theory seems to be

its lack of incorporation of changing dynamics and factors.

4. Systemsaremadeof tightly linkedparts, andchanges inoneare likely tohaveunfore-

seen effects in the other parts of the system – Luhmann (2013) argues that com-

plete interconnectedness and interdependence of all a system’s elements

is highly improbable. If that were the case, he says, all disturbance would

require the entire system to be rebalanced anew; that would take a long

time andwould consume precious energy. It is therefore necessary to con-

sider that the commonly held viewof the integrationof the systemdoesnot

correspond to reality, and systems in fact develop internal specialized re-

actions and capabilities to isolate disturbances and solve them separately.

The question should then be reformulated as how far a system separates or

integrates its parts, and how vulnerable/resilient it might become in con-
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sequence of that.What is better? To have tight internal connectedness or a

certain degree of looseness, with parts performing adjustments indepen-

dently?These are questions usually raised in relation to decentralization.

5. Systems are counter-intuitive, have large numbers of elements interacting in non-

linear fashion, and therefore have cause–effect relationships that may not be fully

knowable – That seems to be a reasonable understanding, supported by a

non-explicit notion that complexity may include known unknowns as well

as unknown unknowns. However, if that notion is adopted as valid, there

are a number of implications to be considered. How can a system func-

tionwithin its own complexity? How can a complex system still operate ef-

fectively and reproduce itself? What can systems do that researchers, with

their definition of complexity, cannot observe? Should the conclusion be

that systems know better about themselves than what the researchers can

actually figure out about them?

6. Systemsare path-dependent,meaning theyhave ahistory and the history influences

behaviour –In this style of formulation, the statement cannot be contested.

However, the statement also opens a universe of questions. How can that

come about? From the history of a system,what is forgotten? Andhowdoes

what is maintained acquire the capacity to affect the present behaviour of

the system? Of the countless things that happen to and in a system, how

does it separate what is relevant for the future from what should be left

behind? Do systems have selective memory? If so, how does it operate?

7. Systems have boundaries but their boundaries are impossible or very difficult to

know with precision –The theme of systems’ boundaries is a recurrent one

and also one that leads to considerable misunderstandings. What sort

of boundaries do systems have? Physical? Logical? Semantic? What do

the boundaries separate? A system’s components from non-components?

Howcan thenon-components still relevant for the systembedistinguished

from those the system should not care about? What are the criteria and

processes to separate them? Furthermore, how does the system maintain

its boundaries and ensure they are effective?

8. Systems are self-organizing – system dynamics arise spontaneously from internal

structures – This statement is also often used; however, little is explained

about how this happens to be the case. If systems are indeed self-organiz-

ing, it is necessary to identify the ”self” that organizes itself; where is it?

Self-organization implies a number of capabilities and functionalities; the

system should be able tomake distinctions, observe, observe itself, choose

selection criteria, make selections, decide about what to do with whatever
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is selected, find a coherent fit with previous selections, and so on.The self

has to have all these competences and much more. It also has to deal with

what is outside the system, as for instance other systems in the spheres of

politics, the law, education, science, and so on. How does such a “self” ap-

pear, and how does it consistently deal with all of that? Or is this self only a

metaphor?

As this large number of questions shows, the tasks of health systems think-

ing and the use of the suggested tools are endeavours full of uncertainties. A

message this book conveys about the health systems thinking approach and its

dominance in health systems research is of its recognizable value, but also the

need to move forward, adopting more consistent theoretical references.

Answers

The points below present tentative answers to the questions raised in the pre-

vious section.They briefly discuss each of the key features that proponents of

health systems thinkinghavepromoted.Tomake it easier for the reader to con-

nect the answers to the respective questions, those questions are summarized

at the start of each paragraph.

1. Systems are resistant to change and systems are always changing – How can re-

searchers know to what extent they are dealing with resistance to change

or with change itself? How can they distinguish whether they are looking

at something that is changing or something that is resisting change,

or even something that is doing both at the same time? And how about

changes in the way the system resist changes? Can these still count as

resistance or change? More than a play on words, the critical intention is

to emphasize that without a comprehensive theoretical framework the re-

searcher is likely to get lost. If, as Luhmann indicates, systems pursue their

autopoiesis, then resistance and change can be interpreted from a clearer

perspective. Change or resistance become meaningful in the context of

the autopoiesis of the system; with these considerations, the analysis has

a better sense of direction. Change happens when the system observes

the potential advantages of answering the demands better, reflecting the

pressures observed in the external as well as internal environment. In con-

trast, resistance to change would be a process of preserving the integrity
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of the system as it is operating, avoiding the risk of depleting the system of

its capacity to process and respond to the internal and perceived external

pressures; the system would have the paramount orientation to preserve

its capacity to observe, process and decide what to do next, whether re-

taining redundant elements or incorporating new ones. Nothing other

than the autopoiesis of the system is at stake.

2. Systems are governed by feedbacks loops – when does a feedback loop have to

be discontinued,modified, increased, replaced, etc.? A stubborn feedback

loop will certainly lead to the collapse of the system. Something has to

govern the feedback loops for the sake of reaching systems’ functions;

the pursuit of autopoiesis aims cannot itself be carried out by feedback

loops. What is governing the loops then? Luhmann’s conceptualization

of recurring communications, which maintains but also changes and

adjusts themes, codes, programmes and expectations (remaining open to

additional meanings), is more suitable than the concept of feedback loops

with its mechanical outlook. A self-organizing system can choose which

loops to set in motion, interrupt or discontinue; in this way, instead of

governing, the loops are governed upon.

3. Systems are comprised of networks of nodes and ties, and networks take defining

structures–How is the behaviour of the network’s nodes determined by the

structureof thenetworkwhen thenetwork structure itself is brought about

by the behaviour of its nodes and ties? If this is a recursive phenomenon,

repeating itself again and again, behaviour–structure–behaviour–struc-

ture–behaviour–structure, and so on, what prevents the system from get-

ting into a pattern that will never change and therefore will never incorpo-

rate any responses to changes in the environment? Will that unavoidably

lead to the demise of the system? The way out of this conundrum seems

to be in the self-referring and self-organizing capabilities of the systems.

The SystemsTheory indicates that the system can observe the operation of

the internal and external networks.The self-observation allows the system

to decide on the patterns of the network that may need to be changed. A

network that cannot be observed and cannot be adjusted,whatever the ob-

servational capability, cannot belong to the system itself.Although the self-

observation is carried out by elements of the internal network, the commu-

nications that such self-observations entail are not predictedor directedby

the structure of the network. Communications construct and change net-

works, not the other way round (see additional discussion on Networks in

Chapter 5 on health systems thinking tools).
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4. Systemsaremadeupof tightly linked sub-systemsandachange inonemayaffect the

others – Luhmann argues that complete interconnectedness and interde-

pendence of all a system’s elements is a highly improbable state. According

to him, if that were the case, all disturbances would require the entire sys-

tem to be rebalanced anew; taking time and consuming precious energy.

He said that, while the system tries to rebalance, another disturbancemay

occur and the system could be severely burdened, never achieving a stable

state. For that reason, it is necessary to consider that the commonly held

view of the integration of the system does not correspond to reality. As an

evolutionary characteristic of systems, they in fact developed internal spe-

cialized reactions and capabilities to isolate disturbances and solve them

separately. The question should then be reformulated as how far a system

integrates its parts and how vulnerable it might become in consequence

of that.What is then better: a systemwith tight internal connectedness or

degrees of looseness? Empirical studies aiming to answer such a question

should give up on the old conceptions of tight interconnectedness of all a

system’s elements.

5. Systems are counter-intuitive, have large numbers of elements interacting in non-

linear fashion, and therefore have cause–effect relationships that may not be fully

knowable – That seems a reasonable understanding, that complexity may

include known unknowns as well as unknown unknowns. However, how

can a system function with its own complexity? Should the conclusion be

that systems know better about themselves than what the researchers can

actually figure out about them? If that argument puts the researchers in a

humble (most likely realistic) position, it is still, on the other hand, neces-

sary to have an explanatory model to give an account of the way the sys-

tem deals with its own complexity and the elements unknown to the re-

searchers. How can a system, with its complexity, still operate adequately

and reproduce itself?What can systemsdo that researchers,with their def-

inition of complexity, cannot work out? If the non-apprehensible reality of

systems is a matter of fact, what are the implications for those studying

and working inside them? Will they have to admit their limitations from

the start?Will they have to accept that the system knows better?The notion

that systems have self-organizing capabilities helps to put most of these

questions in a better perspective, and perhaps answer some of them. Self-

organization requires a number of related functions (point 8 expands this

topic).
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6. Systemsare path-dependent,meaning theyhave ahistory and the history influences

the current behaviour – The statement opens a universe of questions. How

can that come about? From the history of a system, what is forgotten and

howdoeswhat ismaintainedaffect thepresent behaviour?Of the countless

things happening to and in a system, how does it separate what is relevant

for the future from what should be left behind? Do systems have selective

memory? If so, how does it operate?These are all pertinent questions trig-

gered by the statement. Two points from the Social Systems Theory help

in addressing these questions. One is about the complexity reduction ca-

pabilities of the system. Systems face huge complexities in their environ-

ment but can only deal with a limited number of elements they can observe

in the environment.This operation reduces complexities (of what the sys-

tem observes).2 Besides that, once external elements become information

inside the system, the system also needs to keep the internal complexity-

enhancingpossibilitiesunder control (to avoid the riskof self-destruction).

In this way, a system constructs its history and maintains the memory of

the internal andexternal advances it is constantlymaking.However,disap-

pointments occur, and expectations about both the internal performance

and the external observed elements are actualized in unpredictable ways.

That forces the system to constantly find a balance between keeping redun-

dant elements and trying innovation. In one or the other case, the system

should make its choices for the sake of its autopoiesis.

7. Systems have boundaries but their boundaries are impossible or very difficult

to know with precision – The theme of systems’ boundaries is a recurrent

one. What sort of boundaries does a system have? Physical? What do the

boundaries separate? A system’s components from its non-components?

If yes, what are the criteria to separate them? In particular, how far can an

internal network stretch itself and still include external nodes and ties that

can be considered part of the system?Where are the lines identifying those

to be considered outsiders, despite them having ties with inside nodes?

2 As Annemarie Mol says about numerical measurements for diagnosis of vascular

problems, for instance, “walking distances without pain in the legs”: “Once numbers

are scribbled in the patient’s file, they come to have an independent existence as ‘in-

dicators’, and possible errors of translation are no longer retrievable. Nor is the tone of

voice (confident, hesitant, pleading). Thus some complexities are left out” (Mol 2002,

p. 221). The reduction of complexities thus achieved is fundamental for proceeding

with the clinical exploration to reach a final diagnosis.
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Furthermore, how does the system maintain its boundaries and ensure

they are effective? This list of questions already indicates how tricky the

boundary issue is and how difficult it is to tackle these points without a

comprehensivemodel ofwhat is inside andoutside a systemandhow these

limits can be drawn.The Social SystemsTheory takes a radical perspective

in that regard. Systems are made up of communications; therefore the

boundaries are not physical.What differentiates one system from another

is the set of communications a system recognizes as belonging to it, in

contrast with the others that are observed as belonging to other systems or

the environment.The legal systemwould notmake a diagnosis of a patient

because it does not communicate in those terms; in the same way a health

system will never make a decision characterizing a certain occurrence as

legal or illegal. Each system communicates within the frame of its own

binary codes.Meanings and no other type of separationmake boundaries.

Organizations, as a type of social system, also draw their boundaries with

meanings and communications – in this case, communications based on

the decisions taken in the organizations (which are carried out by those

indicated by the membership criteria; members and non-members know

their status vis-à-vis the organizations by the communications theymain-

tain within it). The second key point is operational closure. The system is

communicatively closed but observationally open; this means a system

can only communicate internally (with the exception of organizations; see

Chapter 7), but can observe the environment and the other systems in it.

The information used in communications has to be produced internally.

The environment does not have information. Information is the internal

elaboration of what the system has observed in its environment. The

same way that no one can have their own thoughts running in someone

else’s mind.These two points, operational closure and the demarcation by

meanings and communications, set the question about boundaries on a

more promising ground.

8. Systems are self-organizing – system dynamics arise spontaneously from internal

structures –This statement is often used; however, little is explained about

how this happens to be the case (the advanced topics in the Annex has a sec-

tion on System’s Self-Reference, expanding this important topic of the the-

ory). If systems are indeed self-organizing, it is necessary to find the ”self”

that organizes itself: where is it? Furthermore, self-organizing implies a

number of capabilities and functionalities; for instance, the system should

be able to draw distinctions, observe, observe itself, choose selection cri-
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teria, make selections, decide about what to do with whatever is selected,

insert the selection in a coherent fit with previous selections, and so on.

The self has to have all these competences andmuchmore. How does such

a “self” come about? Social Systems Theory says that all is done commu-

nicatively.Communication is thebasis for self-referenceandultimately the

autopoiesis of a system.Through the recursive essential nature of commu-

nication, by which the parts involved in it can retroactively refer to what

had been communicated and then subsequently move on to confirming

(or not) the understanding of the messages received, communication and

its memories can be the bases for systemic self-reflection and self-refer-

ence. Self-organizing, according to the theory, is carried out internally by

a system’s own communicative competences.The role of communication –

with its inherent recursive nature– for the construction of any systemcan-

not be overemphasized. Self-organization does not arise spontaneously or

randomly, as casual arrangements of parts that eventually become func-

tional. Indeed,no systemshould leave its self-organization to chance.Self-

organization needs to be understood in the context of autopoiesis, as op-

erations by which the system seeks to reproduce its operational commu-

nicative capabilities, according to what the system evaluates as essential

for its survival and preservation of its identity. Identity is communicatively

constructed. Self-organization is one of those concepts that can easily be

thrown into adiscussionabout characteristics of systemsbut is quite tricky

when comes to explaining its mechanisms, and evenmore so in observing

how it comes about.

Summary

We try here to bring together the discussions from the two preceding sections,

with inputs fromprevious chapters,anddrawsomeconclusions.Thereflection

starts with the perception that, in Health SystemsThinking, systems appear as

collections of possible attributes and functionalities, with many elements and

relations not yet grasped in their totality and complexity.

In the face of the enormity of the scientific challenge to unpack and repack

health systems in some coherent unit keeping systemic features together, the

WHO’s tentative initial steps consisted in promoting a framework to assist

those assessing, organizing andmanaging health systems. In 2007, theWHO

published the Six Pillars framework. According to that framework, the system
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is supported by or is itself those Six Pillars. If anyone wanted to approach a

health system as such, attention was to be given to all the pillars, which rep-

resented differentiated spaces of practices, expertise, inputs and outputs that

one could find in any health system.The approach recommended a balance of

attention and support to the pillars. None of them or their interactions should

be neglected, the guide prescribed.

For all those schooled in organizational andmanagerialmatters for the last

60 years or so, thatwas an obvious call.Theorganization of an enterprise has to

comprehend sets of functions that individually have some independence con-

cerning their own objectives, but at the same time are highly reliant on each

other.The advice that the system cannot reach its expected results if the basic

components are not taken into account could hardly come as a surprise. In one

way or another, as for any type of business, the Six Pillars correspond to sets of

basic components of any public or private health enterprise.3

Health systems thinking therefore appeared subsequently as an attempt to

advance to the next level – the “state of the art”, so to speak –which neverthe-

less so far has consisted of a collection of bits and pieces, like in a mosaic.

For HST, the underlying notion is that a system has a number of elements

(nodes) linked to each other by ties (relations), which jointly make up a net-

work. A network has a certain structure that explains and determines and is

determined by the behaviour of the nodes and ties. Besides that, the system

shows regularity in the way the links between the nodes follow sequential pos-

sibly stable patterns, the so-called processes.These processes are repeated and

maintained in an expected consistent fashion. Some processes and links seem

to gather in clusterswith somepeculiar circularity causation,where effects de-

termine causes, causes determine effects and so on, in loops that keep running

with presumed stability.

Besides these features, the system also has an apparent capability to

change these internal dispositions; the term learning and adaptation is used

to characterize the occurrence of changes. Ideas of multiple simultaneous

causality, non-linearity, indeterminacy and unpredictability are also tenta-

tively incorporated into the efforts of conceiving health systems. This implies

3 The Six Pillars framework conceives of health systems as comprised of: 1) medicines,

vaccines and other technologies; 2) health information; 3) health service delivery; 4)

health workforce; 5) leadership and governance; and 6) financing. If we remove the

word health (and closely related words like vaccines and medicines) from the names

of these items, the list can be applied to any kind of business.
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that changes in a certain arrangement in the system can have consequences

far beyond the immediately recognizable close connections; the effects could

happen well into the future or into some other dispositions apparently inde-

pendent from the changed ones, although belonging to the same system.

This is not the end. Health systems thinking is further enriched with ad-

ditional features. It defends that systems also have boundaries, although the

nature, location or constitution of those limits are not precisely established.

Theseboundaries,whatever theyare,neverthelessdonot seemto lockor isolate

the system inside itself. Boundaries are accepted as possibly porous and allow

things in and out, permitting relationships between whatever is outside the

system and something allegedly inside.How inside and outside remain where

they are and do not get confused about their locations is not fully addressed.

This collection of elements and functionalities is still supposed to be kept

together in some operationally consistent manner by a self-organizing capa-

bility. Systems are supposed to know how to organize themselves. The health

system is expected to be doing this, and be improving its adaptation and de-

velopment as a result of that.Whether self-organizing capabilities are sponta-

neous, automatic processing competences, an inevitable outcome of the natu-

ral interlocking of the components of the system interacting with each other,

or have all of those as well as other origins, is not clear. Self-organization is

kept as a matter of “belief”, or perhaps the attribution of managers of the sys-

tem, whoever they might be, with a tacit understanding that as long as the re-

searchers keep looking, somethingwill appearmore clearly out of thismosaic-

like collection of elements.

Social SystemTheory brings to the debate a set of concepts that can put the

pieces of the health system together in a more comprehensive and consistent

way. Health systems pursue their autopoiesis; they do that by reproducing the

communications they have the prerogative to make; they have boundaries es-

tablishedby the specificmeanings theyuse; they canobserve themselves, other

systems and the environment; by doing so and communicating internally they

show self-reference and self-organizing competences; by performing self-ob-

servation and self-organization, the system canmanage its own complexity by

the selection capabilities of communications themselves.

Thenext chapter continues the debatewith critical reflections on tools cur-

rently used under the banner of “Health SystemsThinking”, as described in the

book Applied SystemsThinking for Health Systems Research, a Methodological Hand-

book, edited by D. de Savigny, K. Blanchet and T. Adam (2017).
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Social Systems Theory

Key texts in the health systems thinking literature do acknowledge that tools

are simplifying ways of addressing complexities. Tools ignore elements of

complex realities to focus on a few of them, about which the tools can offer

complexity-reducing models.

As is always the case in relation tomodels andmodelling, theynarrowdown

the fields of observation and provide reduced portrayals of reality.That is un-

avoidable. Researchers are aware of these limitations.Nevertheless, they justi-

fiably believe the tools used will yield results that can be of use.

That is the main point of discussion in this chapter.The reduction of com-

plexity thus achieved may deeply undermine the comprehensive understand-

ing of what health systems in fact are.The tools selected for discussion are de-

scribed in the book edited by D. de Savigny, K. Blanchet and T. Adam (2017).

They are:

• Network analysis

• Boundary critique

• Process mapping

• Causal loop diagrams

Before discussing the selected four examples of tools promoted by health sys-

tems thinking, a reflection on the relation between the science system and the

health systemmay contribute to the comprehension of what is discussed next.
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5.1 Scientific systems observing health systems

Health system thinking tools were developed and primarily belong to the sci-

ence system, a function system with the same characteristics of operational

closure, autopoiesis and, in this case, orientation with the true/false binary

code (true and false being the two sides of a distinction used to value models,

explanations, theories, hypotheses, evidence, etc. communicated in the sys-

tem).The efforts to apply the tools and find the value to be attached to the re-

sults yielded by them are the communicative work of the function system of

science.

HST tools are therefore used inside the science system to observe health

systems.The same tools were and are applied to other systems (economic sys-

tem, education system, etc.). The science system is concerned with develop-

ing, testing and confirming the results of the tools, validating them with the

true/false code. For the science system, the health system is external and be-

longs to the environment.The science system cannot interfere with or operate

inside the health system; only the health system itself can operate inside itself.

This is what the Social Systems Theory says. No matter how big the effort

to observe and measure characteristics of the health system, scientific obser-

vations will still be done from outside the health system. The health system

already has many ways of observing itself. It must do so because its self-ob-

servations are vital for its autopoiesis and cannot be delegated to or borrowed

from outsiders, nomatter the accuracy and good intentions of the science sys-

tem.As said, the codes andorientations adoptedby eachof the two systemsare

different. Cross-systems communications are not possible, although mutual

observation and irritation can and do occur. The coupling of the two systems

gives the impression that information seems to be circulating fromone system

to another; however that cannot happen, according to Luhmann’s theory.

Possibly, many health systems find the results of the use of HST tools use-

ful for their own self-observation and related decisions. But the health system

will be the final judge of the usefulness and applicability of the findings. This

cannot be different.The two systems are independent sovereign domains; not

sovereign by decree or legal enforcement; sovereign for the impossibility of au-

topoiesis of a systembeing taken care of by another system, and for the impos-

sibility of communications fromone systembecoming communications of an-

other system.Thiswould be like someone’s thoughts being inserted into some-

one else’s consciousness.This is an absolute impossibility in Luhmann’s world.

Consciousness operates under the same ”law”of operational closure, and there
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cannot be direct communication from one consciousness to another; all com-

munications are social and all coupling of consciousnesses is achieved through

the social, as long as the two observe each other.

It is therefore important to recognize the limitations of the acquisition and

applicability of knowledge.More importantly, the impossibility for the science

system to meaningfully reproduce the entire health system inside the science

system itself has to be accepted as an unavoidable limitation in dealing with

complexities (be it in the environment, in the systembeing observed fromout-

side, or in the system that observes itself). No system is able to perform such a

task in relation to any other system, because none of themhavewhat is techni-

cally called the requisite variability, or wealth of descriptive constructs and ob-

servational capabilities, to address the complexities of another system.

Instead, the science systemdirects its attention to limited specific sections

of the health system to which it can apply its tools. Out of these applications,

some specific descriptions of details of the health system are produced, while

the totality of the health system will remain well beyond the grasp of the spe-

cific tool the science system chooses to use. Indeed, the science system has no

illusions about the limitations of the findings.

Processmapping, causal loop diagrams, social network analysis, boundary

critique and critical systemheuristics, and any of the other tools,will not over-

come the incommensurability of the two systems. There will always be gaps

that cannot be bridged,where a systemwill remain opaque or unobservable to

the other.

The scientists can still continue investing time, money and brainpower in

teasing out, improving the existing tools, and developing new ones. But the

perspective of limitations cannot be erased. The operational closure, under

which function systems operate, the health systems and the science systems

alike, cannot be dismissed. Investigation results useful for the health system

are only those the health system itself can recognize as such, according to its

own references.

Scientific careers can still be built and developed around the ideas of dis-

secting the health system and finding out its secrets, attempting to get to its

inner nature. As in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the advance of

the knowledge of human anatomy promised to give the power to heal all dis-

eases. When the work was done, the physiology instead became the holder of

the secrets of eternal health. And so on; since then,many other scientific fields

have openedup to explore the secrets of the humanbody: anatomo-physiology,

pathology, biochemistry, molecular biology, each digging into many specific
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specialities suchas immunology,neurology,etc.Those studyinghealth systems

should however understand that they are approaching an autopoietic entity al-

ready performing its self-observations as opposed to the unawareness of, for

instance, the anatomy, in relation to itself.

Taking a short detour to add complementary reflections on this point, a

research programme could try to trace the appearance of the tools and their

use for detecting features of health systems. It can be expected that these tools

were designed and planned within academic institutions, i.e. inside the sci-

ence system. The investigation could address the hypothesis that health sys-

tems did not take the initiative to develop such tools for making self-descrip-

tions. If this hypothesis is correct, the health system became an object of sci-

entific investigation by the interestsmobilized within the science system.One

could conclude that the science system is concerned to convince itself that it

has the conceptual and methodological resources to approach the health sys-

tem and construct narratives about it, with internal scientific validation.

The science system fulfils its functions of communicating truthfulmatters,

based on rigorous programmes ofmethods and analysis.The validation rever-

berates in the reproduction of publications on the same topic, adopting the

same conceptual frames andmethods, and the reappearance of the same con-

tents in academic production of undergraduate, masters and doctoral essays

and dissertation theses.The reproduction reinforces the validation processes,

further legitimates the contents, the authors and the narratives, and that is all

the science system needs in order to perform its autopoiesis.

The health systemmay observe, with high, low or no interest, what is hap-

pening in the science system. Where the coupling between the two systems

has been working for endeavours the two may be taking together (develop-

ing new drugs, new technologies, new organizational arrangements, new pro-

grammes, etc.), it is possible that additional couplings come about with the

intention of performing studies or implementing changes for example in line

with what the HST tools may have suggested. Regardless of what the oppor-

tunities for such couplings entail or favour, the calculation the health system

makes concerns its own autopoiesis, not the autopoiesis of the science system.

Such calculations have to convincingly indicate the advantages the health sys-

temwill obtain. It is therefore important that the observers outside the health

system, i.e. the researchers themselves, reflect on the way the health system

will see the results of the investigations carried out with the chosen tools.

Questions such as ”how does the identification of the social network that

exists at the moment among those implementing such and such programmes
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help the system in achieving its goals?” may or may not be formulated. Of

course scientists do think and strategize about the chances of project accep-

tance, and try to sell their work as best they can; but the health system will be

judging it from its own perspective, which to a great extent is beyond the full

grasp of the scientist. It might be boring to repeat this, but one should never

lose sight of the fact that there are two different function systems, no matter

that onemay consider the apparent advantages of their coupling to be evident.

Having said that, the following reflections on the HST tools look into the

specifics of each of these tools taken as examples. The overall understanding

exposed in the lastparagraphs touchedupon thecommonperspectivebywhich

all tools can be judged in reference to the fact that they belong to the science

system in the first place. Let’s now discuss the four examples.

5.2 Network analysis

References to networks as a basic element constitutive of systems are present

throughout the HST literature. However, there is little discussion on the rela-

tions between networks and systems. In fact Social Systems Theory and Net-

works Theory are two separate branches of sociological thinking that do not

agree with each other inmany respects.The explicit acceptance of networks as

part of the health system would meet protest and requests for qualifications

from both sides of the contest.

However, Luhmann’s theory offers the conceptual arsenal to address the

topic,1 helping to clarify the role of networks in relation to systems. First, it is

necessary to be clear that networks are not systems in the way the Social Sys-

temsTheory understands them.Networks are not autopoietic nor present op-

erational closure, key conceptual notions to characterise systems according to

Social SystemsTheory.

In a good-humoured encounter between Graham Norton (philosopher,

proponent of object-orientated ontology) and Bruno Latour (social scientist,

known as the Prince of the Networks and a prominent reference for networks

as a sociological construct), transcribed in a book calledThe Prince and theWolf

(2011), Graham stated that the weakness of the conceptualization of networks

1 Readers are referred to “Luhmann’s Systems Theory and Network Theory”, by M.

Bommes and V. Tack (2006), for a thorough discussion on networks and Social Systems

Theory.
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is the fact that considering an object as defined by the relations it establishes

with others cannot account for changes.

According to Graham, a network is studied and portrayed at a given

moment, but what happens between one moment and the next cannot be

explained by the network theory. Such criticism can be raised of any attempt

to describe health systems as networks, and users of Social Network Analysis

(SNA) are in fact aware of this shortcoming. Yes, networks can be described at

two different moments in time, the differences can be identified, but the pro-

cess of becoming different and the dynamic factors behind it are not explained

or foreseen by the theory. The most one can arrive at with SNA is a limited

picture of the relations between nodes established by ties, without being able

to indicate what would happen next. The theory does not explain what in the

nodes or in the ties or in both lead to dynamics that can produce changes in

the network. Whether a certain node or a particular tie is established or not,

is effective or not, goes beyond the explanatory capacity of the theory. Still,

this is a critic of network analysis, which does not include the SystemsTheory

perspective; we get into that next.

From the SystemsTheory perspective, a number of points are not properly

taken into account. First is the recursive nature of communication, the contin-

gence by which selections are made and then communicated, triggering new

communications thatmay sustain or reject what has been previously said, and

therefore the unavoidability of uncertainties (and need to continuously recon-

struct expectations through communications –with the very real possibility of

misunderstanding and rejection of what is communicated).

This is a crucial point that those working with networks in the HST frame-

workdonot pay attention to.The reflexive communication clarifying and certi-

fying the inclusion/exclusionof someoneor someorganization in certain com-

munications is crucial (although still contingent) to define who is part or not

of the network. If it is admitted that the organizations and individuals in a

network do not take for granted inclusion or exclusion from the networks they

participate in, the reflexive processes are needed to confirm the pertinence of

the addressees (the members of the network) and further assure the continu-

ity of the communication as relevant for the network. The network can only

be established if such an arrangement for confirmation is used, which implies

reflexive communication, i.e. communications about past communications in

view of future communications. To represent such communication as a tie in

a network, it is necessary to distinguishmany types, strength of ties and those

nodes that are connected by them. The current conceptualization of ties and
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nodesdoesnot account for suchdistinctions,qualities,modesof operationand

complexities.

In the same critical perspective, the metrics used to describe and portray

networks with the respective quantitative descriptors (such as centrality and

density of network nodes, for instance) do not capture any recursive commu-

nication process. Even the reciprocity indicator does not address this aspect.

To observe the recursive nature of communication, the observer needs to fol-

low sequences of communications over time.The social network analysis tool

does not embrace diachronic orientation; it instead reliesmostly on cross-sec-

tional, synchronic and transversal cuts. Luhmann (2017b) mentions the role of

reciprocity in establishing structural coupling between organizations, creat-

ing relations based on expectations and their fulfilment over time. However,

reciprocity is a fragile link, he reminds us, as the autopoiesis each participant

pursues cannot fully rely on it.

In addition to these critical views, if a system is considered to be self-orga-

nizing, and therefore necessarily able to carry out self-observations, the net-

work can be observed by the system itself, which could therefore change it (or

not). The sentence above may be interpreted as a metaphorical expression of

the capacity of the system to decide. Luhmann’s theory extensively explains

how systems decide through the connectivity and recursive nature of com-

munications, which reflect on communicated meanings (by communicating

about communication and confirming or not previous communications), and

communicating selections to keep or change the communicated topics. This

means that a decision can be communicatively taken inside a system to affect

the network that the system is participating in or sustaining. On the contrary,

a network cannotmake decisions. A network itself does not have the capability

of self-reflection and self-adjustments; this has to be done through the indi-

vidual, operationally closed system’s communications.The theory of networks

does not foresee or address such complex self-referential possibilities, carried

out by the individual systems/organizations. A network that involves different

organizations cannot self-refer as a unit. In contrast, the organizations can do

that,andassess their ownroles andbehaviours in thenetwork,but thenetwork

does not have such capacity.

Additionally, while boundaries and the correlated operational closure are

key concepts for understanding systems and systems operations, networks

implies “dissolution of organizational boundaries”, ignoring the essential

role that defining membership and separation between members and non-

members is vital for an organization’s reproduction and survival.
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The proponents and users of network analysis as a tool for health systems

thinking do not account for these limitations. The implied vision of a system

established as networks and therefore to be analysed with the proposed tools,

cannot explain much and cannot be used for understanding health systems

more comprehensively. It is necessary to acknowledge that there are two dif-

ferent paradigms, one constituted by nodes and tiesmaking up networks, and

the other by autopoietic self-referred communication-based systems.

To be sure, Luhmannmakes reference to networks in several of his works.

Networks may appear as the connection of elements internal to the system,

communicating to each other according to channels and programmes the sys-

tem adopted. Besides that, he acknowledges that systems can enter into struc-

tural coupling with each other and these stable relations can configure net-

works; however, these networks do not perform autopoiesis on their own; in-

stead, the systems and organizations making the networks indeed carry out

their autopoiesis individually and that is what gives life to the network (not

the opposite). This leads to the conclusion that, because of networks’ subor-

dination to the autopoiesis of the organizations/systems establishing them,

networks are unstable and vulnerable.

In short, from the Social System Theory perspective, networks come into

existence through the decisions taken by participant organizations/members.

Even if the networks thus established can have influence over the decisions the

organizations may take once the networks are in place, the networks remain

reliant on the decisions taken by the organizations, which value their self-re-

production with higher priority over the maintenance of any agreed – implic-

itly or explicitly – network arrangement.

A still controversial conclusion couldbe that although systemsoperatewith

andwithinnetworks,and there are links and ties anexternal observermaycon-

sider characteristic of specific networks, any system has more elements and

relations than the concept of the network can describe. The life of a function

system does not essentially rely on any particular network or particular com-

ponents of any network.

The life of the system relies on the communications that happen inside it,

whether these communications can be understood within a given network or

not.Many patients meet their doctors many times a day.They always commu-

nicate, but they oftendonot belong to the samenetworks.Theymay communi-

cate once in their lifetime andnever see each other again.This is often the case.

Itwould require stretching the ideaof anetwork too far to include such specific

encounters that do not recur.The point is that not all that concerns meaning-
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ful communications is relevant for networks,but they are,bydefinition,part of

the system.The communications between doctors and patients certainly hap-

pen in their millions every day and are relevant for the health systems.

Furthermore, the concept of the network does not account for individual

systems’ operations, although they may use some network to perform them.

For instance, communication may (not necessarily) go through established

networks, but the network itself does not account for the linkages, recursive

processes, successes or failures of meaning-carrying communications. An

existing network may indicate pathways for some communications between

organizations, but success or failure cannot be foreseen from the network

structure, although many empirical works have tried to demonstrate this

and ended up with contradictory conclusions; for instance, a denser network

structuremay facilitate the rapid spread of information or, by the same token,

be an obstacle to introduction of new information (Blanchet and Shearer

2017).

The cause of the mismatch between the expectations of what the theory of

networks is supposed togain inpredictivepower andwhat it actually delivers is

a consequence of a lack of consideration of the contingency of links and nodes,

and changes.Network ties andnodes are contingent,meaning they are neither

necessary nor impossible, and can be different. Admitting their contingence

implies the acceptance that they can change very often; they are not “written in

stone”.The circumstances that make themmeaningful are also changeable. In

short, the network is always a “work in progress”, with “plans and designs” be-

ingdefinedandconstantlymodified.The illusionoffixity andpermanence that

cross-sectional studiesmay grant immunizes against the discomfort of recog-

nizingmany contingencies and complexities, but, on the other hand, depletes

the capacity to understand the system, as well as making predictions.

Putting it differently, it seems that network analysis makes efforts to re-

duce complexity and by doing so can end up with too simplistic a view of the

observed phenomena. In the words of John Law:

the notion of the network is itself a form – or perhaps a family of forms –

of spatiality: that it imposes strong restrictions on the conditions of topo-

logical possibility. And that, accordingly, it tends to limit and homogenize

the character of links, the character of invariant connection, the character

of possible relations, and so the character of possible entities. (Law and

Hassard 2005, p. 7)
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Inotherwords,nodes and links are farmorediverse than the standardized“ho-

mogenized” elements that network analysis assumes; the reality is more com-

plex than presumed.

To conclude,what has been said is not an attempt to entirely disqualify net-

work analysis as a possible useful tool. The tool can indeed be useful for un-

derstanding particular operations of a health system. What it does not pro-

vide though is an understanding of what a health system is. Researchers may

be able to find countless networks inside health systems and health organiza-

tions; it just depends on the topic in which the researcher is particularly inter-

ested. The researcher can look at the system, and find there may be such and

such networks operating in it or linking the system to other systems or linking

different organizations. But we need to understand that a collection of diverse

networks or network possibilities does not make a system.The researcher will

need to differentiate the internal networks, which have specific relevance for

the system self-reference and self-organization, and external ones that are es-

tablished for reasons guiding the system in its approaches to its environment.

But, as said, the system has a “nature”, so to speak, that engulfs all its com-

ponent networks. It is the system that defines, creates,maintains, reproduces

and terminates its networks, not the other way round. Systems pursue their

autopoiesis while networks don’t. As discussed by Bommes and Tack (2006),

comparing organizations (as a type of autopoietic system) and networks, or-

ganizations are constituted by decisions while networks aremade by relations

of reciprocity, therefore, in their words: “the dynamics of organizational deci-

sions tend todestroy the subtle structuresof reciprocity”ofnetworks (Bommes

and Tack 2006, p. 301).

Summary of key concerns:

1. Thetautologybywhichnodesaremadeby ties,and tiesbynodes,andnodes

and tiesmake up the structure of the network that determines the ties and

the nodes of the network creates a recurrence that needs to be stopped at

some point. However, the circularity does not incorporate theoretical ele-

ments that could break the tautology, for instance when the structure de-

termines the behaviour instead of being determined by the behaviour of

the nodes and ties.

2. The weakness of the SNA in addressing changes in time is well acknowl-

edged by those working with this tool. There have been attempts to solve

this problem with more sophisticated software capable of handling the

data collected from the same network at different moments in time. The
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difficulty is that the explanation of the changes will always be sought out-

side the frame of the SNA itself, because the SNA theory does not identify

dynamic factors to explain how a network may develop in one direction

instead of another.

3. SNA does not incorporate contingencies. Social systems have contingen-

cies in all their dimensions.

4. Anetwork is not a system; it does not have the structure of a system. It only

describes some of the features and relations thatmay exist inside a system

and between the system and its environment.

5. SNA does not account for the specificities of communications. It reifies

ties as if once they are said to exist they become an essential part of re-

ality.Therefore, it does not account for the fact that both nodes and ties are

contingent and neither necessary nor impossible.

6. An important aspect of communication that is not incorporated into the

SNA models is the recursive nature of communication (by which commu-

nication can be used to clarify, confirm, change, adjust, and make expec-

tations etc. about previous and future communications). This functional-

ity is of high importance for keeping the autopoiesis of any social system

based on communication. It is not only relevant to know that A shared in-

formation Y with B, but also that B let A know that he understood what A

had said and A checked whether that understanding was indeed correct or

needed corrections.Theback and forth of communicationprocesses are vi-

tal for systemsurvival,but SNAdoesnotpay attention to this.Anetwork tie

is hurriedly assumed to be perfectly functional at the point the researcher

identifies it.

7. Theposition of the observer is not a theme or point of concern in SNA.The

fact that the observer is outside the network or belongs to it as a node does

not seem to be relevant for SNA. On the contrary, Social Systems Theory

highlights the need to be aware of the observer’s position.

8. Finally, by radically removing complexities and narrowing down the sys-

tem to homogenized and standardized nodes and ties, the network analy-

sis unavoidably ends up with too simplistic and particularistic a narrative

of the system it intends to describe.
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5.3 Boundary critique

In spite of the explanations given by the proponents of the boundary critique

(BC) technique (Reynolds andWilding 2017), clarifying that it is not a research

method but a reflective approach to methodological design, the BC can be ex-

amined forwhat it is proposed todo, i.e. indicatehow tomakeboundary judge-

ments. They say: “making boundaries judgements constitutes the core of sys-

tems thinking. Wherever the term ‘system’ is used … there are implicit or ex-

plicit boundaries invoked” (Reynolds andWilding 2017, p. 39).

The authors do not make an explicit definition of what boundaries are or

what they separate. They say that: “boundaries mark out the map (systems of

interest) from the territory (messy or ‘wicked’ situations of interest)” (Reynolds

andWilding 2017, p. 39), but this does not help much to identify what is being

separated from what by whatever boundary one is talking about. The separa-

tion of “map” and “territory” and how boundaries are drawn between them is

as confusing as the separation of “interests” and “situations of interest” and the

connection between these two distinctions.

A second attempt, though still not a fully articulated definition, appears on

page 40, referring to a triangle proposed by Ulrich (1996, as referenced by the

authors), using notions of value judgements, fact judgements and boundary

judgements. Although calling attention to the role of the observer in figuring

out the relevance of these judgements, how a system will become visible from

those judgments remains obscure. For an observer equipped with Social Sys-

tems Theory concepts, facts, values and boundaries become relevant as they

enter the communications inside the system, when the system self-referen-

tially communicates about those matters (more on this later)

The authors also propose a critical system heuristics (CSH) – a guiding en-

quiry tool comprising 12 questions for developing amodel of the system being

studied.The 12 questions are entries in a 4 x 3 matrix, where the 4 rows repre-

sent sources of influence (in their words: motivation, control, knowledge and

legitimacy), and the 3 columns represent stake-holding references for making

boundary judgements (to say: stakeholders, stakes and stake-holding issues).

The proposed tool looks like a rather complicated arrangement, as it is dif-

ficult tofigure outwhat sort of systemboundarieswill then bedrafted combin-

ing the answers to the 12 questions in ameaningful identification of a system’s

limits (distinguishing the system from whatever might be on the other side).

Instead, the outlook of the elements of thematrix resembles a list of points for

an exploratory assessment intended to identify the relevant issues a researcher
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should take into account while trying to understand a specific system. How-

ever, there is no definition of systems as such in the approach.Neither the con-

cept of system nor of the boundaries and the respective attribution of what is

separated fromwhat become clearer with the proposed enquiry.

We can contrast this impressionistic approach to boundaries with Luh-

mann’s precise notion of systems’ boundaries. According to Luhmann: ”Bio-

logical systems distinguish themselves from their environment by means of

spatial material boundaries. Psychic and social systems are notmaterial in the

same sense.Their material condition are part of their environment but do not

enter into the autopoieses of their specificmedium,which is meaning” (intro-

duction by Peter Gilgen on page xv of Introduction to SystemsTheory by Luhamnn

2013). ”The boundaries of social and psychic systems are therefore notmaterial

artefacts but two-sided forms, which is to say, distinctions.” In other words,

the boundaries are constructed at the level of meanings, whereby the system

recognizes, throughdistinctions, themeanings that are relevant for it, anddis-

cards the rest.

In the chapter on “Operational Closure” in the same book, Luhmann says:

The distinction between system and environment is produced by the sys-

tem itself. This does not exclude the possibility that a different observer

observes this distinction, which is to say, observes that a system exists in an

environment. From the viewpoint of the thesis of operational closure, the

important issue consists in the fact that the system draws its own bound-

aries by means of its own operations, that it thereby distinguishes itself

from its environment, and that only then and in this manner can it be ob-

served as a system. (Luhmann 2013, p. 63)

This theoretical perspective defines preciselywhat boundaries are.Boundaries

are thus drawn by the system in operations distinguishing itself from its envi-

ronment, and thus establishing itself as a system. It is important to keep in

mind that when Luhmann speaks of operations, he is talking about communi-

cations.

The authors of the chapter describe an example where their approach to

boundaries is applied. The case study is a partnership between several insti-

tutions in the context of a comprehensive policy for urban, social and health

services development.

Had the authors’ approach been informed by Luhmann’s explanations

about the role of boundaries and how they are constituted in correspondence

to the systems/environment distinction, they could have reached different
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conclusions. They perhaps would have recognized that, before entering a

partnership, each organization involved has already constructed its bound-

aries, distinguishing itself from its environment in ways fundamental to its

existence and reproduction. All other organizations, whether in the same

partnership or not, belong to the environment not to the organization (as a

system).

Theywould then see that the question of boundaries in a partnership has to

be addressed from the point of view of each organization’s self-definitions, vi-

tal for their self-identity and internal operations. Coupling with other institu-

tionsmay ormay not be of interest vis-à-vis the organization’s self-references.

Their ownboundaries,as self-defined,aremore important for thepreservation

and continuity of their operations than any partnership per se; nomatter how

strong the political pull to bring institutions together, combining them into a

single partnership unit.

A partnership therefore never supersedes the autopoietic drive of each

individual organization participating in it. Partnership is only meaningful

as long it is coherent with the autopoiesis of the organizations taking part

in it. This is the logical conclusion the Social System Theory could suggest

in relation to boundaries and partnerships. The theory thus does some work

for the researcher. If a theory is not well designed or not made explicit in the

investigation process, the researchers will struggle with the fluidity of aspects

that are always changing and can only be observed contingently.

According to the proponents of the critical system heuristics, boundaries

should be pointed at according to 12 possible combinations of sources of influ-

ence and the stakes, stakeholders and stake-holding. It looks rather a patchy

network of several bits and pieces of possible relations between elements in a

mosaic, lacking a sense of unit or integration. The impression is of a collage

without perspective, as if the observer tries to apprehend a system address-

ingmany of its details in a vain attempt to grasp the whole, ending upwith the

suspicion that there aremany boundaries and they can be constructed inmany

ways.

No systemwould operate as such if it had to address its boundaries follow-

ing so complexanapproach. Itwould collapse.Thepoint is that systemsneed to

clearly define their boundaries in simple terms to prevent being overwhelmed

by the complexities of the environment.They need to know and they do know

where they set the boundaries. If boundaries are defined as the line that sep-

arates communications that are meaningful from those with no meaning for

the operations of the system, things become a lot clearer andmore precise.
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We are certainly not talking about spatial boundaries, and the spatial

metaphor (of maps and territory) does not help much in understanding a

system’s boundaries. However, any system made up of communications can

know which communication should be considered relevant and which should

be discarded or ignored altogether. The differentiation of many systems in

the same society is achieved by this process, through which each system

individually separates what is fromwhat isn’t relevant for it.

Where doubts might be raised, answers can be found within the system

itself. If the observer is an operator inside the system, using the communi-

cation codes of the system to generate, receive and reply to legitimate com-

munications, they will know what to do, how far they can go and where the

communication should stop. A health professional in a hospital perfectly dis-

tinguishes what are the matters of health/sickness they should be concerned

about. Even if the employed semantics andmeanings go through transforma-

tions and changes, the processes will run with full continuous cross-check-

ing and guarantees that whatever is internally communicated is relevant and

therefore should (or should not) be part of the system. Everything else belongs

to the environment–belongs to theother side of theboundary.That is aprecise

way of defining boundaries.

Surely thereare communicationsabout issues classifiable as related to“val-

ues”, “power”, “knowledge” and “morals”, the four “sources of influence” of the

framework, and these communications may involve “stakeholders”, “stakes”

and “stake-holding issues”, as established in the CSH. However, the system

itself elects mechanisms to live with such internal complexities. For its au-

topoiesis, the system relies on codes andprogrammes that can select the topics

according to criteria of relevance, as far as the topics and themes are indeed of

matters the system needs to communicate about.

In line with the Social SystemTheory, for the constitution of a partnership

between organizations, the point of departurewould be the acknowledgement

by all partners that each corresponds to a fully established system, i.e. they

are equally entities with the required attributes to operate as a system. This

means that all are already aware that their organizations have their bound-

aries, have their on-going operations and keep the daily flows of communica-

tions by which they communicate as they need, in line with their core purpose

and reproduction aims.

So, no one is naive. In being a member of an organization, one is commit-

ted to it; the commitment is inherent to membership. Without that clear-cut

definition of who is a member of which organization, neither the organiza-
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tions nor the partnership would survive the first meeting. Once the recogni-

zance and acceptance of this basic constitutive characteristic of each partner is

reached, then the progress can bemeasured in terms of designing and propos-

ing “coupling”mechanisms that are of interest for all.

The partners will be constructing together the coupling details, by which

their boundaries are preserved. At the same time, room for joint initiatives is

created, fully recognizing and respecting the boundaries that constitute each

partner. Even if they proceed with as much openness as they may choose, an

external observer may not grasp the boundaries being preserved, but each or-

ganization will clearly distinguish and observe what concerns it.

Each organization will observe its partners, and as observer it will choose

the distinctions to employ.The joint effort may consist in aligning the distinc-

tions so that every partnerwill be able to assess the others in the same terms as

each is assessed, including self-assessment, in the context of the partnership.

But the perspectives can never be fully aligned because the observers have

diverse perspectives of observations, and the issues of their own organizations

will have prevalent weight in the considerations for making observations.

Nevertheless,partnerships andcouplingarepossible,as longas thebound-

aries are acknowledged clearly. For instance, each one’s budget is each one’s

matter and cannot be shared or submitted to decisions external to the organi-

zation itself.This is just an example that partnership will have its limits when

the inner life of a partner cannot be invaded by the attention or interest of the

others.These sketchedpoints seem to be amore promising approach to system

boundaries.

5.4 Process mapping

Processmapping (Muñoz and de Savigny 2017) considers activities that depart

from decision nodes in mutually exclusive directions. A decision node indi-

cates that the subsequent activity will be either of two options.This represen-

tation of decisions portrays formalized steps of idealized sequences, which al-

though helpful in providing a visual idea or mental map of how the process

should evolve, exclude a number of important aspects.

This tool is not based in any theory of systems and could therefore be em-

ployed as a managerial tool for dealing with specific types of organizational

problems involving flows of information. There is nothing specifically related

to systems in it. It can be considered a redressing of tools such as “flow charts”
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or O&M (organization andmethods) developed in the 1950s and 1960s tomake

clear diagrammatic representations and descriptions of organizations’ activ-

ities, emphasizing the connection between the steps and the coherence of se-

quencing to achieve the desired results. The tool can be compared with the

step-by-step computer programming languages widely available in the 1960s.

Obviously the intention in drawing such schematic maps is reduction of

the complexities it permits,or, inotherwords, the “taming”of complex realities

into a selected arrangement of links and steps that wipe out the discomfort of

noises and interference.However, if one considerswhathas thusbeen removed

– if for instance one has Luhmann’s theory in mind and asks: “Where are the

communications?” – the tool can be assessed in a different light.

According to Luhmann, organizations are social systems built by commu-

nications. In fact, at each stepof anymappedprocess,one can expect that there

should be communications between those involved, at both the sending and

receiving ends of any step in the process. Communications are crucial for the

actual occurrence of the expected activities. If one side does not understand

the communications (or rejects them), it is unlikely that the activity will unfold

as it has beenmapped out.

The framework ignores communication and the inherent double contin-

gency, taking for granted that the parties involved at each step of the processes

know precisely what actions are expected from them, and will act accordingly

because themappedprocess implies clear rationales for everyone involved.Of-

ten, this is not the case.The individuals involvedmay not perform as expected

for many different reasons.

The civil registration and vital statistics (CRVS) example presented in

Muñoz and de Savigny chapter is valuable in that sense; families do not accept

or do not care about (do not have the need or incentive for) doing what is

expected from them in terms of taking the medical notification of death to

the District Registration Office. They may be clearly told (or not clearly or not

at all) to do that; they may have understood (or not) what they have been told,

but they may have forgotten or perhaps refused to follow the instruction; they

may not communicate any of these possible “unexpected” alternatives to the

officers involved, and the officers may never know what has happened next

and why.

Because communication is so crucial, it must be included in the analytical

framework. If there is interest in making sense of processes, the occurrences

and successes of communications have to be assessed.The recursive nature of

communication, bywhich it can repeatedly go back and forth to ensure under-
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standing and possible compliance, is one of the characteristics of communi-

cation that needs to be taken into account. For purposes of guarantee, under-

standing can be assumed to be an unlikely outcome of communications.

FromLuhmann’s theory, onemay also consider the “operational closure” of

the system.Not all elements in a process involving clients or external players or

stakeholders can be considered as part of the system. If they are not identified

members of the system/organization, with their respective roles and sets of

expectations about their behaviour, the couplingwith the system is loose.They

may or may not fulfil the expectations because the consequences for comply-

ing (or not) may not be relevant, as opposed to a member of the system to that

effect.

Analysed from this perspective, process mapping should give different

weights for different participants in the process. In a continuum from those

for whom certain expectations are considered highly relevant, to the other

extreme, of those who are completely indifferent, or even against the expecta-

tions, the variation can have a crucial effect on the outputs of a process.

Process mapping is a planning tool. As mentioned above, computer lan-

guages, available since the late 1950s (like Fortran from 1957 and COBOL from

1959), used diagrams that are very similar to those proposed for process map-

ping. The step-by-step sequencing of operations, with the conditional deci-

sions in between, orienting the direction of the flow of logical decisions and

calculations, is suitable for computer programs where external interferences

are 100 % under control – a situation that cannot be likened to the processes

inside an organization or between organizations and elements in their envi-

ronment.

These social processes have to rely on many contingencies that cannot be

taken for granted.Contingenciesmeans that things can be different, and com-

munication involves double contingencies because both sender and recipient

of the messages can always make different selections of what they commu-

nicate about. One can either ignore the contingencies, running the risk that

thingswill be different from the expectations, or try to incorporate them in the

uncertainties, to critically consider as inherent uncertainties any that cannot

easily be accommodated within the precise logic of process mapping.

Additionally, an organizational process is a relation between acts and

things that surely has been established by a decision taken at some point in the

life of the organization. Such a decision organizes the “world” and becomes,

in Luhmann’s terms, a “decision premise” for subsequent related decisions.

Whether the decision is of an operational or strategic nature, or, in other
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words, a decision intended to keep activities in line with adopted processes

or a decision to introduce new processes, the options are picked considering

what had been previously decided.

In any case, a process is not unalterable. It is contingent (can be different).

Because of that, processes rely on the preservation of the expectations that cre-

ated themin thefirstplace; however, these expectationsmaynotbemaintained

in the implementation of the processes.These uncertainties are not considered

whenmapping processes.

Thosewho initiate the processes and thosewho correspondingly follow the

prescribed subsequent steps all have expectations in relation towhatwill come

to them and what they will deliver next. They also acknowledge that the ones

above or below any given point in the processes also have expectations. Several

communications (by oral utterances, or paperwork, or electronic messages,

etc.) are expected to follow the chains of expectations, up or downwards from

any given point.

However, communications are contingent and often need confirmation, or

back and forth to assure the correctness of the understanding and adequacy of

the subsequent step.

These peculiarities of communications are not addressed in process map-

ping. Process mapping gives the illusion that once a process reaches a deci-

sion node it can only go in one of the predefined directions,while in the reality

of communicative interactions such characterization of nodes is often not the

case.The communication may go backwards for clarifications, corrections, or

because of errors of interpretation andmisunderstanding along the line. Pro-

cesses do not accommodate well such reversal of directions; as models, pro-

cesses reflect the irreversibility of time, always moving ahead, even with the

artifice of incorporating feedback loops that may move the process back to a

previous step. In fact, a feedback loop is still “a process moving forward”, in

contrast with a communication that goes backwards because a decision was

not made or to request clarification or additional instructions.

The existence of mental representation of processes does not guarantee

their correct implementation, their stability and immunization against mis-

understandings at every single moment. Processes change by design or by

practice (or lack of it), andmapping themonly provides very limited assurance

of their reliability or even correspondence to reality.

If processes are mapped as actions or activities, they lose the crucial

connective “glue” of communication, which assures that those involved in a

process actually share the sameunderstanding ofwhat is being communicated
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and therefore act as expected. Communication has inherent features that ac-

tions do not have. Without proper communication, the processes have a high

chance of breaking down. As opposed to communication, action does not in-

herently require recurrent confirmation or subsequent interlacing; Luhmann

is eloquent in affirming communication as the only pre-eminently social ac-

tion, as it can only happenwith the concurrence of at least two individuals and

requires understanding (including misunderstanding) to be accomplished,

while any other type of action may end in itself without producing interlace-

ments. In his words: “‘Action’ first of all refers to an individual human being

and not to a process that links different human beings” (Luhmann 2013, p.

183).

The lack of adequate theoretical framework has undermined the construc-

tion, application and self-critique of the utilization of this tool. The study of

prescribed or practised flows of information is obviously useful for represent-

ing, planning and improving existing routines.However, such an undertaking

is far from enough to capture crucial aspects of the life of the system.

Wemakenext afinal commenton this tool, reflectingonhowSocial System

Theory could approach civil registration and vital statistics problems, putting

the issue in a new light.We can consider that families can be classified as sys-

tems as they have the characteristics of the organization type of system as de-

scribed by Luhmann – which is to say, they are constituted based on mem-

bership and they have internal decision-making communicative operations in

whichonlymembers canparticipate.Theseare the twocentral featuresof orga-

nizations as social systems: membership with decision-making prerogatives.

As systems, families can enter into structural couplingwith other systems,

such as with the governmental organizations providing social benefits (pen-

sions, financial support, etc.), educational services (providing scholarships,

school fees exemptions, etc.), health services (providing user-fee exemptions,

specific healthcare support, etc.), judicial decisions (for inheritance of assets,

etc.).The families need to produce death certificates to gain access to some of

these benefits, according to countries’ legislation.

The families will see and value the relevance of having a death certificate

when they need to negotiate their way through the respective bureaucracies.

The certificates become a fundamental piece in the communicative exchanges

between the families and the institutions.Once the established legal and insti-

tutional structure of the countrymakes a death certificate an essential element

for decision-making, the families, reflecting this characteristic of their envi-

ronment, incorporate the death certificate as a theme in their internal com-
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munications. Once that is achieved, the effects are clearly felt in the respective

bureaucratic apparatus. Otherwise, the families might just carry on without

registering the deaths of their members, as they will not see any advantage in

having to go through the ordeal, spending time andmoney dealing with insti-

tutions.

In conclusion, a systems approach to the problem of CRVS will, first of all,

need to recognize the systems and organizations involved and, considering

their functionalities, assess the linkages between them.The exclusive focus on

process details may hinder the acknowledgement of the larger picture where

the systemic aspects effectively play the key roles.

5.5 Causal loop diagram

Usually presented as diagrams and therefore known as causal loop diagrams

(CLD), this tool has been incorporated into the HST literature with the explicit

acceptance that health systems are governed by and have causal loops embed-

ded in them (Tomaia-Cotsel et al. 2017). In its simplest version, a causal loop

may consist of a recurring linear cause–effect link. It can also describe a binary

decision according to a defined threshold (thermostatmodel, switching on/off

a loop according to measurements of temperature). Advanced diagrams may

include more complex combinations of variables and causal links and scales.

Nevertheless, the “governed by” assertion needs to be assessed critically.

The chapter written by Tomaia-Cotsel et al.2 in fact refers to representa-

tions of “mentalmaps” of assumed causal relationships between variables rele-

vant for addressingagivenproblem,where loopsmaybepresumed.Suchmap-

ping exercisesmay obtain large sets of variables to be subsequently reduced to

a few that can reveal a consistent and simplified “one cause, one effect” rela-

tionship with possible recurrences. A loop, representing a positive or negative

effect over key causes may then be proposed to explain the problem and indi-

cate solutions. Obviously this is an observation technique deployed by the in-

terested researchers. The researcher can be located inside the system but can

also be an external observer with academic interests. The attempt to reduce

complexity is a tenet of the tool.

2 Tomaia-Cotsel, A. et al. (2017) – Causal loop diagrams: a tool for visualizing emergent sys-

tem behaviour, chapter 6 in in Applied Systems Thinking for Health Systems Research,

a methodological handbook, edited by De Savigny, D., Blanchet, K. and Adam, T.
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If one accepts the understanding of systems as capable of self-reference,

however, with continuous observation of their own operations and capacity to

introduce changes in correspondence to the results of the observations, causal

loops can hardly explain the dynamics driving a system. Even if loops actually

exist in some instances, they cannot govern the system.This is the point we try

to explain in this section, based on the Social SystemTheory.

In cybernetic terms, social systems are not trivial machines processing in-

puts and throwing outputs in a predetermined fashion, until they run out of

inputs or processing capacity. Essentially, as mechanisms of trivial machines,

feedback loops operate in a “blind mode”, repeating themselves until they are

somehow interrupted. In this sense, closed loops are artificial and cannot be

used for predicting the behaviour of real social systems. To understand social

systems, in relation to the external sources contributing with inputs, it is nec-

essary to add decision-making dynamics such as coordination and supervi-

sion, to keep the loops operating, adjusting or switching them off if required.

An attempt to absorb the role of loops into the understanding of systems

should try to reconcile the idea of loops with the notion that systems have a

self-reference drive to perform self-preservation and self-maintenance (au-

topoiesis), for which they set in motion their self-organizing capabilities. In

line with Social Systems Theory, a system needs to maintain its distinction

from its environment, and by its own means preserve its distinctive internal

operations. The system chooses the criteria it uses both to select what it con-

siders of interest in the environment, and to select the internal elements and

processes as it sees fit.

These self-management functions are incompatible with “governed by”

automatic causal and deterministic “trivial machine”-like loops. Self-man-

agement requires continuous reflections on the status of the system and its

operations. To be sure, a system can make mistakes, which may even lead to

its destruction; one of those potentially destructive dynamics is exactly the

continuous operation of a loop that depletes the system of its resources.

In such cases, unconstrained causal loops with negative effects can lead a

system to collapse, unless the consequences they generate are compensated

somehowby the intake of resources, or the loop is properlymanaged,meaning

it is adjusted as necessary or even switched off, as mentioned above.

A causal loopmay have some determinant factors beyond the system’s con-

trol; however, the self-reproduction of the system ensures that it can select the

elements and the relevance of their determinations, particularlywhen they be-
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come matters of survival for the system. Systems face causal links between

variables, but are not entirely dominated by them.

Furthermore, there is no way of assuring the functionality of a system that

will be set with feedback loops controlled by other feedback loops controlled

by another set of loops, and so on, in an endless chain of ever-increasing com-

plexity. Such a system will be extremely vulnerable in consequence of its very

complexity, curtailing its possibility of recognizing and adjusting itself to un-

expected changes in its (internal or external) environment.

In a system’s life, there are decisions, dilemmas and paradoxes that cannot

be described in causal loop terms.The semantics of the dilemmas, tautologies

and paradoxes have to be processed, solved and decided upon by “machines”

that are, in the first place, non-trivial, or in other words are not “governed” by

feedback loops.

Another feature of causal loops that deserves consideration is related to the

fact that causal loops involving recognition of variables, selection or informa-

tion and decisions require communications within the system. Indeed causal

loops may be useful in stable and well-defined cycles, such as replenishment

of drugs, avoiding stock-outs of critical medicines.However, the loops are op-

erated by communications and they are subject to the double contingencies of

expectations and selections at both communicating ends.

Communications are very different from and cannot be likened to models

like electric, electronic or mechanical switches in control devices such as ther-

mostats or airplane stabilizers. Even in a simple causal loop set in motion, for

instance, to keep drugs stocks at the required level in a health facility, the un-

avoidable reliance on communicationsmakes the loop vulnerable to all sorts of

communication contingencies.The CLD tool does not account for that.Health

system staff both on the side of requesting/receiving the drug replenishments

andon the sideofproviding/dispatching themmay facedisruptionsandadver-

sities hampering their communications. It can be expected that in some con-

texts the drug supplymechanisms aremore likely to be disrupted by countless

factors than to operate regularly as designed.

As a last reflection, organizations constantly assess the internal and exter-

nal environment of their operations and identify causal links (whether locked

in loops or not) and especially the vulnerabilities and the risks involved for the

operation of the enterprise. The techniques for doing so have been developed

sincemanagement started to claim its scientific status.Enterprises all over the

world have been seriously interested in identifying organizational models and

possible cause–effect relations associated with the models.
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The issues at stake have always been the achievement of efficiency and

growth as well as development of distinct identity traits in competitive en-

vironments. Certainly the inventory of possible causal relations as well as

interfering factors is and has always been of vital importance for any enter-

prise, whatever its nature. Organizations deploy a substantive portion of their

observational efforts and create specific departments for that purpose. But,

in this pursuit, efforts fixed on finding causal loops may hamper the self-

referencing drive of the system rather than providing a helpful tool.

To be clear, the CLD is helpful as an auxiliary tool to model behaviours of

variables of interest in anumber of diverse scientific andmanagement endeav-

ours. The exercise to map out the variables of relevance and the relations be-

tween them is undoubtedly part of the techniques the systems can deploy in

their efforts to internally represent the environment aswell asmaking self-de-

scriptions.

The system may identify loops that need to be observed and managed,

as well as identifying the full range of other relevant variables outside the

loops and, more importantly, having contingent decision influences over the

inferred relations between variables. All selections a systemmakes are contin-

gent, i.e. can be different; therefore causality can be fragile and explanations

in traditional trivial machines terms are not very useful. In that regard, CLDs

are very weak tools for the analysis of systems.

In short, causal loops do not reconcile well with the notion of selections

and contingencies. In contingency terms, relations between variables can be

otherwise as different selections can be made (by the observers and by those

communicating). Selections are not determined beforehand by definite causal

factors that havepower over howobservations shouldbedone.Thedistinctions

used for making observations are the object of selection. Selections are delib-

erations the systemmakes and communicates about. In the realm of commu-

nications, the selections can always be different. This goes to the heart of the

epistemology of social systems.

To conclude,we canmention as an example that a biologist may findmany

causal links and possibly some loops among the interactions between differ-

ent species in a forest. However, the ecology of the forest is not an autopoi-

etic system as Social SystemsTheory defines it.The interplay among species is

an example of causal links between variables where neither the links nor the

variables (species in the forest) comprise a system. Causal links and loops can

exist without being part of a system. Autopoietic systems can address and in-

corporate causal links according to their relevance for their autopoiesis. This
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is essentially the confusion CLD makes between models and systems. Models

are representations of sets of variables and the interactions (including possible

causal loops) between them. In contrast, systems are autopoietic self-referred

units communicatively controlling their own reproduction. In this sense, CLD

is a good technique for modelling and problem-solving, but not for systems

analysis.





Chapter 6 – Health Systems Strengthening and

Systems Theory

This chapter discusses the horizons Luhmann’s theory opens for studying

health systems strengthening (HSS). For Social Systems Theory, if an opera-

tionally closed self-referential autopoietic system can be strengthened, that

has to be done by the system in correspondence with its essential prerogative

of reproducing itself. Therefore the chapter explores the questions on how a

system can becomemore capable of self-reproduction, or, in other words, how

it can use self-assessment to “improving”.

In fact, inLuhmann’s textswedonotfindreferences to system“strengthen-

ing”. In his theory, a system either performs its autopoiesis or no longer exists.

A system’s competence to performautopoiesis, i.e. to produce themeans for its

own reproduction, is all that is needed.1 The strengthening of a system there-

fore is a matter of the system’s handling through communications the com-

plexities it observes in the environment and in itself, ensuring its self-repro-

duction.

The chapter extensively discusses this topic, starting with a debate on

howHSS initiatives can be analysed from the Social Systems theoretical point

of view, with a specific section dedicated to the topic of resilience. Further-

more, the chapter discusses the relations between political systems and health

systems, and concludes with some reflections on complexity and systems

strengthening.

1 As mentioned in previous chapters, Luhmann (2013) says social systems, like bio-

logical systems, rely on the environment as a source of energy and materials, but

all information the system needs is produced internally. A system can observe the

environment but not get information from it; the observations are translated into

information inside the system.
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6.1 Applying the theory – health systems strengthening

This section summarizes the conceptual characterization of systems from

Luhmann’s perspective, identifying the crucial elements for a discussion

about strengthening health systems.The paragraphs below list what can have

strengthening implications in a health system.

In Social SystemsTheory terms, systems strengthening should be based on

a number of functionalities related to improvements in the capacities of the

system to perform its reproduction, i.e. to ensure the terms and conditions of

self-reproduction with the system managing its own complexities as well as the

complexities it deals with in its environment. For that, the system/organiza-

tion: reassures its competence for self-observation and decision-making; assures

continuous internal communication of information generated and validated by

itself; guarantees the consistency of its internal differentiation in sub-systems;

preserves its unit at the same time as coupling with other systems; and strives

to achieve enhanced capability to internally communicate more complex infor-

mation.

From this perspective, strengthening a health system is conceived differ-

ently from the prevalent view that treats health systems as if they were large

corporations (public or private or mixed), to be approached with managerial

optics, attentive to comprehensive coordinated improvements to the “build-

ing blocks” (WHO 2007). Instead, from a social system point of view, health

systems cannot be likened to features of large enterprises or “production

functions”, combining human,material, financial, andmanagerial resources.

Even in organizations, as a distinct type of system (based on decision-making

and membership), their systemic autopoietic reproductive dynamic does

not equate to “production functions” components. Furthermore, the health

system as a whole, as a function system, does not operate as an organization,

although it may have many organizations operating inside it.2

Ultimately, in Luhmann’s perspective, only the system can strengthen it-

self.With this in mind, we list below the key concepts of the theory for assess-

ing the strengthening of a system.

2 In this discussion, It is important to remember that function systems and organiza-

tions are two different types of autopoietic social systems, as explained in the initial

chapters.
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1. Communication – the preservation of the on-going connectivity of the

communications in the system is fundamental, preserving memory,

codes, channels and utterances (including specific syntax, mediums and

programmes). Information and utterances are to be maintained at the

level they can be selected and understood, connecting past and future

communications across the parts of the system; Particularly, and most

importantly, communications related to diagnostics and treatments, key

communication themes constituting a health system. Communications

that are too complex to be processed or too simple – and below the level

the system can deal with – are likely to be ignored, without connecting

to subsequent communicative operations. To be sure, any act in a health

system is made possible and becomes meaningful due to the communi-

cations that came before it, go with it or follow from it. In short, a system

can only be strengthened to the extent its communications allow and are

part of the strengthening process.

2. Observation of the environment – the system must observe its environment

and for that deploy the distinctions the systemmakes/adopts.Distinctions

need to be internally preserved as part of the repertoire/memory/identity

of the system. The system needs to internally communicate the observa-

tions and selections it makes, together with the distinctions deployed. It

should internally preserve and reproduce the internal capacity to select and

use distinctions, perform the respective observations and communicate

them. The body of the patient is part of the environment where the sys-

tem deploys its observational distinctions. The strengthening of a system

requires preservation of the system’s acquired observational competences

and the acquisition of new ones.

3. Self-observation–a systemcapable of observing the environment is also able

to observe its effects on the environment andhow the system itself has pro-

duced those effects; therefore such a system has self-observation capabili-

ties.This implies that the systemobserves itswayof producingdistinctions

and observations, and observes how internally it interprets (generating in-

formation)what it observes in the environment. In cybernetic jargon, such

systems are capable of carrying out second-order observations.Self-obser-

vation is for instance exerted in processes such as monitoring and evalua-

tion programmes, by which the system assesses the communications in-

volved and therefore its own implementations. A system’s competences for

self-observationmust be included as possibilities for self-strengthening;
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4. Handling of complexity – Observation is also observation of the limits of

comprehensibility or, in other words, observation of the limits of complex-

ity the system can handle in the environment aswell as in itself.The system

selects communications and communication themes it recognizes as per-

tinent in line with its capacity to respond. Excessive complexity is thus

avoided. This complexity reduction strategy, though, does not eliminate

complex operations the system is already able to perform.The strengthen-

ing of the system should imply both the preservation of the competences

to address complexities that the system has already achieved, as well as

expansion of these capacity to address more complex problems, without

threatening the integrity of the system. The strengthening of a system

should enable it to make the necessary distinctions in assessing the levels

of complexities (internal and external) it is facing.

5. Operational closure and decision-making – A system’s observations develop

from the basic distinction between system and environment (the distinc-

tion that creates the system).This distinction establishes the limits within

which the system recognizes itself, preserving itself as an open system,

as far as observation of the environment is concerned, and as a closed

system, in relation to the generation of information – in other words,

the system is open for observing the environment, and at the same time

closed in its processes of internally generating all information it uses.Only

information internally generated can be used for systems communication.

For a system based on decisions (organizations), decision-making is its

exclusive prerogative; only decisions it makes itself are recognized as be-

longing to it and therefore considered valid. In this sense, the recognition,

acceptance and incorporation of rulings coming from the political and

the legal systems become possible by internal deliberative processes in

correspondence with external norms. Strengthening a system therefore

means improving its operational closure; the contrary will lead to the

destruction of the system.

6. Autopoiesis – As mentioned several times before, a system either performs

its autopoiesis or no longer exists.Communication is the base of social sys-

tems autopoiesis. The system has to generate, control and maintain the

communications it recognizes as belonging to it; in doing that, it carries

out its autopoiesis. Just as a reminder, autopoiesis is the reproduction of

a system using the means it creates itself. A function system like health

also communicates about the generation of the competences for and the

validation of communications. By doing that, the system reproduces the
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conditions to continue producing communications in a consistent man-

ner. Strengthening a system should thereforemean the same as the system

making itself able to continuing its autopoiesis.

7. Differentiation –What defines a system as such is the system/environment

distinction. A system is identified as differentiated from its environment,

including all the other systems in it. The differentiation of a system’s do-

mains comes with the system’s prerogatives of applying its codes and pro-

grammes the way it decides.This creates self-reference (the system refer-

ring to itself) and its opposite, hetero-reference (the system referring to

what is not it). Besides this differentiation, a systemmay also establish in-

ternal differentiations,bywhich it creates internal sub-systemsand,bydo-

ing so, the system improves the handling of complexities. A system’s inter-

nal differentiation may enhance operational competences and internally

stabilize patterns of communications linking internally differentiated sub-

systems. Internal differentiation therefore equips a system with operative

sub-systems with specific purposes for handling specific aspects of its au-

topoiesis, releasing other parts of the system from the same concerns.This

increases and simplifies the processes of selection and, crucially, accep-

tanceof communications.Anexamplemayhelp to see this apparently diffi-

cult conceptualization. For instance, the works carried out by professional

councils ensures that the professional standards of communications (and

related actions) are monitored andmaintained.The healthcare service de-

livery components do not need to do the normative work the professional

councils do. As another example, the health system differentiates health

specialities and in that way gains in capacity to address the complexities of

each speciality field, selecting and orientating cases within the system in

a way that reduces complexity; thus, the system also allows for enhanced

complex performances in specific areas of the system, without overbur-

dening thewhole systemwithgeneralizedcomplexities.For instance, these

internal differentiations increase the probability of acceptance of commu-

nications takingplace in thefieldof the specialities,whichwouldotherwise

overburden the system – a specialist in internal medicine and infectious

diseases may not be able to talk about the effects of radiotherapy, for in-

stance, but that would not constitute a problem for the system. In short,

strengthening a system requires continuous handling of the differentia-

tions by which the system distinguishes itself from other systems and its

environment, and distinguishes andmanages the internal sub-systems.
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8. Meaning and contingencies – As communication-based systems, social sys-

tems operate on the basis of meaning and contingencies. Luhmann uses

a formal definition of meaning as the unit of the actuality/potentiality

distinction (the meaning of something is fixed in contrast to the sets of

other potentialmeanings that it excludes).On the other hand, contingency

means that things are neither necessary nor impossible, and therefore can

be different.Meanings are contingent, therefore they can also be different;

in consequence of that, a system needs to consistently preserve relevant

meanings.This is achieved by memory and the connectivity between past,

present and future communications, thus preserving the communicated

meanings. A recursive process of communications within the system,

clarifying and certifying that messages have been well understood (or

not), also contributes to stabilize meanings. Stability relies on the possi-

bility of going back retroactively to clarify whether the intended message

was understood correctly. Strengthening a system therefore requires the

enforcement of reliable mechanisms of recursively checking meanings

as well as the correctness of the selections made for constituting and

connecting them. On the other hand, contingencies need to be contained

so that the idea that meanings could be different have to be avoided by

resorting to mechanisms that reinforce the adopted meaning. For in-

stance, resorting to the opinion of a high-qualified board of experts on

the matter, conferring even an ethical dimension to the acceptance of

experts’ opinions. So, in its internal differentiation, a strengthened system

elects mechanisms for reducing contingencies and preserving meanings.

Strengthening a system implies therefore making the system increasingly

able tomanage its contingencies and preserve themeanings it workswith.

Having said that, it should have become clear that from the Social SystemThe-

ory perspective, system strengthening couldn’t be judged in the same terms of

managerial, governance or economic evaluations.The autopoiesis of a system

cannot be thoroughly translated in terms of the indicators used for such eval-

uations. For instance, developing new expertise is not necessarily a matter of

cost-effectiveness, efficiency, equity, goodgovernance,profit-maximizing and

so on; it is first of all a matter of acquiring competences in areas of communi-

cations with responses to new problems not yet incorporated into the system,

and the system considers that it has to do something about.

The strengthening of a systemdoes notmean the systemhas becomemore

efficient, more effective, more equitable, less costly, more profitable, or has
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generated higher revenues or highermonetarily expressed benefits. All of that

may happen and still the key aspect of the system is its self-reproduction by the

means it produces itself. Similarly, successful though highly improbable bio-

logical organisms or species may develop features that are neither necessary

nor efficient to survive in their environment, but they become reproductively

possible and are carried forward. There is no necessary cost–benefit (or cost-

effectiveness or efficacy, etc.) justification for keeping an autopoietic system

alive. In the context of its autopoiesis, a system cannot plan to stop it – that

would be a paradox; autopoiesis cannot incorporate a self-destruction aim.

Any communicative operation that is incorporated and belongs to a system by

definition concurs for a system’s autopoiesis, therefore anything aiming at the

destructionof the system isnot recognizedasbelonging to the systemandcon-

sequently is not incorporated in it.The environment may produce such things

that constitute risks the system needs to avoid. And indeed the theory recog-

nizes the possibility of the annihilation of a system. Preserving autopoiesis

is therefore a paradoxical option between remaining alive or dying, which in

other words means that these are not real options for any system, as in its au-

topoietic drive a system cannot decide to self-destroy. Autopoiesis does not

foresee such a possibility.

This discussion is not immune from controversies. However, the message

the theory brings is that the enhancement of the capacity of the system to re-

produce itself by its own means is what strengthens the system, not its adap-

tation to external assessment indicators.

External guiding principles for system strengtheningmay becomenorma-

tive prescriptions for those applying HSS in a given country. The normative

principles may carry ideological orientations, whereby the proponents set the

parameters for judging a health system based on programmes developed else-

where. For instance, principles orientating health sector management, pre-

scribing standards and/or promoting views and values that becamepossible in

other contexts. However, this may put in front of the country’s system an ide-

ological, normative and doctrinaire mirror in which the system may not see

itself. It may see only a distorted image that does not account for the actual

functionality of the system as seen from the perspective of those who are en-

abling its existence, participating in its reproduction, articulating resources,

policy mandates and decisions.This illustrates potential frictions between ex-

ternal experts and those internally operating a system in a given country.
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6.2 Applying the theory – resilience

Resilience is a term often used in discussions about health system strengthen-

ing. The term denotes a desirable quality of health systems by which the sys-

tem is endowed with the capacity to endure adverse circumstances as well as

“bounces back” from disruptive occurrences such as epidemic, wars, natural

disasters, etc. Resilient systems are considered able to maintain or even im-

prove their operations while facing important unpredictable challenges.

However, there are different views. The article “From Bouncing Back, to

Nurturing Emergence: Reframing theConcept of Resilience inHealth Systems

Strengthening” by E. Barasa, K. Cloete and L. Gilson (2017) proposes to treat

resilience in reference to complex adaptive systems (CAS), therefore counter-

ing the narrow understanding of resilience as “bouncing back” from shocks,

expanding it to what the authors call “everyday resilience”, independent from

sudden distresses, incorporating CAS attributes of “absorptive, adaptive and

transformative strategies”.

This section argues that the debate about resilience would gain in clarity

with the use of concepts from the Social Systems Theory. First, the term re-

silience, although currently conveying positive connotations of a characteristic

that assures the continuity and the efforts of the system to improve, it does not

eliminate negative connotations. Bad habits are also resilient. Old processes

and practices are hard to change once they have proved to be effective as re-

sponses to what were at some point the on-going circumstances. The strong

emphasis on the positive side of resilience, likemany concepts commonly used

in international health, such as “participation’, “empowerment”, “governance”,

“ownership”, “change”, “accountability”, “political commitment” etc. does not

eliminate negative possibilities that the same terms can refer to. The positive

undertones with which these terms are used do not eliminate accounts of the

samephenomenonwithout the normative positivemeanings they are one-sid-

edly dressed up in.

Terms that suggest a possible black or white (good or bad) characteriza-

tion in fact obfuscate the variations and nuances of the actual phenomena be-

ing observed. With widespread use, the terms may become loose and poorly

specified or, at the other extreme, over-specified and thuswith too narrow and

rigorous a meaning to be useful. On the loose side, determination becomes

non-specific, and therefore the terms are abandoned and replaced by newer

also vague ones. Internal accountability, for instance, is also important in in-

formal, corrupt, mafia-style criminal organizations. Because of that, the use
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of these terms needs additional qualifications, which narrow down and tailor

them to the specific context they refer to. Therefore, in order to speak of re-

silience, it is necessary to be clear on what one is specifically talking about in

each context.

The term “everyday resilience” muddles the indeterminacy a bit further.

How to distinguish between the daily undertakings that effectively represent

some sort of resilience, understood as continuity in the face of adversity, and

undertakings that have difficulties and barriers that most undertakings usu-

ally have? Conditions are hardly perfect, whatever the level of requirements.

Where can the line be drawn? How high should the uncertainties and threats

become before the word resilience can be applied? Surely, health profession-

als who on a daily basis have to cross battlegrounds to reach their facilities

demonstrate incontestable resilience. But these situations are very unusual.

The proponents of the term seem to be referring to simple daily difficulties

rather than dramatic extremes. But then, why not just call the profession-

als dedicated instead of resilient? Assisting women delivering their babies

at night, using torchlights because the maternity hospital has not paid the

electricity bill can be proof of dedication and willingness to work in difficult

circumstances; is it necessary to call that resilience?Dohealthworkers identify

themselveswith the adjective “resilient” or do they prefer to refer to themselves

as dedicated, persevering, motivated and willing to do the job, without any

connotation of endurance in face of adversity? This is a question in need of an

empirical answer.

Moreover, the concept of autopoiesis in Social SystemsTheory could be in-

advertently likened to resilience, but that would not be correct. Autopoiesis

means the system is reproducing itself by the means it creates itself. Besides

that, a system that does not perform its autopoiesis ceases to exist.Autopoiesis

has to go on whether the system is resilient or not, and the system has to re-

produce itself by the means at its disposal, whether that implies resiliency or

not.

The advantage of the concept of autopoiesis in relation to resilience is the

fact that the system is always reproducing itself in whatever condition it is. If

it stops, it dies. The concept calls attention to the mechanics of reproduction,

and the role of communication in the process.The reproduction of the system

is the reproduction of its communications. A systemmay carry onmaking the

same mistakes and mistakenly communicate about them. Even though it will

still reproduce itself and carry on with its autopoiesis. Therefore, what needs

to be understood and analysed are the communications bywhich the system is
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reproducing itself. Resilience is not a satisfactory or helpful concept for study-

ing these reproductive processes.

6.3 Applying the theory – the political and health systems

This section gives only a brief explanation of the political system’s functions

as seen from the Social Systems Theory point of view; this is just a summary

of the conceptualization. Among the advanced topics covered in the Annex of

the book, there is a section dedicated to relations between political and health

systems.The text discusses power and the political system,complementing the

theoretical views on the political system with notions about how power as a

medium of communication works.

By following the previous discussions in this chapter, the understanding

that the strengthening of the health system does not require the interference

of the political systemmay have already come to mind when we discussed the

prerogative of the health system to strengthen itself. We do need to take into

account that the field of health policy is consolidated in the overarching um-

brella of the public health subsystem.Health policy studies are predominantly

concerned with the operations taking place in the political system, and how

its decisions play a crucial role in shaping a health system.The studies scruti-

nize a plethora of potential players (many outside the health system) having a

say in the public arena, affecting the final rulings. There is no way of denying

the role of those players in shaping agendas and the outcome of the political

debate.What we nevertheless still need to reflect on is the differentiation and

the distinct closure by which the political system cannot be part of the internal

communications of the health system.The coupling of the health and political

systems is a very special subject in the application of the theory, particularly in

relation to health systems strengthening.

In other words, the political system cannot participate in the communica-

tions inherent to the health system.The political system does not have the re-

quired competence to generate health communications and does not have the

legitimacy to do so. Yes, as noted above, decisions taken by the political sys-

tem can have high importance for the health system, but the operation of the

health system, for instance communications about diagnostics and treatment

of patients, is not a matter the political system can communicate about.There

is a lot to unpack about these points, but as mentioned, these discussions are
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partially covered in the Annex, within the limits of the introductory scope of

this book.

The political system

This brief presentation of Luhmann’s description of the political system is in-

tended to contrast the two differentiated functional systems: health and pol-

itics. The political system is of crucial relevance for health systems relying on

public budgets as well as for any health system depending on political enact-

ment of the legal regulations under which the health system operates. How-

ever, it is important to keep in mind that both are operationally closed systems

pursuing their own autopoiesis independently.

Luhmann dedicated great deal of his efforts to describe the structure and

functioning of the political systems. He wrote a number of books, book chap-

ters and articles explaining how the system theory explains political systems.

Again, in this book we cannot give the full breadth of his efforts, but the main

lines of his thoughts are briefly explained:

1. Political systems have an internal differentiation and are composed of

three partial systems: the political, the administrative and the public.

2. The life of a political system develops as couplings and de-couplings of

these three partial systems.

3. Rather unusually, Luhmann’s definitions of politics (as the executive exer-

cise of political debate and pressure over areas of interest), the adminis-

tration (combining the translation of politics into legal instruments and

decisions as well as operational plans in correspondence to deliberations

coming from the political sub-system), and the public (as not only public

opinion but public voices that have political effects, influencing both the

administrative and the political systems), has steered controversies. Luh-

mann’s scheme does not neatly map out the usual separation between the

three powers: executive, legislative and judicial;

4. As a function system, among all the other function systems, the political

system does not occupy the centre of society.

5. Thefunctionof thepolitical systemis toproduce collectivelybindingdecisions.

6. The political system is mobilized to make decisions on issues concerning

other function systems. When the political pressure finally rises to the

point of forcing the system to act, the political system performs the pro-

cesses of consultation, discussion, deliberation, and so on, and eventually
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issues legal ordinances that are collectively binding. Collectively binding

decisions is what justifies the existence of the political system.

7. The legitimacy of the political system is a never-ending concern for the

system. It has to continuously confirm its mandate to produce collectively

binding decisions that are accepted. Its legitimacy is constantly in need of

confirmation to secure the acceptability of its decisions.The pursuit of le-

gitimacy is what drives the recurrent coupling and de-coupling of the po-

litical system.

8. The political system is orientated by the binary code government/opposi-

tion (or government/governed).

9. Operational closure as seen in the other function systems is also charac-

teristic of the political system,which communicates internally (among the

three differentiated partial systems) in terms of its binary code, within the

semantics that concerns and is related to the code.

10. The political system cannot perform operations inside any other function

system. Despite the fact that the political system (particularly in welfare

states) is constantly called to resolve the problems of other function sys-

tems (economy, health and education for instance) it has no capacity to do

what is the prerogative of other function systems. That brings incessant

stresses to the political system that, when possible, tries to avoid getting

involved with other systems’ problems.

11. The political system has a particular coupling with the legal system as the

political decisions taken in themediumof power needs to be formed in the

medium of law and then be incorporated into the operations of the legal

system.

12. The legal system therefore realizes for the political system what it would

not be able to achieve alone.

For those interested in knowing the political system better from the point of

view of Luhmann, some of the key references are: Luhmann (1990),PoliticalThe-

ory in the Welfare State; Luhmann (2014), Sociología Política; King and Thornhill

(2003),Niklas Luhmann’sTheory of Politics and Law.

For our discussion, it is sufficient to note that the political system can

have positive as well as negative effects when it comes to contributing to

strengthening health systems. We are not talking here about the manage-

rial/entrepreneurial or business dimensions of the health sector. We are

talking about the health system as a communication-based autopoietic social

system. Any influences that may reduce the capacity of the health system to
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perform its communication prerogatives affects it negatively and reduces its

strength.

6.4 Applying the theory – complexity and health systems

As a last point, we address complexity. Complexity and complexity reduction

are prominent concepts in Luhmann’s theoretical architecture.The readermay

have alreadynoticed that complexity is a recurrent theme in this book. It is nec-

essary to return to it often.Theconcept has beenbriefly explained inChapter 2,

and this brief section discusses complexity in health system in relation to sys-

tem strengthening. How do health systems address complexities? And what

are the effects of it in terms of system strengthening?

At the intersection of complexity and system science a range of questions

arises on how systems respond to complexity in their environment and how

the systemsdealwith their ownself-observed complexities.First it is necessary

to be clear that complexity and systems are two separate concepts. Complex-

ity should be understood in reference to observational capacity. In this sense,

complexity is not an ontological entity but rather a characterization deployed

in observational processes, dependent on observational capacities to distin-

guish elements and relations between elements.

Complexity reduction and its opposite, complexity enhancement, can be

observed and attributed to both sides of the system/environment distinction.

In other words, complexity changes can be identified in the system as well as

in the environment, within the limitations of the observer.

While the system itself has to become more complex in order to deal with

the complexities it observes in the environment, the environment apparently

becomes less complex. But that is only in the eyes of the system. In itself, the

environment remains as complex as before. But it may also appear to become

more complex, because the system starts to distinguish features in it that it

was not able to see earlier.

That is simple to grasp if we consider as an example that medical equip-

ment using magnetic resonance opened a perspective for scrutiny previously

unseen. In that, we can say that both became more complex: the system, for

being able to perform more sophisticate examinations, and the environment,

as it now displays more diverse pictures of the examined tissues. In any case,

complexity always refers to the capacity of the system to observe and the pic-

tures it correspondently makes.
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In previous chapter it wasmentioned that a system does not have the “req-

uisite variety” to represent the complexities of the environment on a one-to-

one basis, meaning that the system cannot make inside itself entire copies of

its environment. Systems are surely less complex than their environment. In

consequence of that, health systems will need to constantly progress in their

endeavour toknow, identify andsuccessfullypreventor treatdiseases (newand

old ones) appearing in the environment.

Diseases become more and more complex in correspondence to the sys-

tem’s competence to know and deploy increasingly complex ways to deal with

them, lookingmore deeply into the details of the transformations the diseases

bring about in bodies. Some authors,Bruno Latour among them,go a step fur-

ther and say that newobservation capacities createwhat then becomes observ-

able – the microscopy created the bacteria. Social SystemsTheory does not go

that far. More precisely, the system strives to enhance its competence to col-

lect new elements from the, so to speak, “limitless inventory” of known and

unknown complexities of the environment.

By the same token, in enhancing its competences to investigate and treat

diseases, the system also acquires complexities (multiple specialities are, for

example, a good indicator of a system’s complexity). A disease, the complexity

of which is beyond the level of knowledge available in the system to identify

and treat, will remain unrecognized, ignored or misrepresented.

In conclusion, strengthening is a matter of internal evaluation by which

the system assesses whether its capacity to address the complexities it ob-

serves has increased.However,we can admit that there is another perspective:

strengthening can be a judgement of the transformations the system has gone

through; judgementsmade by external observers interested in seeingwhether

certain communicative competences have developed and can be found in

the system. These are two different perspectives. Still, strengthening in both

perspectives has to have expression in the communications capabilities of the

system.



Chapter 7 – Health Organizations and

Poly-contexturality

The analysis of health organizations such as hospitals, polyclinics, healthcare

services complexes, clinical laboratories, etc. constitute a good test of the con-

sistency of the Social SystemsTheory.As organizations operate in several func-

tion systems simultaneously, as theyhave economic,political, educational, sci-

entific, etc. interests, they are of high relevance for the theoretical architecture.

Luhmann worked extensively on themes related to organizations. Organiza-

tions are one of the three types of social systems (function systems, interactions

and organizations) and have differentiated functionality.

Chapter 1 presented the fundamental concepts of organizations as systems

based on membership and decisions. For a general distinction, it can be said

that while function systems work on the principle of inclusion, meaning all so-

ciety members can in one way or another be included at some point in one

or more function systems, organizations work on the principle of exclusion –

that is, onlymembers can be part of them,andparticipate in decision-making,

while the rest of the society is excluded.

Decisions, decision premises, uncertainty absorption (see Chapter 1) are impor-

tant concepts for understanding Luhmann’s views on organization.Organiza-

tions have been also discussed in other chapters and sections of the book; this

chapter, however, is exclusively dedicated to the “poly-contexturality” theme.

This theme allows for a clear understanding of the functioning of complex or-

ganizations such as hospitals in the frame of the Social Systems Theory. In

fact,Luhmanndidnotgiveprominence to the term“poly-contexturality”; it ap-

peared in subsequentworks based on the theory.However, it is indeed a useful

conceptual tool for understanding health systems organizations.

A provider of health services a hospital is obviously in the health function

system, but it is also in the economic system (as purchaser and seller of services

and goods), in the education system (training doctors, nurses and others), in
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the legal system (dealing with court decisions on provision of healthcare ser-

vices), in the political system (as politicians approve health budgets and invest-

ments), in the religious system (as religious ritualsmay be part of its daily life),

in the science system (as a site for research ondiagnostics and treatments), etc.

The theoretical approach to organizationswith such poly-contextures needs to

reconcile key notions of Luhmann’s theory, particularly the concept of opera-

tional closure.

The question therefore is how an organization such as a hospital, dealing

with several function systems, preserves its operational closure and the operational

closure of each function system involved. To answer this question, a number of

aspects need to be considered.

Function systems differentiation defines socially recognizable distinct mean-

ing domains. In the contemporary context of systems differentiation, any so-

ciety member can have concurrent “addresses” in any function system. An indi-

vidual can be a lawyer working in the legal system but can also be a teacher in

the education system, a patient in the health system, a politician in the polit-

ical system and so on. Having an address in a function system means having

a socially recognizable location in that system, in roles the system recognizes

(such as patient, doctor, nurse, etc.); that does not preclude having other ad-

dresses in other function systems.This configures the poly-contextural nature of

contemporary society, with open possibilities for individuals’ inclusion in dif-

ferent function systems simultaneously.

At organizations as social systems, the structural differentiation of soci-

ety projects internal differentiations,with divisions dedicated to specific func-

tions, with differentiated system/environment boundaries. For instance, the

finance department of a hospital carries out communications in the economic

system (buying and selling) in the environment of the organization. A mod-

ern organization therefore has multiple concerns, and this portrays the poly-

contexture of health organizations, takingdiverse orientations indiverse com-

munication themes.1

Healthcare service delivery obviously is the core business of any health or-

ganization – its reason to exist as a socially recognized organization belonging

to thehealth system. Inorganizations belonging to other function systems, the

1 For example, see Anna Henkel “Drugs in Modern Society: Analysing Poly-contextural

Things under the Condition of Functional Differentiation”, chapter 1 in Knudsen and

Vogd (2015).
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healthy/sick code cannot be deployed; the health systemhas the legitimate, ex-

clusive prerogative to use it in diagnostic and treatment contexts.

However, other function systems are relevant for the operations of any or-

ganization, and the dealings with diverse function systems have to be done in

complexity reducingways.As treatments for illnesses remain the corebusiness

of hospitals, operations related to the other function systemsmust not overtax

the central function of the health organization or distort its main purpose of

identifying and treating diseases.

Internal differentiation is therefore needed, and achieved by developing

internal distinct sub-units to deal with the specific observations required for

communications with the other systems, without letting the whole of the or-

ganization be affected by their respective specific complexities. A legal depart-

ment may be created to deal with legal issues; an education division to deal

with the students and trainees circulating in the hospital; a finance directorate

should deal with the respective payment routines, and so on. Despite critical

instances where, for instance, the economic system seems to dictate what the

medical teams could or could not do, the interplay of communications find the

necessary solutions and functional separations; social differentiationsmust be

maintained in accordance with the identity of the organization.

According to the theory, the differentiated sub-units in an organization

can communicate with each other as they belong to the same organization.

Many organizational decisions equally affect all its sub-units and are matters

of concern for all of them. However, the separation of semantic areas should

be maintained; accountants do not discuss and make decisions about treat-

ments with doctors, or vice versa. However, this does not preclude a sub-unit

to communicate with an equivalent sub-unit in another organization, as long

as theybothbelong to the same function system.Thismeans thatfinanceofficers,

for instance, can communicate with finance officers belonging to other orga-

nizations as they are communicating within the economic system using the

respective codes. The same is valid for all other function systems (education,

political, scientific, religious, etc.). By this expedient architecture, organiza-

tions can overcome the limits of their operational closure and communicate

with other organizations.2

2 Comprehensive treatment of these topics can be found in T. Drepper, “Organization

and Society”, and D. Baecker, “The Design of Organization in Society”, respectively

chapters 8 and 9 of the book edited by Seidl and Becker (2006)
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This chapter refers to studies fromScandinavian countries where the issue

of poly-contexturality has been given attention. Key for the understanding of

a poly-contextural architecture is to recognize the interplay of observations,

with observers in the different domains observing each other. References for

this discussion can be found in the book edited by Knudsen and Vogd (2015).

Every contexture observes its specific issues within its limited field.What

is excluded from a field of observation of a contexture, if nevertheless rele-

vant for the organization, becomes part and is observed by another one ade-

quately equipped for carrying out the required observations.The legal depart-

ment doesnot look into theprocurement of disposablematerials for thewards;

nor does the nursing department get into communications about the legality

of cases caught in legal quagmires.The separation of fields of observations and

communicationmust be maintained and guaranteed inside the organization.

Yet there should not be hierarchical differences, because what each con-

texture executes cannot be executed by any of the others.Multiple contextures

therefore coexist without distorting the fundamental autopoiesis of the orga-

nization as a healthcare organization.

For that, regulation of contextures has to be in place, ensuring that issues

are addressed by the appropriate contexturality, reducing the overall internal

complexity. Indeterminacy is only tolerated temporarily; decisions need to

take place and the appropriate contexture identified for taking care of the

issue. Decisions premises give predictability to these processes and stabilize

expectations, reducing complexities (see Chapter 1).

There is room for the respective decisions to be taken separately by the con-

cerned contexture.Thoseon themedical sidewhoestablish thediagnostics and

treatments, and perform the respective operations, do not make the decisions

to carry out or not specific procedures dependent on whether the patient is or

isn’t covered by insurance.Medical staff of the hospital communicate the treat-

ment needs, which might require administrative authorization to go ahead.

The administrative sections will ensure that the patient or the insurer will pay

for the procedure (in a public sector hospital this process is often not needed).

Therefore, the decisionwhether or not to perform the procedure is taken at dif-

ferent moments for different reasons by those in different positions in the or-

ganization. But the definition of the treatment the patient needs is exclusively

within the realm of health communications.

When the insurer authorizes the procedure based on the doctors’ recom-

mendation, the insurer is not acting as part of the health function system but

rather as a payer operating in the economic system, paying for the service.
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Therefore,decisions concerning theuse of the health/sick code (diagnosis,pre-

scription and treatment) are taken exclusively by those operating within the

frame of the health function system inside the health organization (hospital).

Only doctors establish the treatment but the proceduresmay be performed af-

ter being approved by other systems (insurers from the economic system, as

exemplified above).

An illustrative example of the separation of contextures is the Diagnos-

tic-Related Group (DRG) and their pricing mechanisms. DRGs are used in

relationships between healthcare providers and healthcare services payers,

and are based on the separation of the two fields: On one side, medical dis-

cretion and decision-making; on the other, economic transactions involving

payments.Thismaintains and reproduces the differentiation between the two

function systems.

Poly-contexturality is widespread, reflecting the fact that systems are

present in each other’s environment and produce effects that are often rele-

vant for each system individually. Hospitals have always been sites of multiple

interests and multiple communications. The coupling with other function

systems has, from the beginning, to be part of any endeavour to build, equip

and open hospitals. Human resources have to be hired and many types of

services have to be bought. Finances of some sort have to flow in to keep the

organization running. Certain interactions with legal and political systems

have to be constructed to allow the hospital to function in specific locations,

to conform to expectations and requirements those systemsmay have.

So, that is not new, and existed well before commercial interests became a

relevant feature of health systems.What is important to keep inmind, though,

is the architecture bywhichpoly-contexturality happens; each function system

has to have its specific operations, which can only be done in their respective

semantic meaningful domain, and performed within their specific organiza-

tional space.

Within the complexities of poly-contexturality, the organization’smain so-

cial identity has to be and indeed is preserved. If a hospital becomes a school,

a factory, a commercial enterprise, etc., losing its distinctiveness as a health-

care institution, it can no longer claim to be part of the health system. It no

longer has the possibility of producing communications recognizable as le-

gitimate deployment of the healthy/sick codes and related programmes. The

health system’s organizationswould cease recognizinganyhealthorganization

that steps over the line, and would no longer accept it as addressee for health

communications.
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Because of that, a hospital cannot neglect itsmain character, andmust pre-

serve the capacity to be observed by the health system as being part of it.That

is expressed strongly in the communications of medical professionals in de-

fence of their prerogative of being the only ones authorized tomake legitimate

use of the health codes and programmes (deciding and doing what a patient

needs). There are strong barriers against commercial interference in medical

decisions and attempts tomake hospitals businesses just like any other, i.e. an

enterprise for revenue and profit-making.

However, as mentioned above, it is still possible to have operational poly-

contextures, as long as they do not disrupt the autopoiesis and identities that

must bepreserved.Tomanage that, theorganizationadmits a certaindifferen-

tiation of decision-making prerogatives,which are consistent with the preser-

vation of communications and channels essential for the stability of expecta-

tions.

The coupled systems in a poly-contextural context may observe that they

are dependent on each other, but at the same time also observe that their ob-

servations carry different concerns and considerations.Adecision that ismed-

ically correct can be problematic from a financial or legal point of view. Simi-

larly, a legally and financially correct decision may not be compatible with the

rules of the medical profession.

Poly-contexture implicates a potential for conflicts and tensions.However

the difficulties, the combination of different contextures is also needed as a

solution to deal with the complexities of the environment and to prevent these

complexities from overwhelming the organization itself. By being poly-con-

textural a hospital simultaneously reduces the complexities of its environment

(selecting appropriately what it needs to deal with) and reduces its internal

complexities (by selecting which internally constructed contexture will handle

the pertinent issues).

A last and also advanced point of the theory on organizations and func-

tion systems differentiation deals with the fact that organizations and func-

tion systems are closely interlinked and dependent on each other. Luhmann

(2007, p. 668) says; “organizations are the only social systems that can com-

municatewith their environment”, i.e. communicatewith other organizations

in the environment. By being able to communicate with other organizations,

while preserving their individual operational closure, organizations also pre-

serve the differentiation of the function systems, which cannot communicate

with other function systems.As the codes and semantics of health are only un-

derstandable andmeaningfulwithin the context of thehealth function system,
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this systemalso cannotmeaningfully deploy the codes belonging to other func-

tion systems.Function systemscannotorganize themselves–i.e. take the form

of organizations; therefore, they need organizations.

To grasp this corollary of the theory it is necessary to keep in mind that

function systems are semantic universes,which only understand their specific

codes; the legal system, for example, cannot communicate in the same way as

communications take place inside a health system, or vice versa. Poly-contex-

tural organization therefore reinforces social differentiation, making it pos-

sible for the organizations to perform communicative operations in different

function systems. It can be said that organizations solve the problem of iso-

lation of the function systems at the same time as preserving them, making

simultaneously possible both the autopoiesis of the function systems and of

the organizations as poly-contextural sites.

In short, this chapter intended to provide researchers of health organiza-

tions the conceptual tools bywhich they can address the complex relationships

betweendifferent organizations and the internal expressionsof different func-

tion systems.

Key texts (included in the references at the endof thebook) inSocial System

Theory and organizations are: N. Thygesen (2012), The Illusion of Management

Control: A SystemsTheoretical Approach toManagerial Technologies; David Seidl and

Kai Helge Becker (2006), Niklas Luhmann and Organization Studies; Luhmann

(2018), Organization and Decision; Vogd and Knudsen (2015), Systems Theory and

the Sociology of Health and Illness; M. Knudsen (2012), “Structural Coupling be-

tween Organizations and Function Systems: Looking at Standards in Health

Care” (in The Illusion ofManagementControl: ASystemsTheoretical Approach toMan-

agerial Technologies, ed. by N. Thygesen); David Seidl and Hannah Mormann

(2014), “Niklas Luhmann as Organization Theorist” (chapter 7 in Oxford Hand-

book of Sociology, Social Theory and Organization Studies: Contemporary Currents);

Tore Bakken and Tor Hermes, eds. (2002), Autopoietic OrganizationTheory.





Chapter 8 – Critics’ Views about Luhmann’s Theory

This chapter gives an overview of the critics of Luhmann’s theory. Like any

grand theory, it is not exempt from controversy. The book lists six among the

most common criticisms, giving the references and explaining the issues.

However, the book does not enter into the controversies, defending or crit-

icizing Luhmann. This chapter rather acknowledges the existing opinions

and gives readers indications on how to reflect on them. Brief opinions are

nevertheless expressed.

First,we give brief biographical information about Luhmann.Hewas born

inGermany in Lüneburg inDecember 1927.Hegraduated in lawand in 1960 re-

ceiveda scholarship to studywithTalcott Parsons atHarvardUniversity; at that

time, Parsons was one of the most prominent sociologists. Luhmann was in-

fluenced by Parsons’ theories and theory crafting but soon he moved on to his

own formulation of sociological concepts. Some of Parsons’ concepts are still

found in Luhmann’s work, although they often have slightly different under-

standings. One of these concepts is symbolically generalizedmeans of communica-

tion (see the Annex). Two major influences in Luhmann’s work are the mathe-

matician George Spencer-Brown, with his work published inThe Law of Forms,

where he developed a calculus based on the drawing of distinctions for obser-

vational purposes, and the works of the biologists Varela and Maturana, who

developed the concept of autopoiesis.These two sources of influence represent

two major turns in the development of the Social System Theory to the final

format it took from the 1980s onwards. Luhmann was remarkably productive,

and during his life published around 75 books and 500 articles (Borch 2011).He

worked at Bielefeld University from 1969 until his death in 1998.

Luhmann’s style itself has been seen as responsible for the limited atten-

tion his theory has received; it is awriting style that often requires efforts from

his readers given the complexities of the texts. However, those whomanage to

get throughhis constructions becomeconvincedof his theory’s robustness and
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consistency. Luhmann is considered one of the most prominent theoreticians

in social science in the twentieth century.The twenty-first century has not yet

revealed anyone who could claim the same prominence. Social scientists are

resolute in confirming the greatness of what he has achieved and the integrity,

erudition, comprehensiveness and intellectual honesty of his work.

It is important to bear inminda fewpointswhen critically approaching the

Social SystemTheory. Luhmann’s work needs to be understood in line with its

position in the philosophical perspective of what can be called constructivist

realism. In that theory, both system and environment might have an ontolog-

ical “nature”which nevertheless cannot be fully comprehended as to what they

essentially are; the descriptions are generated by observers, who, in order to

carry out observations, use the system/environment distinction.

Luhmann’s constructivism therefore does not deny the existence of reality

or the presence of systems and environments in that reality. However, the ob-

servation of a system, and the subsequent narratives that communicate what

has been researched, will not entirely comprise or reproduce the observed ob-

jects. The narrative constructs an image of the system with the elements and

relations the observations could identify and select.

There are a number of reasons for that. First, the observer would not have

the requisite variety to represent one-to-one the points observed in the system

and its environment. Neither the complexity of the environment nor of the

system could be fully incorporated into the complexity of the narrative, which

itself has to be formed with complexity-reducing orientation. The construc-

tivism therefore means that the described system is a construction of the ob-

server, but in any case, a construction that is not tautological or self-created;

it has anchors in the forms of reality (causalities, where applicable) which are

observed and incorporated into the narratives.The epistemological difficulties

of the constructivismare further discussed and the interested reader is recom-

mended texts where the topic has been treated at length.

We can move on to the critical points often talked about in relation to the

theory:

• The theory is criticized for being too eclectic, borrowing toomany concepts

from different sources;

• The transposition of the term autopoiesis from its original biological sci-

ence context to social science is viewedwith some skepticism, including by

the biologists who formulated the concept;
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• Luhmann’s concepts about the function of the political system are attacked

from both the left and the right side of the political spectrum;

• Lackof empirical evidence–Luhmanndedicatedhis entire academic life to

construct a theoretical edificewithout having carried out empirical studies

to confirm (or not) his theoretical constructs.

• The theory is criticized for not taking humans into consideration – these

critics point to the fact that human beings do not appear in the theory.

We present only a brief description of the critics, except for a longer discussion

on the last bullet point.

• The theory is criticized for being too eclectic, borrowing toomany concepts

from different sources

This does not seem to be a relevant criticism, as the borrowing itself cannot

be rejected regardless of quantity. What does indeed matter is the clarity of

the concepts and the coherence by which they are articulated in building the

theory.Luhmanndoesnotdeal hurriedly or superficiallywithwhathe imports.

Serious reflections were undertaken. Not much can be found and said if one

goes about looking for loose concepts that are notmeaningfully integrated into

the theory.

• The transposition of the term autopoiesis from its original biological sci-

ence context to social science is viewedwith some skepticism, including by

the biologists who formulated the concept

This controversy developed in exchanges between Maturana and Luhmann.

The biologists remained sceptical in relation to the use of the concept of au-

topoiesis for social systems. The precision by which biological systems are

separated from their environment, with concrete physical boundaries, could

not replicate social systems with semantic boundaries. The transposition

of autopoiesis to such a system/environment distinction requires thinking

about boundaries in less concrete terms although still performing the sepa-

ration function.Those who may get in touch with the term autopoiesis in the

sociological context before learning it from biological texts would not have

difficulties in understanding how the idea works for social systems. However

the controversy exists and some readersmay be interested in studying it more

closely.
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• Luhmann’s concepts about the function of the political system are attacked

from both the left and the right side of the political spectrum

This is surely a long discussion, which would require elements that have not

yet been fully explained in the book. A thorough, comprehensive examination

of this questions can be found inMichael King andChrisThornhill (2003),with

extensive explanations of the operations of the legal and the political systems,

and comprehensive treatment of the political philosophy themes that inform

the controversies.

• Lackof empirical evidence–Luhmanndedicatedhis entire academic life to

construct a theoretical edificewithout having carried out empirical studies

to confirm (or not) his theoretical constructs

Luhmann did not carry out empirical assessment and data collection to

demonstrate the concepts and the relations between them. Luhmann’s work

was essentially theoretical and concerned with the validity and soundness

of the conceptual construction. This does not mean that the concepts were

detached from reality and existed in an imaginary world; of course not. The

conceptualization, while still dealing with abstractions and generalization,

was grounded in solid reflections on the real empirical possibility of their

existence. Any statement that the theory is not concerned with social reality is

a hasty conclusion, at its best showing a lack of understanding of the theory.

• The theory is criticized for not taking humans into consideration – these

critics point to the fact that human beings do not appear in the theory

For thispoint,weneed to try toprovidea longer explanation.Webrieflydiscuss

the theoretical constructs some readersmight find difficult to grasp.When ex-

plaining thework of the systems,Luhmannoftenusesmetaphors implying the

existence of a “self” communicating andmaking the decisions at the core of the

system.That can be a difficult point, which can be associated with criticism of

the “lack”of humans in the processes of the systems.However, such an impres-

sion is superficial. A careful consideration of the role of communication and

the capacity of communication to interlace with other communications, con-

structing scenarios and narratives that may not entirely represent what any of

the participants in the communication specifically have in mind, is key to un-

derstanding the question. Communication can be viewed as having a life “in-
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dependent” from those engaged in it. It is important to grasp how that can be

the case.

Communication is essential in the constitution of the social. It is what

makes the social possible. However, communication is not equal to what is in

the mind of those who communicate; in Luhmann’s thinking, communica-

tion does not carry any fundamental validity for communicating essentially

truthful rational statements or the complete picture one has in mind. Par-

tial comprehension and misunderstanding are as likely to be the result of

communication as of understanding.

Luhmann’s project clashedwithHabermas’ views in a debate that unfolded

over two decades of exchanges between the two (see Borch 2011, p. 120, and

King andThornhill 2003, p. 165). Having himself developed a theory of the so-

cial basedoncommunication,Habermas (2007) criticizedLuhmann’s position,

exposing the differences between the theoretical perspectives.This book does

not cover the full discussion, however some points will be helpful for readers

to reach their own conclusions in relation to the assumed “self” that is at the

core of the “self-referenced” and “self-organizing” systems of Social Systems

Theory.

Habermas represents amodern school of thought for which the possibility

of intersubjectivity shaping overarching common rationalities is a better

explanation of the social than the independence of functional systems, con-

structing their own individual rationalities. Habermas’ project firmly believes

in the achievement of final truthful agreement between the parts once the

“ideal speech situation” for social communications is exercised.

The belief in the possibility of internal connection, inscribed in the onto-

logical inner nature of rationalmeanings and communications, is in clear con-

trastwith social systemsunderstanding of the possibilities of communication,

as putting forward contingent selections the systems are interested and able to

make at the communications junctures.

In contrastwith theHabermasian approach,validity is attributable towhat

looks valid and can be agreed upon as such by those capable and motivated to

communicate about it.Theobvious validity of the non-existence of an elephant

in the room does not require even two fully self-conscious adults discussing

the matter; a couple of four-year-old kids would reach such a conclusion on

the validity of the judgement with expressive communication between them.

On theother hand,onmatters of values, interpretations of facts ormotivations

a lot more is required. But still, validity is not part of the essence of the state-

ments; it is only part of the assumptions and wished for expectations that can
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be agreed upon. Meanings are contingent and can be different, no matter the

truthfulness and faithfulness of those communicating.

Arising out of a confusion about what Social SystemTheory actually says,

some readersmay struggle to accept the role of communication as the system’s

building block, assuming that this would imply accepting the idea of commu-

nication ”simulating” or “concocting” a kind of “virtual self”, with similar deci-

sion-making and self-reflection attributes, as the “selves”of conscious individ-

uals engaged in communication. As mentioned above, Luhmann’s metaphors

may induce such confusion; however, we admit, the metaphors help the intu-

ition of the system’s self-reference and self-reproduction.

Self-reproduction is but the system, “anchored” on the memories of those

communicating, bringing back,processing, adjusting andupholding concepts

and semantics previously selected as constitutive of the system.Thememories

of the psychic systems (theminds) actualize the elements that can then be con-

firmed,maintained, changed or discarded as representing legitimate commu-

nications of the system. Luhmann’s metaphors imply these understandings.

For example, when Luhmann (2013, p. 64) says: “a system does not operate

[communicate] in the environment”, this does not mean that the “self” of the

systemmakes the decision not to communicate.This statement becomes clear

if we consider that communication involves the two parts making utterances

with their respective contents, leading to recursive understanding (or misun-

derstanding).The environment does not make utterances. If those communi-

cating are understandably deploying the codes of the system, they are commu-

nicating inside the system; or, better still, their communication is part of the

system in contrast with the environment.

If there are utterances perceived as coming from the environment, those

are due to the presence of another system (psychic or social) in the environ-

ment, producing them. If the utterances carry relevant recognizable mean-

ings for the observing system (as when a doctor asks a patient about what he

feels and the patient communicates the location of the discomfort), they are

observed and processed, becoming information inside the system, and then

incorporated in the respective semantic fields of meanings the system recog-

nizes as of interest.

Furthermore, communication can always: 1) follows the path intended by

one of the participants; or 2) the path intended by more than one of those en-

gaged; or 3) neither of the paths described in 1 and 2, thus generating results

that might be unsatisfactory for all involved. In such case, the communication

seems to follow its own path, determined by associations or links of ideas and
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semantics that are not in anyone’s plans, with deviances that are not detected

or successfully corrected by those involved.

Communicatively, undesirable results thus reached arise out of communi-

cations’ own predicaments, but still cannot be said to reveal a “self”-driven in-

tention by some sort of “selfless self”. Surely none of the engaged consciences

were able to successfully strategize the argumentation in those unsuccessful

communications.

A metaphor can straightforwardly convey the idea of the system’s self-ob-

servation and self-reference and its final decision of self-organization, as if a

transcendent self was fully conscious of the processes and in charge of the de-

cision-making. As if such a self could act independently from the conscious

selves of the individuals communicating. This is obviously the metaphor’s ef-

fect; there is no suchmeta-conscience in theSocial SystemTheory,or transcen-

dental self, or unconscious invariant structures at work, as would be the pref-

erence of the structuralisms of the last century. The self-reference metaphor

conveys well the idea that communication follows paths that are not entirely

under the control of either of the parts involved, and in that,metaphoricaly, “it

has a life of its own”.

On the other hand, it is important to keep in mind that there would be

no systems’ communications and decisions if there were no psychic systems

(selves) communicating and communicatively reaching decisions. The com-

munications could not exist independently from psychic systems as, in other

words, there would not be any social systems without the individuals commu-

nicating inside them. Putting this differently, a system cannot do without the

individuals communicating in it. Any attempt to discredit Social SystemsThe-

ory for radically separating the systems and the individuals, and seeing them

as having entirely independent lives, is a misrepresentation of the theory.

To be clear, communication opens a range of possible outcomes. Within

the field of possibilities, selections made over the course of the communica-

tions (selections that are communicated and then accepted or not, affecting

subsequent communications) construct the path the communication ”walks”.

Implicitly or explicitly, selections are communicated and communicatively ac-

cepted or rejected. Although still unpredictable from the start, the conclusion

will remain within the range of the possible, if one could carry out the difficult

task to map out all possibilities of sequences from the start.

Because a comprehensivemapping would be too complex to be reasonably

established, theunfoldingof the communicationmaydevelop inunpredictable

ways. One may say that ”evil” or ”angelic” inspirations brought the commu-
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nication to its final conclusion, as if a self was overseeing the whole process

from above. Such explanations are obviously only poetical metaphors to ex-

press judgements about the final outcome of the communications.

A grasp of the operations of this metaphoric “selfless self” of communica-

tions is a pivotal point to understand systems from the Social SystemsTheory

perspective. Despite Habermas’ discomfort,1 one does not need to struggle to

accept this notion and its usefulness for better understanding of social sys-

tems based on communications. Even with its contingent selections and non-

essential validity of communicated statements, communication can indeed be

the only phenomenon to explain the build-up of social systems.

Afinal point, also arriving from thepolemic betweenLuhmannandHaber-

mas, the theme of intersubjectivity deserves some reflections. Although Luh-

mann used the term “interpenetration” in his early theoretical constructions,

he later opted for the notion of “structural coupling” to explain stable relation-

ships between two operationally closed but interconnected systems, whereby

they nevertheless preserve their operational closure.2

Communication does not require intersubjectivity; ego and alter, two psy-

chic systems, using the same language and the same sets of signs and mean-

ings, reach common understanding of statements, which they may commu-

nicatively confirm. Ego may ask whether alter agrees with his understanding

of the statements alter had just uttered. By confirming their agreement, both

can rely on thatmutual understanding andmove on to subsequent statements.

No intersubjective event is required to explain this agreement process; the

minds remain isolated in their own self-references, and the differentiation be-

tween the two is not trespassed. It can be easily accepted that the complexi-

ties that each mindmanages (with all the selections it processes) would be too

1 One may say, on Habermas, that validity claims are rarely fully rationally activated

in the processes of communication.

2 In Social Systems Luhmann (1995) dedicated chapter 6 to the interpenetration topic.

He explains that the notion should not be equated to the input–output relation

model, but rather, in his words, “we speak of ‘penetration’ if a system makes its own

complexities (and with it indeterminacy, contingency and the pressure to select)

available for constructing another system” (Luhmann 1995, p. 213), while remaining

an environment for each other. This happens reciprocally, he adds, as for instance

in relationships between psychic and social systems, where the complexities of the

psychic system involved in the deployment of utterance and information actively

construct the complexities of the communications of the social system.
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heavy a burden for any othermind to incorporate into its own complexity, con-

sidering that it would be keeping up with the selection it makes itself.

Intersubjectivity is thus a useless concept, although the aspiration of its

occurrence can still be hoped for. One can have strong beliefs about someone

else’s intentions and feelings, but those will remain “hypothetical”, even in the

face of an explicit admission by the other of his true intents. Language usage

cannot be fenced against the possibility of convincingly lying.

Thekey references consulted for critical analysis of Luhmann’swork are:M.

King andC.Thornhill (2003); Hans-GeorgMoeller (2005, 2012); C.Borch (2011);

W. Rasch (2000); D. Seidl and H. Mormann (2014); Habermas (2007); and L.

Leydesdorff (2002). Details are provided in the references section of the book.





Chapter 9 – Prospects and Examples

Having presented the theory in the previous chapters, its application to health

systems, and methodological issues, this chapter gives examples of the use

of the theory to assess interventions, research and development projects. The

examples were taken from publications in the health systems literature and

projects in which the author was involved.

With international development aid’s continuous attention to health sys-

tems thinking and health systems strengthening, it is necessary to review the

paradigms by which health systems have so far been approached. Concepts

such as autopoiesis and operational closure acknowledge social systems’ au-

tonomy and vital dynamics for their existence and reproduction. Researchers,

observing health systems (from inside or outside) need to realize that systems

are not amenable to interventions that do not recognize their autonomous and

self-organizing nature.They are often confrontedwith realities that lead them

to acknowledge that the systems are active in the selection of what is relevant

for them.Observers, who are not part of the system, and therefore do not par-

ticipate in the autopoiesis of the system and its organizations, cannot solve

the problems. Even if aid is needed, provided and welcome, only the system

canput it to gooduse.Detached from ideological orientations, the theory gives

substantive arguments in this direction.

From the literature, 12 texts were selected and are presented as examples

of how Social Systems Theory can offer new insights on the respective health

system topics. The articles and reports were chosen for the relevance of the

themes in the current international health context. Several constructs of the

Social SystemsTheory are used, particularly the central concepts: autopoiesis,

self-reference, observation, communication, differentiation, operational clo-

sure, complexity, organization, decision-making, etc. Given the scope of this

book, the texts present summary discussions. Particular attention is given to

three of the texts, which are discussed in more detail.
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9.1 Dual practices

Health professionals’ double employment links (usually one job in the public

sector and another in the private sector) and remuneration are the topics of a

paper by L. Paina et al. (2014) focusing on Uganda. The paper concludes that,

despite government efforts to prevent or control dual practices, they linger on

because public and private sector incentives, financial and non-financial alike,

are complementary and health professionals find ways of carrying on with

them. Agreeing with the presented empirical evidences, Social SystemTheory

analysis would take into account the relevance of membership and the deci-

sion-making prerogatives for autopoiesis of the organizations with which the

health professionals establish their dual links. In both public and private enti-

ties the professionalmembers are participants in the autopoietic reproduction

of the organizations.They maintain that the duality does not compromise the

autopoiesis of the individual organization of which they are members. In

that sense, dual practices are issues that the function system and healthcare

provider organizations do not need to care much about. Dual practices are

not self-referentially problematized into the service provider organizations

carrying out their individual reproduction. As long as the professionals come

along and perform a “fair deal” regarding the expected duties, there is no

need to pressure them to follow more strictly their contracts and associated

expectations.The health organizations knowwell that health professionals are

scarce and not readily available in the labour market. The political system (a

distinct function system compared to the health system) instead, responding

to themedia and to pressures external to the health system, tries to intervene.

This is described in Paina et al.’s paper. However, the political system does not

succeed in influencing the reproductive dynamics of the health organizations.

Public and private healthcare service provider organizations are not, jointly

or individually, under the same pressure to address the issue as the political

system is. However, as is usually the case in political systems, topics have a

short life span and are soon replaced by emergent issues that capture public

attention and shift the pressures on the politicians to focus on the new topics.

Often the political system enacts policies or legal instruments and moves on

to other concerns without assuring proper follow-up and implementation of

past decisions. This is also well described in the paper, which narrates em-

pirical observations on how managers adapt to the dual practices. The theory

would foresee such an outcome by considering the way the health and polit-
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ical systems as well as public and private organizations work as autopoietic

operationally closed systems.

9.2 Accreditation of health facilities

Attempts to introduce accreditation of health facilities is likely to face dif-

ficulties and perhaps insurmountable barriers if they do not pay attention

to the self-observation and self-organization capabilities of organizations,

and the vital importance of these functions in their self-reference. In this

regard, accreditation is a suitable topic for an analysis of self-observation.

Accreditation sets standards to be adopted as references for internal and/or

external evaluation of healthcare service providers. It requires and implies

that the provider refers and communicates about itself using the language

and terms the accreditation evaluation guidelines prescribe. Without a self-

reference perspective, accreditation initiatives and studies do not appre-

hend the core dynamic of the process. An example of that is the article on

accreditation practices in Kerala, India, by Sindhu Joseph (2021). It reports

on a cross-sectional study including accredited (312) and non-accredited (309)

primary (community health centre) and secondary (general, women and chil-

dren, and small hospitals) public healthcare facilities. According to the article,

a questionnaire asked patients’ views on ten dimensions: physical facility, ad-

mission services, patient centredness, accessibility of medical care, financial

matters, professionalism, staff services, medical quality, diagnostic services

andpatient satisfaction.Theanswerswere given on a 5-point scale (1 = strongly

agree to 5 = strongly disagree). The results showed that the median score of

dimensions of accredited primary healthcare facilities in the structure, pro-

cess and outcome domains are higher than for the non-accredited hospitals.

The study also found significant differences between the scores for these same

three domains in accredited and non-accredited primary healthcare insti-

tutions but absent in secondary care institutions. The paper concludes that

the accreditation process needs to be improved. Social System Theory would

call our attention to the observers. The researchers as observers of observers

could choose between inquiring into the patients or the professionals – two

different sets of observers with surely different perspectives.The researchers,

external observers themselves, would need to realize that the communica-

tions established with patients and/or staff have different structures. Staff

possibly would not be interested in revealing sensitive information related
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to accreditation processes to an external observer; and patients would have

biased, perhaps poorly informed, understanding of the issues at stake in the

assessed dimensions. Social System Theory provides valuable orientation for

such assessments.

9.3 Check-up programme in Albania

This example is a reflection on how political decisions taken by the political

system may not be in line with health systems strengthening, as the Systems

Theory would see it. The Ministry of Health implemented a compulsory me-

dical check-up programme for a segment of the adult population in Albania.

The programme defined the exams in the routine check-up without doctors

making decisions on the individual laboratory and other exams to request. By

introducing a pre-defined set of exam prescriptions, the programme removed

the prerogatives of the medical doctors to decide on what the patient actually

needed (or not) based on clinical evaluations of the patients. Not all patients

would be required to undergo the same examinations, if that decision depen-

ded exclusively on the doctors’ observation of indicative signs of possible di-

sorders and needs of further investigation.The resources wasted on unneces-

sary examinations could have been used instead for appropriate follow-up of

symptomatic patients or those who had already started treatment. In that re-

gard,with the excuse of offering a comprehensive check-up for all citizens over

45 years of age, the programme in fact took away from the medical professi-

onals some of their otherwise standard procedure of ordering examinations.

The reduction in the prerogatives of the health professionals to make all deci-

sions concerning every individual patient represents a decrease in the level of

complexity that the health system was already perfectly capable of taking res-

ponsibility for. This demonstrates how the de-differentiation of the two dis-

tinct functional systems, the political and the health systems, can have nega-

tive effects on the system that in consequence loses the scope of its distinct

prerogatives. The conclusion to be drawn here is that the Ministry of Health,

a participant in the political system to a greater extent than it is a participant

in the health system, has the themes of the communications of the political

system closer to its core concerns than the actual communications delivering

the health codes in diagnostic and treatment contexts.The example is based on

direct experience of the authorwhilemanaging a project to strengthen the pri-
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mary healthcare service provision in the country, and was published in a local

newspaper.

9.4 Universal Health Cover (UHC)

This example uses Social System Theory to reflect on political system ap-

proaches to health systems concerns in a globalized context; the discussion

does not focus on any specific paper however. The intention is to bring to the

fore the differences in the perspectives of political players communicating at

international level and those communicating in the actual operations of the

health systems at country level. The argument is that the need to set new se-

mantics and orientation of communications in the international arena differs

from the needs of decision-makers dealing with the limits in the capacity of

their countries’ public health systems to tackle actual health problems in the

context of the structures they already have in place. We refer to the differ-

entiation of two distinct functional systems (political and health), where the

problems concerning the political international players are not the same as the

health systems on the ground have to cope with. An impressionist portrayal

of this configuration would picture two independent “parallel universes” of

communications, pursuing their unconnected individual reproduction, while

trying to have some influence on each other. While in the political system the

political legitimacy and general acceptance of the themes and decisions are

at stake, in the country’s health system, the daily reproduction of the medical

communications and related actions has the unquestionable priority. The

complexities addressed by these two systems are also very different. Policy-

making at international level requires complex communications among vari-

ous interests – complexity reduction in this context aims at narrowing down

the sets of meaningful themes that can be commonly addressed and reason-

ably understood and shared. The complexity reduction for the health system

“on the ground” consists in reproducing the communications that are already

redundant (i.e. with established, stable meanings) while guardedly incorpo-

rating newmeanings. Successes in these two “parallel universes” aremeasured

differently; while in international politics, governments signing official dec-

larations, incorporating some of the UHC semantics in policy documents

and official speeches, is already counted as success, even if these changes in

communications at the level of political systems do not translate into corre-

sponding changes at health systems level. By fully adopting UHC promises to
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provide all healthcare needed by anyone, a public health system brings the full

weight of complexities to its table. This presents an overwhelming challenge,

andhealth systems are uninterested in getting too boggeddown in operational

and pragmatic terms, or effectively try to comprehensively deliver. Although a

valid horizon to be reached in an undetermined future, the achievements can

be only and perhaps frustratingly partial. The main argument presented in

this section is that while UHC works well at the level of international macro-

political agreements, it is destined to fail at implementation level because of

unreachable targets.Here Social SystemsTheorywould emphasize the need to

pay attention to the domains of communications and the observers operating

in them.

9.5 Governance and informal payments

This example discusses a case of autopoiesis orienting the way a health sys-

tem finds solutions for its survival. The example focuses on Tajikistan, where

a public health system surviving a civil war in the midst of government col-

lapse, informally adopted practices to carry on working independently from

government funds.Thehealth systemsurvivedwith the incorporation of infor-

mal payments into its normal functioning.The health facilities were notmain-

tained; the government could not do that. Salaries were sometimes not paid

for months. To retain minimal working conditions, health staff had to con-

tribute part of the money collected from patients. These practices remained

in place well after the end of the civil war, while the government budget con-

tinued to be too low to pay salaries, maintain structures and equipment, and

make badly needed investment.Health professionals regularly communicated

among themselves about the solutions theyadopted,and itwasnotuncommon

for part of the health facilities’ and wards’ informal revenues to be passed up

through the hierarchy to higher ranks,who left these informal practices undis-

turbed, despite the laws against it. The governance thus in place reflected the

prevailing systemic autopoietic drive, in spite of non-conformity with formal

legal rules in place, and the protests of the international donors supporting

the government. This example is based on three years of direct experience of

the author while living in the country and managing a donor-funded project

to strengthen primary healthcare, along with publications in the literature on

informal payment in Central Asia.
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9.6 Health systems strengthening

This section reflects on the possibilities to strengthen a self-referential system

with the characteristics of operational closure, self-organization, autopoiesis,

and constructed by communications. In addition to the extensive theoretical

discussions inChapter 6, this example focuses on the article by J.Goldberg and

M. Bryant (2012). This article was picked up among many others for the op-

portunity to discuss two important notions in heath development aid, country

ownership and capacity building. As stated by the title of the article, “Country

Ownership and Capacity Building: The Next Buzzwords in Health Systems

Strengthening or a Truly New Approach to Development?”, it tries to figure

out how these strategic orientations can deliver strengthened health systems.

The terms “country ownership” had come to prominence after high-profile

meetings of aid donors sponsoring health systems development in developing

countries.The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness (2005) was a watershed,

after which country ownership firmly entered the development aid discourse

of most donors and international agencies. “Country ownership” implied a

change in donors’ postures and actions, and predominantly the determination

to use countrymechanisms for implementing aid projects, using their finance

structures, their political decision-making as well as public sector managerial

institutions. In this sense, the term comes close to acknowledgement of the

concept of autopoiesis, understood as systems’ production of the means for

their own reproduction. However, the two notions are not equivalent and

differ in many respects.The crucial difference is that there is no alternative to

autopoiesis, which implies that only the system can take care of itself, while

“country ownership” still suggests that something can be or was different

before the agenda was established, or, in other words, the health systems of

the developing country did not own all its programmes. As matter of fact,

aid was (and may still is) often channelled directly to some types of provision

of care without the involvement or even awareness of the governments. By

the time of the Paris declaration, it became clear that such uncoordinated

ways of supporting developing countries were wasteful and ineffective. For

example, Ministries of Health were losing qualified staff and competences for

donor projects, becoming therefore less able to run their own organizations.

Regardless of these acute shortcomings, though, the autopoiesis of public

health organizations and of health as a function system did not stop. We will

come back to this point. “Capacity building” is the provision of training and

working conditions for the health workforce in managerial, service delivery
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or any other position. Although initially carried out independently, “capacity

building”, as advocated by the authors of the article, should enhance com-

petences to increase the possibility of “country ownership”; this is how the

two terms connect. Without improved competences, it is implied, “country

ownership”will not happen.On the other hand, “capacity building” is a field of

initiatives where “country ownership” can be exercised and made operational;

“country owned capacity building” should be the new paradigm, the authors

propose.

Using the Social Systems Theory concept of complexity, “country owner-

ship” and “capacity building” orient donors’ supports towards making public

systems of aid-recipient countries able to deal with the complexities of run-

ning larger and more diverse initiatives; the countries would be expected to

reach the stage where they could run new initiatives by their own means.

In line with the notion of autopoiesis of the Social Systems Theory, this en-

hancement of capacity to deal with increased complexities fairly translates

the notion of systems strengthening. However, autopoiesis implies that the

system is the only one that can decide about itself.This theoretical perspective

pushes further the notion of country ownership, beyond what development

aid assumes. Autopoiesis means that the existing systems have always been

the owners of what they do. Before the Paris declaration donors carried out

their business as they wanted, and the public system tolerated, accepted

and incorporated lack of coordination into their own strategies, even if not

explicitly stated. Eventually donors realized they were not achieving much

by doing the work themselves, and also understood that real development

would require operations to be performed by the governments themselves.

That indeed increased the awareness about government capabilities. How-

ever, as consideration of autopoiesis highlights, an autopoietic system would

only advance by its own self-reproductive capabilities. Funds can come from

abroad, but the communications the systems sustain can only be reproduced

by the systems’ mechanisms. Governments were only interested in taking

responsibility up to the point they saw the advantages and considered they

had the ability to do so.They would not overtax themselves with tasks beyond

their capacities and above the level of effort they could deploy. By being able

to conduct self-observation, self-referential systems (including here health

and political systems and their organizations) have identities regarding what

they are and what they can and want to do (or not) – this is how self-orga-

nization is possible. In short, autopoiesis and self-reference were and are

constantly at work, although donors were not paying attention and often felt
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frustrated with lack of success or willingness of the governments to follow

what donors thought they could and should have done. Lack of understanding

of autopoiesis was and still is a problem for the whole development aid enter-

prise. Some progress has been achieved though, as donors started to adopt the

principle of “government in the driving seat”, and developed trust and reliance

on aid modalities such as budget support, by which money was transferred to

the country’s treasury without being earmarked for specific projects, and the

government would only subscribe to jointly agreed sets of indicators, targets

and reporting mechanisms; everything else, including operational decisions

and implementation, was in the government’s hands. This is indeed more in

line with what Social System Theory would recommend. But one should not

lose focus on the operational closures, by which both government institutions

and donors’ organizations communicate internally about observations that

each independently performs using the semantics that are relevant for each

one’s self-references.Thismay still create gaps in communication between the

organizations that are difficult to bridge.

9.7 Mother and child health (MCH)

The author was involved with the implementation of a donor’s support to a

MCH programme in Guinea Bissau, where a package of benefits for health

workers and pregnantwomenwas introduced (theworkwas communicated in

several internal consultancy reports). The package intended to terminate the

user fees charged to pregnant women during antenatal care and at delivery.

It was expected that health workers would be compensated for the payments

theywouldno longer receive fromthepatients,and thepregnantwomenwould

be motivated to demand care as consultations, medicines and maternity care

would be free of charge. The expected outcome was a reduction in maternal

and infant mortality, of which Guinea-Bissau had one of the highest rates in

the world. In social systems terms, the changes would imply the introduction

of a new range of communication styles and semantics. The communications

between health workers and patients and health workers among themselves

would have to reflect the new set-up,where charging patients would not be ac-

ceptable. Such change in communication patterns and continuous provision

of information to professionals and beneficiaries on the new arrangements

would have to be achieved andmaintained. In short, the programme introduc-

ing the new benefit package had also to be accompanied by information and
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communication strategies to ensure the new meanings circulated and were

understoodbyall concerned.Nevertheless, therewasnotmuchattention to the

communications, and the dissemination of information about the new bene-

fits was not systematically conducted and/or evaluated. Even where and when

efforts in that regard were spent, professionals and patients were used to sta-

tus quo that had existed for decades, and scepticism over the continuity and

sustainability of the new initiative was prevalent. We would say that patterns

of communication, as well as the conditions they correspond to, are resilient

(negative resilience perhaps), and the organizations and entities involved in

changing them need to strategically approach the communication theme.

9.8 The fallacy of embedding research

The chapter by J. Olivier et al. (2017) advocates that health systems research

should be embedded in the systems studied.This is presented as an approach,

not a research method. Without getting into discussion of the previous con-

tributions on matters of imbeddedness in the fields of sociological and an-

thropologicalmethods fromdecades ago, our concern here is directed towards

the understanding of systems that the approach overlooks. The authors opti-

mistically say that the nearness of researchers and the system they study has

advantages of more direct access to key components of the system; moreover,

that makes the implementation of the study’s conclusions more likely. On the

other hand, the authors warn about hiccups, as the same closeness may have

the disadvantage of restricting the researchers’ critical views and freedom for

making recommendations. In thediscussionof this studyourargumentshigh-

lightfirst that the recommendedapproach is a generic quasi-normative guide-

line for many studies in social science and public health, and it does not carry

with it any specific view of what a system, or a health system, for that mat-

ter, is. We highlight the importance of having a better understanding of how

systems are capable of self-reference and self-organization. Systems can carry

out self-observations andmake decisions for self-reproduction while preserv-

ing operational closure. Organizations, as a type of system, distinguish be-

tween members and non-members on the basis of their entitlement, respec-

tively, to participate in decisions or not. In linewith operational closure, exter-

nal researchers, i.e. non-members of the organization they study, are there-

fore not incorporated into decision-making communications. Provision of ad-

vice,which can later be (or not) the object of consideration in decision-making
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circles, is the most an external observer can do. The closure is of vital impor-

tance for the survival of any organization. Yet an internal researcher, if speak-

ing from a member’s position, can be dealt with as such by the organization,

which will recognize the position from which the researcher communicates.

But the researcher will have to adjust communications to the semantics and

channels used by the organization and their position in it. Still, being an inter-

nal researcher does not per se guarantee acceptance of the findings, evenwhen

communicated in the semantics the organization recognizes and accepts. In

addition,embedding researchneeds tobe considered in reference to social sys-

tems differentiation – for instance, health and science. An individual whose

main engagement is with organizations of one of these systems is not recog-

nized by organizations of the other system as amember with the same entitle-

ment to communications.A scientistwill communicate in terms that,although

fully understandable in the context of the science system, are not entirely un-

derstood or considered relevant for those who do not belong to that system.

In conclusion, the insertion of any communication in the decision-making of

an organization (as a system) has to happen according to the terms and crite-

ria the organization sets.The unawareness of this aspect leads to the creation

of false expectations. Embedding therefore cannot be a guarantor of unbiased

unrestricted access to information and acceptance of research conclusions by

the studied system. Although it can be recommended from an ethical (quasi-

normative) perspective, it still cannot assure good understanding of a system’s

operations and accomplishments. As a matter of cautious,modest awareness,

it is better to acknowledge that the system knows and can better understand

what and why it does what it does than the external researchers trying to un-

derstand it.

9.9 Voucher schemes in Tanzania and Ghana

The discussions about the article mentioned below in this example are drawn

in reference to the concepts of systems’ internal and external differentiation

according to theSocial SystemTheory.Thearticle presentshistorical narratives

of the implementation of insecticide-treated bed nets (ITN) programmes as

part of the strategies for fighting malaria in Tanzania and Ghana (de Savigny

et al. 2012):
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In Tanzania, vouchers have moved beyond the planning agenda, had poli-

cies and programmes formulated, been sustained in implementation at na-

tional scale for many years and have become as of 2012 the main and only

publicly supported continuous delivery system for ITNs. In Ghana national-

scale implementation of vouchers never progressed beyond consideration

on the agenda and piloting towards formulation of policy; and the approach

was replaced by mass distribution campaigns with less dependency on or

integration with the health system. By 2011, Ghana entered a phase with

no publicly supported continuous delivery system for ITNs. (p. 1)

If analysed from the social system perspective, the voucher schemes were

not entirely part of the health systems.They were to a large extent part of the

economic system, with communications and closely related economic trans-

actions, and with the public health sub-system having some oversight and

concerns related to disease risk prevention. Communications regarding the

voucher schemes are not based on the health/sick code.Their associated com-

munications represent communication with the code distinction paying/not

paying for the voucher and adjusted discounted price. Once classified as preg-

nant and therefore entitled to the voucher, a woman would leave the health

system and enter the economic system, evenwith the vouchers being provided

inside thehealth facility.So,analysis of theprogress of the schemehave to treat

it as belonging to the economic system and related to the autopoiesis of the

economic organizations involved, not the health organizations.The history of

the start and subsequent development stages of the two schemes is a narrative

of how the public sector came together with private partners and donors in a

coupling initiative. Their economic interests and visions in the two schemes

were different, which may help to understand to some extent the relatively

different successes.The article would sit well as a study of public sector man-

agement and the context and results of strategic decisions. Still, it would not

be dealing with health systems prerogatives of communications. Therefore,

this article can be thought of as being alongside the political system and/or

the economic system, with some couplings (as mothers were given vouchers

in health centres) with the health system. To present a public health system

perspective, it would be necessary to address issues of health risks and include

health outcomes indicators, assessing the success or failure of the schemes

in epidemiological terms. According to Social Systems Theory, the economic

system is made up of communications that are coded as payments/non-

payments. Once a payment is made, as controversial as this may sound, the
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consequences that follow from the acquisition of the goods or services would

no longer belong to the economic system. Communications on whether the

bed nets were taken home and placed as recommended, and whether people

slept under them, and so on, to ensure the preventive effectiveness of the net,

would be matters for communication within the public health sub-system,

assessing disease risks and the results of health programmes.

9.10 Community health workers (CHW)

The discussion in this section focuses on a paper by K. Scott, A. George and R.

Ved (2019) that reports ona reviewof 122articles published in India aboutCHW

programmes.The paper sets up a framework for assessing CHW from several

perspectives, including the connections between CHW programmes and the

health system.Thepaper classified the reviewed articles according to theCHW

topic they focused on and according to the relevant contents for assessments

of CHW in the public health system context, in line with the proposed frame-

work.Therefore, the paper has a wealth of insights on the operations of CHW

programmes, and also reveals notions of the health system in the background,

informing the review. The purpose of this section is to show that the assess-

ment of CHW would be stronger if it was informed by an understanding of

how CHW operate from the Social SystemsTheory point of view, considering

how CHW are placed in the central communications, self-reference and self-

organizing functions of health systems.

From a Social Systems Theory perspective, CHW are viewed according to

the following 15 points:

1. CHWprogrammes are part of the public health sub-systemof a health sys-

tem.

2. These programmes therefore should be seen as observed by that system as

part of itself (self-observation), contributing therefore to the autopoiesis

of both the health system as a whole and public health as a sub-system.

3. Communications among the CHWs and between CHWs and other mem-

bers of the public health sub-system and health service provision sub-sys-

tem happen inside the health system, and are valued, controlled, directed,

observed, etc. as inherent to the reproduction of the public health sub-sys-

tem.
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4. Thecommunities theCHWs serve are part of the environment of the public

health sub-system; they are notmembers of the system, but are outside it.

5. In consequence of 4, the public health sub-system may need to enter into

some sort of coupling with the communities to create and sustain condi-

tions for programme implementation.Communities that set up some level

of organization are potentially in a better position to enter into coupling.

This leads to the drawing of a distinction between organized communities

and communities of people living in the same space but without any orga-

nizational links between them.

6. For each of those roughly speaking two types of communities, the coupling

will have to be different.We focus now on the organized ones.

7. An organized community does have internal observers and does observe

itself pursuing its own autopoiesis. It uses themechanisms of decisions as

the basis of its communications. It makes decisions concerning its expec-

tations about the CHW and the public health sub-system. Decisions lead

to subsequent decisions and so on, reproducing the organization’s expec-

tations and observations of CHW and related communications.

8. The decisions, effective or not, followed or not, are in any case relevant for

the continued decisions to be made about the presence, work, capabilities

of and collaboration with the CHW.

9. These decisions are prerogatives of the organized community and are seen

by itself as key to the autopoiesis of the organization they maintain.

10. The coupling of the community with the public health subsystem has also

considerations related to the political system and its approaches to the

community.The community, for example, may use opportunities brought

about by elections to advance its objectives.

11. Theobservers in the public health subsystemand the observers in the com-

munities see the CHW differently; they understand differently the rele-

vance and capabilities of the CHW. They develop different expectations,

and these expectations may be fulfilled or disappointed for different rea-

sons, judged according to different standards of values and performance

judgement criteria.

12. Thenarrative createdby thepublic health sub-systemtodescribe a success-

ful (or failed) programmemight differ largely from the narrative the com-

munity may create about the success or failure of the same programme.

Furthermore, academic narratives with scientific observations and analy-

sis of the programmes also differ from both the community’s and public

health sub-system’s narratives.
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13. The construction of the narratives uses the respective codes relevant for

the respective systems, organizations and sub-systems involved.The pub-

lic health sub-system uses the health-risk/non-health-risk codes with epi-

demiological and service provision indicators.This sub-system ultimately

wants to know whether perceived health risks have been addressed by the

programmes and somehow reduced.The observations have to be commu-

nicated inside the sub-system itself and then outside it to the concerned

healthcare serviceprovision sub-system (where appropriate), and, further-

more, to the political systemwhen possible and necessary.

14. The community itself is not a system; it does not have a specific code to

elaborate its communications.However,where the community establishes

a representativeorganization, theorganizationcommunicates inside itself

in accordancewithmembership anddecision-making.Decisions are taken

with the drawn distinctions used for making the respective observations.

The organized community selects its distinctions based on its repertoire of

distinctions it regularly uses. In that way, the organized community is able

to say whether the CHWs have fulfilled completely, partially or none of the

expectations.

15. The public health sub-system and the organized community may disagree

radically on theway they assess the results of theCHW’s activities.But they

may also use references that have similar meanings for both.

By conducting an assessment of CHW programmes along these lines, a more

precise perspective of community/CHW relations and possible outcomes as

well as their relation with the public health sub-system can be achieved. This

orientation can be summarized in the following list of guiding questions:

A) Where and who are the observers (Inside communities? Among CHW? In

the public health subsystem? In the healthcare service provision subsys-

tem? In the academic/scientific system?).

B) Are we dealing with autopoietic systems, sub-systems or organizations?

C) If yes, what is the basis of their autopoiesis?

D) Is the assessment of the programmes part of the self-observation of the

sub-system and organization involved?

E) Are the communications of self-observations being incorporated into de-

cision-making and/or interlacingwith subsequent communication opera-

tions in the sub-systems and organizations involved?

F) Are CHW communications themselves being observed and assessed?
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G) Is there more than one system involved in the observations (organization,

sub-system or system)?

H) Have the sub-systems and organizations involved entered into structural

coupling?

I) What are the codes of communication employed internally by each sub-

system and/or organization involved?

J) Does the structural coupling involve communications between sub-sys-

tems and organizations?

K) On what basis do the coupled sub-systems and organizations communi-

cate with each other? Are the codes common and share similar meanings?

Or are they different?

For the content review of the 122 selected publications, the article proposed

a framework with several areas of CHW programs observation: inputs, out-

comes, impact,governance, interfacewith communities, social profile ofCHW

and health service context. In relation to health systems, the article classified

the publications according to:

We considered an article to have taken a health systems perspective if it

examined health systems elements, such as supervision, training, supply

chain management, financing, motivation, etc., or if the article discussed

linkages or repercussions between health systems dimensions such as how

communities supported ASHAs or whether facility providers were respon-

sive to ASHAs. (p. 3)1

This shows the difficulty in approaching health systems without a firm refer-

ence of what a system is. The approaches resort to managerial (supply chain

management, financing), operational (supervision), organizational (training,

motivation), structural (facility providers responsibility) and functional (com-

munity support) aspects that do not necessarily and specifically reflect sys-

temic features. For such endeavour, we propose that the key systems’ aspects

that need to be observed are: self-observation, self-reference, self-organiza-

tion, operational closure, system/environment distinction, etc. as presented

in previous chapters.

The authors of the paper looked for a number of aspects of CHW/health

systems interface in the reviewed articles, which they say were rarely dis-

cussed.These were:

1 Accredited Social Health Activist (ASHA).
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In particular, there was little consideration of programme governance (pro-

gramme oversight and guidance, CHW political support, the role of NGO

actors in CHW policy, grievance redressal for CHWs, programme financing,

and CHW programme reporting), community voice, community engage-

ment in ASHA selection, and community collaboration with ASHAs through

health committees (p. 12).

In addition, they say that more research is required to truly understand the

programme as an “integrated member of the health system”. These observa-

tions suggest the reviewers had expectations about the programme’s auton-

omy and self-reliance set at a higher level than seen in a public health sub-sys-

tem programme amongmany others.

There were also expectations that the programmes would fulfil roles and

achieve results wider in scope and beyond what the programme could deliver.

It seems that, in the review, expectations configured objectives that were

superimposed on the actual responsibilities and directionality of the CHW

as a public health programme. For example: “research on other aspects of

the CHW–health system framework will be increasingly important to the

programme’s capacity to adapt, sustain and achieve its broader goals around

empowerment, community engagement and change across the social determinants of

health” (p. 12).

These purposes can be the subject of controversies, and interpreted as

political and/or ideological discourses motivated by the intention to capture

or use the programmes according to the wishes of specific agendas, inde-

pendently from the services delivered on the ground by those programmes.

Additionally, “on-going research is required … on realizing the ASHA role as a

community change agent, and on the influence of health system decentralization, social

accountability and governance.” (p. 12)

Froma critical view informed by the Social SystemTheory, the survival and

maintenance of the programme based on the communications it can sustain

in its daily operations is a matter of the public health sub-system’s reproduc-

tion, in other words, its reason for existence. “Community change”, “empow-

erment”, “decentralization” and “social accountability” are examples of the se-

mantics of political intentions detached from the operational (health service

delivery field support, disease prevention and outreach) aspects and justifica-

tions of the programme as a public health programme.The identity of the pub-

lic health sub-system is at stake in the programmes it defines and implements.
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Itmight be appropriate to point out that the position of the observer needs

to be considered.An observer from the academicworld has concerns and com-

municates in channels of the science system where that observer is inserted.

The academic articles communicate differently from the way the CHWwould

communicate among themselves on operational matters, and how the CHW

would communicate with the communities and the public health sub-system

to which they belong. These differences in the setting where the communica-

tions take place lead to narratives that are only understandable or meaningful

inside the system where those communications take place or where coupling

between the systems is possible.

9.11 Health policy analysis

This section deals with the differentiation between health systems and polit-

ical systems and policies as written communications. Widely used analytical

frameworks address health policies without considering the systemic features

of the political and the health systems. Here we cannot give a full account of

those frameworks; we give a brief overview of the topic from the Social Sys-

temsTheory perspective, considering that the political and health systems are

communication-based self-referred, operationally closed systems.

Policies are indeed enacted by the political system, as the maker of collec-

tively binding decisions, to be implemented by the other function systems, in-

cluding the health system.Policies can also be enacted by the health system ac-

cording to its self-organizing functions. Policies are written communications

to orient, set the information scope and channels of communication that im-

plement the policies. Policies that are not thus translated have no real conse-

quences and are irrelevant; therefore policy communications have to be exe-

cuted as continuous unfolding communications among those concerned.

The political pressures to enact policies may at some point activate the po-

litical system.Once activated, the political system discusses,makes decisions,

closes the matter, and moves on to other pressing issues, leaving the imple-

mentation to the respective systems.2

2 There is an enormous literature conceptualizing how issues get political attention

and go through a decision-making process to eventual policy enactments by a politi-

cal system. According to Luhmann, the political system is essentially concerned with

its own legitimacy, to be continuously confirmed in the decisions it takes. There is
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Thedaily functioning routines of the health systems do notmobilizemuch

interest in thepolitical sphere.Political analysis thereforehas toaccount for the

intermittence of political attention, as far as the making of collectively binding

decisions is at stake, while the life of the health system and its organizations

progress at their ownpace,determinedby their capacities of self-reference and

self-reproduction (reproduction of its communications).

On the other hand, health systems and health organizations closely mon-

itor and manage the implementation of the approved policies. It is important

to keep in perspective that health policies are intended to have effects in health

systems whose largest proportion of resources is continuously dedicated to

healthcare services provision with strong inertia and therefore little room for

changingestablishedpractices. Inotherwords,policies arise in contextswhere

what is already in place cannot easily change.Rather thanhaving a “blank sheet

of paper”, health policy-making may have to content itself with “scribbling at

the margins”, so to speak, narrowing down the ambitions to specific limited

programme targets.

Furthermore,asboth thepolitical andhealth systemsarebasedoncommu-

nications, any change in policies, whether initiated by the health system or by

the political system, requires communications that can go back and forth and

eventually may become policy texts.The success or failure of policy initiatives

may rest on the possibility of eliciting and sustaining such communications.

The article by S.Dalglish et al. (2018), discussingmedical power in two case

studies of health policymaking in India (on medical specialization) and Niger

(on child survival), brings interestingmaterials for reflections.The authors de-

scribe howmedical groups, although small and fragmented, exercised policy-

making determinant influences by dominating discussions in consultations

and conferences and with access to regulatory institutes and committees.

In correspondence to that, the Social Systems Theory would advise re-

searchers to observe the communications and presence/absence of competing

a plethora of concepts focusing on structural aspects, diverse range of variables and

multiple dynamics trying to give an account of how policies are shaped. However,

for the discussion here, the focus is on the theoretical structure by which political

decisions taken by the political system become part of the life of the health system

and its organizations, as distinct systems differentiated from the political system.

We therefore do not delve into the huge contingencies and complexities of policy-

making and rather try to fix attention on essential functional and structural aspects

of the links between the two systems.
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communications that could carry different meanings, presenting self-obser-

vations of the system in perhaps convincing terms inside the systems. What

needs to be understood are the occurrences of communications and the com-

plexities and specificities involved. Organizations (professional organizations

included) that establish communications with other organizations are able to

achieve coordination in these processes.

Intentions or interests that are not communicated do not acquire systemic

consistency and therefore do not stabilize as communications the systems can

recognize. The presumption of power as a position that grants strength and

domination to the respective occupiers may distort the observation of policy-

making. Communications and power as a communicationmediumneed to be

betterunderstood,andpower cannotdo thework that communicationdoesn’t.

The power topic is further discussed in the annex.

The article by G.Walt et al. (2008) presented a picture of the state of affairs

of health policy analysis in the international academic literature at the time it

was written. Commenting on observations made in reviews of papers on the

subject, the authors pointedly indicated that “themain question is often ‘what

happened’, to the neglect of ‘what explainswhat happened’’ (Walt et al. 2008,p.

309).This, according to the authors, reflected the lack of or limited use of the-

oretical frameworks.Theories and frameworks weremainly descriptive rather

than explanatory.

From our perspective, the excessive use and dissemination of insufficient

frameworks is also responsible for delaying the actual reflection work that

needs to be done, putting health policy analysis on firmer theoretical ground.

We therefore argue that Luhmann’s Social SystemsTheory has the elements to

reconfigure the debate.

To discuss policy from a Social Systems Theory perspective, we can start

with the definition of health policy as adopted in thementioned article: “It can

beuseful to thinkofhealthpolicy as embracing ‘coursesof action (and inaction)

that affect the set of institutions, organizations, services and funding arrange-

ments of the health system’” (quoted from Buse et al. 2005, p. 6). Luhmann is

emphatic in signalling that action does not have the capacity to develop social

systems; actions do not require the interlacing with further actions and are

thus “weak carriers of meanings”.3

3 “Weak carriers of meaning” is our attempt to put in a few words Luhmann’s views

expressed for instance in the following words (our translation from Spanish): “a

social order is more integrated at the level of attribution of motives than at the
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In contrast, communication fulfils all requirements to build social life. Es-

sentially communication requires the enlacement of understandings, linking a

communication with past and subsequent ones, permitting the recursive con-

firmation (or not) of the correct (or not) reception of a communicated mean-

ing. Communication always keeps open the possibility of a “yes” or “no”, and

therefore is contingent and offers the possibility of selections on both commu-

nicating sides.

In comparison, action does not offer a complex enoughmean for the devel-

opment of social life. An action without communication lacks meaning. Only

communication can create social life and society. The meaning of an action

needs to be communicated to acquire social relevance.

Based on that, we can say that policies are written communications to ori-

ent actions and, above all, guide communications, setting information scopes

and channels for them. A policy document should be seen as a system com-

municating and organizing itself. It entails self-references and self-organiz-

ing guidance; in other words, it sets the definitions for communications that

will then implement the original policy. Policies that are not translated into

systems’ communicative operations have no real consequences and are thus

irrelevant. Illustrating that, policies bring orientations for a system’s internal

communications on how it should observe and communicate about the policy

itself, i.e. the monitoring and evaluation mechanisms.

Policies can originate in the political system as well as in the health sys-

tem. Once enacted by the political system or by the organizations of the

health system (within their scope), and subsequently made operational, a

policy becomes integrated into the internal communications of the health

system. In that, while becoming operational, the police acquire diverse and

often unforeseen complexities that the system will need to deal with. The

complexities emerging in the implementation of a policy can go beyond what

the policy expected and predicted. The self-observation of the system might

identify the excesses of complexities that should be solved. Complexities do

not necessarily have unavoidable good or bad meanings; they just arise out of

the system/environment relations.

level of action itself. Thus, the understanding of motives retrospectively helps to

recognize whether an action has occurred” (Luhmann 2005, p. 30). We can add that

construction and attribution of motives and objectives can only be made through

narrative, i.e. communications, not actions.
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The Social SystemTheory has profound implications for observing health

policies, and the genesis of policies in the context of the coupling of two differ-

entiated social systems: thehealth and thepolitical system.Athigh level,health

policies are, in Luhmann’s terms, collectively binding decisions taken by the po-

litical system to be implemented by the health system and its organizations,

which implement them in correspondence to their self-organizing functional-

ities.

Policies can also be enacted by the public health systems (setting up pro-

grammes, for example) orbyhealthorganizations (organizing internal services

in large complexes of inpatient and outpatient care, for example); these are

communications of internal decisions that subsequently have to be executed

via communications among those concerned.Regardless of the origin, enacted

policies are expected to have effects in health systems’ communications.4

Policies only become effective when their guidance is communicatively in-

corporated into the life of the system,and therefore canbecomepart of the sys-

tem’s self-reference and self-reproduction. Only the health system can do the

translation of policies’ ordinances for itself; such prerogative cannot be dele-

gated or transferred to any external systems.

9.12 Epidemic outbreak

To illustrate how the health systemdeals with environmental complexities and

is then affected by that, we use an example of a simulation of an outbreak of

SARS. This example explains that while dealing with complexities the system

becomes more complex in the process. In particular, the example also helps to

understand the distinction between the system that responds to the outbreak

and the outbreak itself.Outbreaks or endemics or epidemics are oftenmistak-

enly called systems in modelling and simulation exercises, however they are

not systems according to the Social SystemsTheory. Outbreaks do not pursue

autopoiesis, do not show operational closure and do not use communication

as building blocks. Transmission of infectious diseases cannot be understood

4 Luhmann’s theory about political systems is rich in concepts and cannot be thor-

oughly explained here. A section in the Annex gives brief explanations about it. For

the discussion at this point, it is relevant to signal the theoretical structure by which

political decisions taken by the political system become part of the life of the health

system and its organizations.
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as communications (of meanings) in the sense defined in the Social Systems

Theory.

The relevant paper was written by K.Wyss and J. Costa (2003) for the Swiss

Federal Office of Public Health, simulating scenarios of a possible outbreak of

SARS in Switzerland, considering the impact of possible measures the system

could implement. The network of factors and expected health interventions

were comprehensivelymapped and used for building a stochasticmodel of the

epidemic profile. The modelling allowed the complexity of the outbreak to be

taken into account, with its inherent uncertainties, as well as the complexities

of the diverse sets of interventions the health system could select fromand im-

plement with varied unpredictable rates of successes.

The factors determining the appearance and spread of the disease, consid-

ered as environmental factors in the Social System Theory terminology, were

addressed as similar to indicators observed in other epidemics. They consid-

ered the indicators: arrival of a number of infected individuals; distribution of

susceptible population; local transmission by the first cases; incubation period

before the onset of the outbreak; population density and distribution of con-

tacts with infected individuals; transmission period; attack rate; case fatality

rate; reproductive number R; population and population age and density. Ob-

viously, not all those indicators were included in the models.

On the other side, once the outbreak is detected, the health system would

be expected to put in place a number of measures that would include: case de-

tection; contact tracing; quarantine; preventive measures to avoid transmis-

sion; isolation of patients; proper disposal of bodies; training of professionals;

communication campaigns; acquisition of new drugs and equipment; statis-

tical monitoring; management of responses; and so on.We saw all of that go-

ing on in the recent Covid pandemic. The response measures are essentially

expected to reduce the rhythm of transmission, disrupting the course of the

outbreak. However, the rates of success of each measure and their combined

effect are also uncertain and can only be tentatively incorporated in the model

as probability functions and intervals.

Based on this rich panorama of factors and interventions, the behaviour

of a health system facing an outbreak can be predicted as follows. The health

system first recognizes the occurrence of a disease and a possible outbreak in

its environment. The system acknowledges that the outbreak is a matter the

systemhas the responsibility to communicate and do something about, and in

consequence of that,mobilizes the sets of communications to internally report

the events and formulate the decisions to be taken.
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Thereare internal expectations and ready-made (comprehensive or partial)

communications to be uttered on specific themes related to risks, contention,

monitoring, treatments, etc. elaborated in correspondence to the system’s self-

producednarratives for explanations and actions related to outbreaks. In a few

words, the health system detects the interferences in its domain, makes them

the subject of its own concerns, and deploys the relevant communications.

Different health systems may differ in relation to the capacity to identify

an outbreak and the type, rapidity, intensity, extension, etc. of their response.

The differences might be linked to relevant internal characteristics of the sys-

temand its self-definedways of tackling outbreaks, as the systemunderstands

it. Once a system sets its response in motion, a chain of recurrent communi-

cations are then recurrently reproduced and maintained. The outbreak then

becomes what the system and those working alongside it say about it.

Thehealth systemhas to construct an internal narrative explaining (to itself

in thefirst instance)what theoutbreak is about and thepeculiar characteristics

to be tackled by measures the system will then put in place.The system needs

to take account of all the fields of intervention where it will need to deploy its

resources. It goes through a process of internal differentiation with new sets

of communications and respective operations andaddressees (the locus of new

responsibilities) becoming functional.

The scenario can be depicted as follows. Sections of the health system will

be handling treatment guidelines and isolation rules to treat the sick. Some

divisions will deal with social communication and communication to profes-

sionals inside andoutside the system.Other sectionswill take care of the logis-

tics of tracing contacts and assuring they will be properly quarantined for the

necessary time. Others still will be dealing with the monitoring and statistics

of the outbreak.Other actorswill carry out procurement of emergencymateri-

als,medicines and all that is required to treat patients, quarantine contacts, as

well as deliver prophylaxis. Still, another teamwill carry out political and deci-

sion-making activities, exchanging communications with other systems to be

made aware of the outbreak and perform activities within their scope of com-

petences. Each of the created divisions and sections will need to put inmotion

their own rules of functioning and engagement.

In short, the overall mobilization shows the health system becomingmore

complex, generating a range of additional internal communication with new

semantics. If the system is for the first time dealing with a large outbreak, af-

ter it subsides the systemwill display features that it did not have previously. It

will acquire operational competences and the knowledge/communications re-
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quired to deploy those competences.The complexity of the epidemic will have

been translated into control measures, increasing the complexity of the health

system, and having long-lasting effects.

In Luhmann’s words: “Only complexity can reduce complexity” (Luhmann

1995, p. 26). Only the complexity of the system can reduce the complexity of

theenvironment.Therestructuringof competencesandresponsibilities taking

place inside the health system is how the complexity of an outbreak is tackled.

The aim should not be to reduce environmental complexity or to turn it into

simplicity; this would not be possible. Instead, the system should “embrace”

complexity, so to speak. A more complex division of labour, new communica-

tion channels, revised assignment of responsibilities, reviewed distribution of

resources and skills are, for example, aspects that might change irreversibly

once the autopoiesis of the health system leads it to another level of response.

Acknowledging that by tackling an outbreak a health system will become

more complex, andwill change the sets and conditions of the communications

it sustains, should have significant bearing on devising the strategies the sys-

tem needs to adopt. This understanding also raises important considerations

for any initiative aiming at strengthening health systems.





Final Remarks – Science or Technology

In this last chapter of the book attention is on the use of theories in academic

and business contexts. Let’s take the distinction between science and technol-

ogy, with the second understood as translation of the first, with the purpose

of bringing about improvements of some sort. The distinction is clear for

the separation of, for instance, manufacturers making new designs of cars

without having to review or reconceptualize any of the scientific knowledge

about metallurgy, electric and electronic circuits, mechanical engineering,

aerodynamics, and so on. Making pieces, tools and objects that are advanta-

geous regarding efficiency, aesthetics, ergonomics and other parameters of

judgement, rarely requires new scientific theories or hypotheses.This is what

technology is about.

By the same token,we can comfortably say thatmost ofwhat has beenpub-

lished in the field of health system, health systems thinking or health systems

strengthening can be classified as technology. In this case, the manufacturers

are in the academy,providing newdesigns to go into the testing grounds of the

health systemsof theworld.Very little science is actually produced;mostworks

consist in redesigning what has already been established in scientific fields or

are still tentative drafts.

Were each advance in the car manufacturing industry to be described and

published in the literature, therewould possibly be asmany articles on the sub-

ject as are found in thehealth systems literature.But there is no interest in such

publications, because at the end of the day the selling of the final product in the

car market is all that matters.

On the health systems literature, on the other hand, the market for such

final products is limited to a small set of sponsors in the international arena,

in search of technical advice and willing to pay for health strengthening ini-

tiatives in countries supposedly in need of them. In fact, besides the technical
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advice, themainproducts in this industry, thepublications themselves,around

which much of academic life revolves, are to a large extent what are at stake.

The industry of producing such technologies, health systems thinking for

instance, is less concerned with making changes in the real world – like fancy

new cars speeding along the highways of the world – but rather with gener-

ating publishable articles to reach high scores in the citation indexes of aca-

demic journals, or influential positions in the agenda-making of research and

advising sponsors. If we abstract the nature of the products,we see that we are

dealing with the same thing, namely technological innovations.The published

health systems technology sustains both the related advice and academic ca-

reers in the respective industries.

It is easy to identify technological initiatives because they come as a result

offixing attentionona few features for improvement.What is relevant is to ad-

equately justify the techniques of the interventions, and that new design with

newpotentially successful buzzwords is brought to the “market”. In-depth sci-

entific exploration is not required, as airplane designers would very well agree

while considering different designs for the fitting of the interior of the cabins;

all that they are concerned about are techniques for manufacture and testing

to adjust the designs.

For technological initiatives, no deep discussion of the logic, validity and

precision of concepts are needed. Simple, reasonably measurable definitions

are enough. Resilience, community participation, empowerment and owner-

shipare just a fewof those terms that areused inacademichealth systemscom-

munications, giving an impression of fair understanding,nevertheless leaving

crucial problems unaddressed.

For instance, what is the nature of power or empowerment? What are the

limits and qualification basis of resilience? Is negative resilience, keeping bad

habits in place, as relevant as the positive one? To what extent does participa-

tion inhibit or prevent participation?How andwhat is actually possible to own

when ownership is intended? In these kinds of questions, not only techniques

are matters of concerns; the very nature of the phenomenon, the concepts ex-

pressing them and the possibility of observing them are of central interest.

But, as interior designers of airplanes would reject as unnecessary any

discussion about the theories of molecular structures of matter explaining

why plastic of certain density is amenable to taking on shapes for the fitting

panels, those aiming at publishing articles in academic journals would not get

deeper into reflections about themeanings of resilience, power, participation,

etc. They already know the technology “market” they are in, and it does not
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require such exhaustive exercises. A successful term in this market is the

one that produces echoes throughout a number of publications and does not

quickly exhaust its attractive potential, no matter how superficial and fragile

it still is.

We can here open a brief parenthesis and talk about the art social system,

also a system to which Luhmann dedicated his attention.1 Art techniques of

painting, sculpting, playingmusic, etc.may generate products that are appre-

ciated but are not recognized as art. The art system itself does not recognize

them as art because they do not fulfil criteria of novelty, originality, singular-

ity, surprise, innovation, breaking with established traditions, and other stan-

dards of judgement the art system creates for itself. Likewise, technological

application and replication can be easilymultiplied.But scientific advances re-

quire novelties and incursions into what is not already known, not just simple

repetition of the techniques already established.

However, it must be said that in the medical science field, the enormous

amount of technical publications that can also be considered technology nev-

ertheless have specific relevance. The publication of collections of evidence

from results of treatments, clinical trials, review of publications, etc. does

not need to represent breakthroughs or new theoretical approaches in their

specific field. Most publications simply report on the results of application of

exams or therapeutic techniques, and do not propose or suggest any new theo-

retical view on the studied phenomenon. Nevertheless, the reported evidence

helps other professionals to find possible solutions for treating patients with

similar problems. This is undoubtedly of high relevance for the development

of medical science and the theoretical work that can use those observations.

In the field of health systems, on the other hand,where the theoretical base

is very fragile or even non-existent, the collection of lots of evidence does not

contribute in the same way that medical techniques evidence does. This con-

trast is partially due to the fact thatmedical science has a solid theoretical/em-

pirical basis (in areas such as pharmacology, physiology, biochemistry, pathol-

ogy, radiology, surgery, and so on), while health systems are at the first stage

of technical development, using all sorts of references from external fields (so-

ciology, epidemiology, psychology, economics,management, political science,

cybernetics, and so on), trying to find its identity.

1 If interested, the reader can dive into Luhmann’s (2000) book Art as a Social System,

with a deep and thorough analysis of the evolution of the art system to its current

stage as seen in contemporary artworks, museums and galleries.
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In correspondence to that, all technological approaches to health systems

are tentative; the maxim “one size does not fit all” is often reminded as the di-

versity of variables involved and the peculiarities of each context continue to

multiply.The health system “boat” seems to be lost in a storm of unending new

factors and variables, sailing through it with the “thinking” option,which does

not seem to reveal the limiting horizons and coordinates to navigate a vast,

endless sea.

The researchers may take a health system topic as a subject – for instance,

reference and counter-reference fromprimaryhealthcare to secondary health-

care facilities – and then go to the field to observe and take measurements.

Each new context of study will offer plenty of new variables to take into ac-

count for the judgements of what seems to work or doesn’t. As opposed to the

medical researchers with their sets of well-established theoretical references,

the health system researchers will have to look for ad hoc references used by

other empirical works or borrow some from other fields of knowledge; they

will have to move on and be happy with that. Then, they will go out into the

field, make observations, narrate what was observed and that is it; no theory

is confirmed or discarded, or even mentioned. Often, there are no theories to

talk about, and the work would not have the ambition to contribute to the de-

velopment or refinement of theoretical knowledge; and yet very little is added

as evidence for technical intervention designs, given the plethora of variables,

diversity and specificity of any social context.

The publicationmay just say that in countries “X”, “Y” and “Z”, x %, y % and

z % of PHC patients are referred to secondary level, and some factors explain-

ing the differences are listed; no theoretical base is needed. This is obviously

technology trying to figure out the best “fit”, not science. In this, the researcher

may be easy prey to ideological currents that may imperceptibly influence the

selection of variables. Ideology is effective in occupying spaces left unattended

in theoretical fields.

Yes, we do have to admit and give credit to the usefulness of narrative

description of contextualized experience. Someone may get suggestions from

those narratives, and be inspired by them for the work they may have to or-

ganize in another setting. The value of the testing of tools and collection of

empirical data should not be disregarded.We are not advocating that it should

be ignored. However, attention needs to be given to theoretical work per se.

Thehardworkof theoretical constructiondoesnot promise simple success.

A polemic and difficult conceptual body may not attract much attention, par-

ticularly from those looking for quick fixes and piecemeal approaches that can
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speedily be translated into a new generation of technological products,mean-

ing publishable new articles, even if using half-baked concepts. It does not

matter if reality artificially narrowed down at the site of observations is con-

structed by discarding crucial elements.The technology “market” is sovereign

within its domain.Thedemand for technologies is not the same as the demand

for scientific knowledge. The “market” for health systems technologies is well

developed in the academic and development-aid industry worlds; on the other

hand, the “market” for health systems theory has still to emerge.

For the Social Systems Theory, science is a functional system operating

with communications based on true/false binary code in connection with

theories and corresponding evidence search techniques. Technology is not a

function system; it rather comprehends normalized, standardized commu-

nications inside any function system and, more specifically, communications

concerning applications andwhether theywork or not. Luhmann (2007, p. 416)

has an interesting formulation for the problem of technique: “the technique …

operates orthogonally in relation to the operational closure of the autopoietic

systems”, thus assuring structural coupling between function systems and their

environment. In other words, any function system can incorporate technical

communications (and relevant technologies) for their specific matters of con-

cern. In this sense, the science function system may incorporate techniques

for its considerations in distinguishing true and false, but it is not concerned

with the usefulness of techniques, whichmay ormay not be absorbed by other

function systems for their own sake.

To this discussion we may add a comment on the low relevance given to

exclusively theoretical papers. With rare exceptions of specific journals, most

academic journals require empirical data analysis, and reject papers without

that. But they are not demanding on the theories employed, never mind the

quality of the concepts deployed for fieldwork observations. Perhaps it is nec-

essary to advocate for better theoretical scrutiny of concepts deployed in em-

pirical studies, and the acceptance of strictly theoretical reflection on concep-

tual frameworks usedwithout any consideration of consistency and adequacy.

Final comment

Addressing health systems as social systems requires a notion of systemdiffer-

ent fromwhat has been used in health systems studies.This newway of speak-

ingwill certainlyfind resistance as theword“system”has beenused fordecades
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without a precise definition. Itwill not be easy to convince users accustomed to

the previous uses, of the value of a new semantic with the same sign (the word

system).Wemay talk of “conceptual resilience” here. It is unlikely that the new

concepts succeed in bringing about widespread acceptance and recognition,

particularly when they sound complicated and counter-intuitive in relation to

settled notions.

Yes, health systems have been talked and written about over the last

decades in many international and academic forums. Many operations, in-

vestment and initiatives communicate and try to make health systems across

the world into visible functioning organizations that can deliver what is ex-

pected of them, with collected knowledge and resources. The success of a call

for better understanding of the working of those huge on-going apparatuses

is not certain.

The term “health system” has opened a world of associations. Anyone en-

gaged in any health system knows is communicating within a comprehensive

whole called health system.The institutions, organizations, services and per-

sonnel are all part of this constructed conceptual whole, using the semantics

that make the universe of communications of a health system.The self-refer-

ence does not need to recognize that it is what it is in any particular or rigor-

ously defined sense; self-reference advances even with contingent forms.

So, the terms “health system as a social system” may become well under-

stood and incorporated into the communications of the science system, but

may take longer to become normal “currency” in the pragmatic, operations-

orientated health systems. Furthermore, a new paradigm of observation is

required; as opposed to the unilateral medical observation of the human

body, the observation of social systems is observation of observers observing

observers.
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Annex – Advanced Topics

Additional concepts of the theory and a few complementary definitions of con-

cepts already presented are discussed in this Annex. Due to their complex for-

mulation, they are included here, making the main text of the book as easy to

read as possible, avoiding overwhelming the reader who is encountering Luh-

mann’swork for thefirst time.ThisAnnex also offers a brief descriptionof Luh-

mann’s theoretical formulations about power and the political system.

A.1 Additional concepts

Paradoxes and removal of paradoxes

In Luhmann’s terms, all distinctions are paradoxical for being a unit of a

difference. Dealing with distinctions and corresponding observations and

communications, the systems need to remove paradoxes from the distinc-

tions, which means following processes to remove their paradoxical nature,

focusing on only one side of the distinction at a time, without attending to

the necessary contrasting notions of the opposite side. The systems employ

many strategies to that purpose, such as using decisions previously made

as justification for new decisions. Paradoxes carry the risk of preventing

determinability and the loss of connection between operations (communi-

cations), therefore one side needs to be privileged, and previous decisions

offer that possibility. For instance, in dealing with the challenge of allergies

and autoimmune diseases, the provision of care needs to stick to the sickness

side and remove the indeterminacy of considering that the body is having a

normal reaction although against mistaken factors or disproportionately.The

symptoms of sickness therefore have to be treated. Iatrogenic psychiatric di-

seases,with aggravation of symptoms over the course of a hospital admission,
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may be considered another of such example. Systems’ self-reference is also

an example of where paradoxes must be avoided (see below the paragraph on

self-reference).

Decision, decision paradox, uncertainty absorption and

decision premises

Decisions are the main feature in organizations’ operations. But decisions are

paradoxical in two respects: either when the chosen option is evidently the

best and therefore there is no decision to be made, or when the alternatives

have equal values and uncertainties and therefore a decision cannot be made.

However, decisions are indeed taken and for that a process of removing parado-

xes (see above) needs to happen. Luhmann says that a decision only becomes a

decision as such when a subsequent decision is taken to implement it. In this

line of thought, a decision connects to another and subsequent ones in such a

way that those making the decisions do not need to go back to the basis and

evidence of the previous decisions; thus, decisions become premises for those

that follow. This connectivity absorbs uncertainties, removes the paradox from

attention, as the new decisions do not need to address the uncertainties con-

cerning the previous ones when they weremade. Luhmann identifies three ty-

pes of decision premises: programmes, communication channels and personnel. Ear-

lier decisions incorporated into programmes, personnel and communication

channels absolve uncertainties and create the grounds formaking decisions by

removing the need for argumentation about whether a decision being consi-

dered is appropriate or not. A decision is then made on the basis of previous

ones that are mentioned as part of the justification. Furthermore, in his late

writings, Luhmann introduced another type of decision premise, undecided de-

cisions, which characterize decisions that have never been the object of explicit

decision processes. He identified two types: organizational culture and cognitive

routines.

Re-entering

Re-enteringhappenswhenadistinction enters oneof its sides; as, for instance,

when a system produces internally an image of the environment (always par-

tial) fromwhich it distinguishes itself through the system/environment’s foun-

ding distinction. On the system side of the system/environment distinction,

the system can present a representation of the distinction itself.
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Medium and form

Mediumscanonly be observed through the forms they take.Forms canonly ap-

pear if there is amedium tomake it possible. Forms present tight connections

between the elements that compose them, while the connections are loose in

a medium.Medium and forms are essential for communications in any social

system. Luhmann speaks about themedium of law, themedium of power, and

others.

Symbolically generalized medium of communication

This is perhaps one of the most difficult topics in the theory. Luhmann iden-

tifies a number of mediums of communication that are of central relevance as

symbols linking motivations and selections in the differentiated function sys-

tems. For instance, hementions the symbolically generalizedmedium of com-

munication (SGMC) of power, money, law, love, art and truth, among others,

providing pervasive reference in the respective systems, facilitating specifi-

cations and acceptance of communications. The SGMC increases the chances

of accepting communications that otherwise would be highly improbable. For

instance, the SGMC of power increases the acceptability of decisions enacted

and respective messages emanating from those holding positions of power.

In the health system, all involved in healthcare provision know that what is at

stake is the distinction between health and sickness and all the communicati-

ons are accepted as referring to the sickness side. In this sense,we can say that

health is a SGMC.

Contingency

Formally speaking, in Luhmann’s texts, contingency refers to the condition

whereby something is neither necessary nor impossible, and could be diffe-

rent. The term appears constantly in his texts, with relevant implications in

relation to observations, selections, communications and decisions, which, in

being contingent, can always be different.

Formula of contingency

This concept refers to the function system’s specificmeans of adopting symbo-

lic references that although never fully explained are of high practical impor-
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tance.For instance, thenotionof justice canneverplay a role in adecisionof the

legal system, which characterizes the legality or illegality of the act being ad-

judicated when making its decisions.The expectation is that justice is upheld

in all judgements, without having normative power over them. Justice is the

achieved outcome of consistent application of the law in all adjudicated cases.

Formulas of contingencies are used for rhetorical justification, as for instance

the term“cure” canbeused in the health system’s communications as anoverall

claim of the objective of all medical actions.

Meaning

In Luhmann’s formal definition,meaning is the unit of the difference between

a selection and the other possibilities. In other words, themediumofmeaning

allows the creation of forms that differentiate between actuality and potentia-

lity.Themeaning of a word is the selection of an actual possibility vis-à-vis the

others that remain potential for not being selected.

Complexity and complexity reduction

A formal definition says that complexity is the condition of having too many

elements and relations so that the elements cannot be related to all the others.

The environment is always more complex than the systems; it has more ele-

ments and relations. The systems get to observe their environment and try to

reduce its complexities by selecting the aspects (elements and relations) that

the system considers relevant for its autopoiesis. Systems do not have the “re-

quisite variety” to relate each element from the environment to an element of

the system.Inotherwords, it is impossible for the systemtomapand represent

all elements and relations of the environment.Because of that, systems have to

make selections, reducing the complexity of the environment the systemhas to

deal with. In this process, progressively, the system also becomes more com-

plex, refining and developing new selections. But the system’s complexity has

to be controlled or even reduced to avoid overburdening the communicative

operations of the system and its capacity to coordinate its own elements.

Systems’ self-reference

As briefly mentioned in the discussions about health systems thinking (HST)

in Chapters 4 and 5, HST says that systems are capable of self-organizing. Su-
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rely self-organizing needs to be understood as a broader attribute involving

related capabilities such self-observation, self-description and so on, all inclu-

ded in the self-reference frame, which nevertheless, HST has not delved into.

In contrast, systems theory tries to unravel the self-reference conundrum.The

conceptualization of self-reference requires the confluence of a number of in-

terrelated concepts, such as autopoiesis, operational closure, observation, se-

lection and communications. Considering that a system can only carry out its

reproduction internally, and the reproduction entails reproduction of consis-

tent, connected, recursive and meaningful communications, a system needs

to distinguish, recognize and validate communications belonging to it, sepa-

rating them from the others.Validation of communications cannot come from

the outside, therefore self-reference needs to continuously operate with the

distinction system/environment. Self-referencemakes possible the identifica-

tion of meanings that make sense and therefore can communicatively be re-

produced. Self-reference is defined in contrast with hetero-reference, as two

sides of a distinction.However, autopoietic self-reference does not require the

system to have an exhaustive, complete self-description and description of its

environment. For the self-reference, it is enough that the systemhas identities

and recognizes its limits; in other words, the system should be able to distin-

guish what belongs to it and what doesn’t. This is done with the deployment

of the recognized semantic codes and the symbols and signifiers the system

operateswith.Mistakesmay happen, but the systemhas safeguards to keep its

self-reference attuned,updated and,whennecessary, corrected.Furthermore,

the system has to deal with the paradoxical nature of self-reference, where re-

ferring to itself is referring to itself referring to itself and so on; this can go

on to infinity. To halt the paradoxical eternal loop, self-reference has to stop

the recurrence by electing an identity of the self, which can establish that no

further exploration is required; the paradox is then halted and temporally sol-

ved. The patient needs to be treated and the discussion about the distinction

between health/illness should stop; the system knows which side it has to pay

attention to without getting entangled in self-reflection on its self-reference.

The construction of identity is therefore a crucial step for the system and its

capacity for self-observation, self-description and self-organizing. For iden-

tity construction, the system/environment distinction plays the fundamental

role; what does not belong to the system belongs to the environment. Anyhow,

and this adds complexity to the self-reference model, while the system may

need the causalities inherent to the environment to stop the paradoxical tauto-

logyof self-reference, it relies on its internal representationof the environment
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as “interrupters of interdependencies”. In Luhmann’s (2015, p. 99) words,1 “the

systemde-symmetrizes itself”. In otherwords, to stop the tautological risks of

its own self-referred loops, the system creates an asymmetry, internally refer-

ring back to the representations of the environment it created itself, recogni-

zing the inherent causalities of the environment (the diseases and their cau-

ses), preserving in the process its operational closure and autopoiesis. In very

simple terms, the health system not only treats the diseases created by it, but

also treats illnesses according to orders of causalities the system can observe

in the environment (the body of the patients).

Structural coupling of communication and consciousness

Luhmannrefers to the independent autopoiesis of communicationandconsci-

ousness and at the same time the fundamental role that one plays for the other.

There would not be communication without consciousness and vice versa (at

least for consciousness aswe know it). But they reproduce independently, con-

sidering that only utterances link to utterances in the medium of communi-

cations and thoughts to other thoughts in the consciousness medium. What

Alter communicates to Ego is not a copy of Alter’s thoughts. The process of

attaching content to utterances goes through selections of what it is possi-

ble to say, regardless of how far or close the results are to the meanings Alter

has in his mind. On the other hand, the perceptions by Ego of the utterances

made by Alter are further decoded with the selections Ego deploys in her own

mind, whether or not she communicates about them. Ego’s thoughts are not

a copy of Alter’s thoughts transferred by communication. In this sense, Luh-

mann speaks of an orthogonal relation between communication and conscious-

ness. Their coupling do not eliminate their autonomy; precisely the opposite,

coupling rather needs their independent autonomous performances.

A.2 Power and the political system

In the application of his Social System Theory to the political system, Niklas

Luhmann developed an original conceptualization of power. In fact he used

the same term and expanded the concept Talcott Parsons had established of

power as a symbolically generalized medium of communication. This terminology

1 N. Luhmann (2015), Sociedad y sistema: la ambición de la teoria, ed. Paidós, Barcelona.
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has crucial importance forunderstandingpower and for researchprogrammes

based on it.The SGMC of power has a number of characteristics we discuss in

this section before addressing the political system.

Power

To start with, a definition of medium and form is useful. A medium keeps lo-

ose connections among its elements while a form emerges within themedium

by tightly connecting some of the components of themedium. Amedium can-

not be perceived in itself; it is known through forms by which it becomes re-

cognizable. Forms are therefore perceivable by observers, who are capable of

using the necessary distinctions to recognize the forms. The medium is full

potential while a form is the actualization of only some of those potentialities.

A form does not exhaust the medium, which, maintaining the loose connec-

tion between its elements,makes permanently possible the emergence of new

forms. On the contrary, a form, in having its elements firmly connected, has

little flexibility and can expire, be replaced or destroyed.2 As an example, the

medium of water can take a possibly infinite number of forms, depending on

variables affecting the shape inwhich it is perceived.Themedium of power ta-

kes form in the decisions communicated by the power-holders, for instance re-

solutions, decrees, orders, commands, regulations, policies, instructions and

so on. The user of the medium makes the forms appear and makes them po-

tentially communicable.

As a medium, power is unbounded potentiality where power communica-

tions are forms. To avoid the tautology, it can be explained that power com-

munications involve asymmetrical exchange between Alter (the power-holder)

and Ego (the power-subject), where Ego is led to take actions according to Al-

ter’s determinations, whether in agreement or not with Ego’s wishes. While

Alter has a range of options to select from, Ego is left with the one indicated by

Alter. That in itself configures a specific order of communication, where Alter

reducesuncertainties transferred toEgo,andbydoing soalso reduces the com-

plexities faced by Ego.This model of communicative interaction is made pos-

sible by the acceptance on both sides of the inherent asymmetry, made com-

municatively possible by the use of a SGMC. By communicating through the

2 Luhmann addresses the conceptualization of medium and form in several books.

However, concise explanation can be found in chapter 2, section 1, “Médium y forma”

in Luhmann (2007, p. 145).
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SGMC of power, Altermake their position recognizable by Ego, using the sym-

bols that confers authenticity and legitimacy to the communication.The mad

man in the psychiatric hospital impersonating Napoleon, giving orders in the

ward,will not be recognized as issuing authentic and legitimate communicati-

ons through the powermedium.Even if he forms perfectly clear sentences, the

powermedium-coded symbols, recognizable by the recipient of themessages,

will be missing.

The medium does not dictate the specific form the communication must

take, butwill conveywith the communication a ”stampof validity”, so to speak,

certifying the propriety of the communication.The voice and the signature of

the president, the privileged use of specific flags and emblems, the sequence

ofmovements and speeches in rituals of power, the occupation of places inmi-

nisterial cabinetmeetings, the channels and timingof official announcements,

the ultimate discretion in selections of texts and communications, are just a

few examples of symbolic representations and signifiers added to the utteran-

ces and content of communications assured by the power medium.The effec-

tiveness of powermedium comes from themotivation it elicits in Ego to follow

the rulings, as well as in Alter, to issuing them.

In other words, the medium allows the form of power relations to take

shape. As mentioned, in power relations the two sides recognize the medium

in which they are communicating; therefore both acknowledge who exerts it

for making decisions and who follows what is decided. Power is only present

when the behaviour of the participants is ascribed to the symbolic code descri-

bing the situation as one of power. The medium does not have an ontological

independent existence without the relations whereby it emerges (without the

forms where it is manifested).

Power is exercised through communication

By being a medium of communications, power must be exercised by commu-

nications and only communications.3 However, communications through this

medium also have the characteristic of any communication: double contin-

gency. Double contingency means that the two sides are aware that the com-

munications involve selections on both sides and therefore messages are con-

tingent (neither necessary nor impossible) and can be different. However, by

the use of SGMC, the likelihood of acceptance and compliance increases.

3 See power as a medium of communication in Luhmann (2017b).
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Like the communications expressing and sustaining them,power relations

are contingent, repeating, they could be different; those involved could even

occupy opposite positions. By being contingent, power relations are not ba-

sed on fundamentals, i.e. transcendental or essential natural or sacred orders

(evenwhen they are justified as such), and they set the conditions of the exerci-

ses,with the permanent characteristic prospect of changeability ofmediumof

communications. In other words, the medium does not prescribe beforehand

who should be on which side of the power relation.

Of particular relevance, power-holders always have at their disposal the

possibility of using negative sanctions including violence. But, by using vio-

lence the power-holder destroys the double contingency and the possibility of

achieving the desired results through communicatively achieved compliance.

Violence is therefore the failure of power as a medium of communication and

shared symbolic code. Within the limits of the medium, a power-holder can

go as far as threatening a violent act (issuing negative sanctions), which will

affect the probability of subsequent communicative interlacing between Alter

and Ego, but still preserves the communicative potential of the medium.

In Luhmann’s view, violence is an alternative that both power-holders and

power-subjects alike want to avoid. However, resorting to violence is never

completely ruled out and remains a permanent possibility within political

systems. In short, violence is a source of power precisely when it is not used.

In its differentiation in the society, the political system acquires the mo-

nopoly of the use of violent means and also has the prerogative to use power

as amediumof communication.However,within societies, organizations also

resort to use of themediumof power in its internal dealings.The symbols used

are of a different nature and, given the close proximity between power-hol-

ders and power-subjects within the organizations, the exercise of power ac-

quires specific characteristics and dynamics. Nevertheless, inside organizati-

ons, power is also exercised by communications (it could not be otherwise).

But power-subjects have more decisive influence and participation in decisi-

ons and canmobilize counter-powerof significant relevance,without breaking

the asymmetrybetweenpower-holders andpower-subjects.Thedestructionof

the asymmetry would represent the collapse of the organization.

Power is necessary and also a risk for society

In Luhmann’s words ”Power is a universal factor of the life world and for socie-

tal existence” (Luhmann 2017b, p. 197). Power reduces complexities in societies
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structured by language and communication.This is the case because commu-

nication alone, with double contingencies, keeps open the chances of disad-

vantageous outcomes for both sides,with uncertainties prevailing throughout

the processes of exchange and interaction. Power communication instead ori-

entates the interlacing of the communications to a common outcome which,

even not being Ego’s favoured option, decreases uncertainties and therefore

complexities. By communicating decisions through the power medium, Alter

absorbs uncertainties, facilitating the subsequent interlacing.

In Luhmann’s views, the power medium is an evolutionary achievement,

a stage that allows society itself to reach higher levels of complexity in its in-

ternal differentiation. Once political systems are constituted and established

as differentiated systems, with the prerogative of using the power medium

(and monopoly of violence), all other function systems evolve in their own do-

mains.Therefore, centralization of political power in the political system con-

curs with societal differentiation and autonomy of all other social systems. In

this sense, political power centralized in the political system implies the re-

cognition that there is also power outside the political system, which should

remain operational within the systems and organizations using it, but should

also remain depoliticized, unable to issue collectively binding decisions to be

enforced upon the whole society.The challenge for societies that achieved dif-

ferentiation of social systems is the preservation of both the monopoly of po-

litical power by the political system togetherwith the existence of depoliticized

power outside the political system.

The risk for systems-differentiated societies is the coexistence of political

power held by the political system with uses of power communications by di-

verse social systems in their internal dealings. But not only that, the risk of

misuse and abuse of political power is not curtailed by societies’ fundamen-

tal communicativeness; communication and the use of SGMC do not rule out

those possibilities; additional structures are needed.

The establishment of the legal system (a distinct, operationally closed and

autonomous social system with its own binary code), and the exercise of poli-

tical power through the medium of law, brings about what Luhmann calls the

double coding of the power code into lawful power and unlawful power. The

political system puts itself under the constraints of legality (so called ”rule of

law”), which nevertheless the twentieth century history has proved to be far

from a perfect solution. In conclusion, the risks faced by the exercise of power

in societies that underwent the differentiation in social function system stre-

ams from two sides: the risk of abuse of political powers and the risk of rende-
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ring political power too weak in face of the diversion of power away from the

political system and dispersion among other function systems.

Exercise of power in organizations

Briefly recapitulating, Luhmann’s social systems theory describes three types

of autopoietic, operationally closed, communication-based social system: func-

tion systems, organizations and interactions.4 The characteristics of organization

and interaction can be explained as follows (see Chapter 7). Organizations5 are

constituted by two main aspects: 1)membership, by which only selected indivi-

duals can be considered members and participate in the organization; 2) de-

cisions, which, as a specific type of communications (communicating actions

to be taken), play a central role for the autopoiesis of the organization.6 The

life inside organizations consists in continuous communications of decisions

among its members (with the related actions taking place accordingly). Inte-

ractions are social systems based on face-to-face contact between two or more

people,where physical presence at themoment the communication takes place

(including the use of any electronic media) is essential. Once the communica-

tion ends, the interaction system also ends.

Specifically in relation to power as medium, as mentioned previously, or-

ganizationsdonot have the sameattributes of political power,but have specific

functionalities that assure organization’s operations and reproduction. In or-

ganizations, the emergenceofpowerhierarchies andcounter-powerbypower-

subjects are of particular relevance. Reduction of complexities in organizati-

ons’ internal communications involves the release of the power-holders from

making all the decisions, having power-subjects empowered at their levels to

make independent decisions in their respective fields of activities. At different

points in the hierarchical chains, decisions aremadewithout the participation

of higher power-holders,whose expectations are already known and complied

with without their involvement.

This use of power medium by mid-level subjects nevertheless creates the

possibility ofwhat Luhmann calls ”countervailing power”, also called ”informal

4 For a comprehensive introduction of Luhmann’s theory in the field of organization

studies, see D. Seidl and H. Mormann (2014).

5 See book edited by Seidl and May for the several discussions applying Luhmann’s

concepts to organizational studies.

6 See Organization and Decision (Luhmann 2018).
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power”, that might in some respects become stronger than the power of the

power-holder at the top. However, the full subversion and transformation of

power-subjects into power-holders inside an organization would lead to its

collapse. Power-holders know that by being granted a certain level of auto-

nomy, power-subjects reduce the complexities faced by the power-holders

themselves, but also know that there are limits to it. In short, the exercise of

power inside organizations has a different outlook in comparison to political

power exerted by the political system.

Political system

Luhmann’s theory characterizes the function systems, and the political sys-

tems among them,with autopoietic drive under operational closure and dedi-

cated use of specific binary codes. However, the political system has a number

of specific features and structures.

The political system communicates within itself

Thepolitical systemhas three differentiated internal sub-systems,which com-

municate among themselves.7 Before explaining the internal architecture, it is

relevant to clarify Luhmann’s understanding that the political system’s com-

munications are orientated towards autopoietic self-legitimation.The system

strives to preserve and reproduce communications ascertaining its own legiti-

macy. In line with the theoretical notion of systems’ closure, legitimation can

onlybe self-legitimation,becausenosystemcan legitimateanother.Thismight

be a controversial and difficult point of the theory. In other words, the political

system’s priority andmain concern iswith its own legitimacy,which is assured

and reproduced in its internal communications.

The three structural components of the political system are: administra-

tion, politics and the public, operating though as a unit. In Luhmann’s words,

”Administrationmeans thereby the totality of institutions that creates binding

decisions pursuant to political viewpoints andpoliticalmandate”. ”Politics sets

7 For a comprehensive discussion of the political and legal systems in Luhmann, see M.

King and C. Thornhill (2003). From Luhmann himself, see Luhmann (1990), Political

Theory in the Welfare State, Luhmann (2017b), Trust and Power and Luhmann (2014),

Sociología Política.
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boundaries and priorities for administrative decisions.” ”The Public participa-

tes through elections and other expressions of opinion” (Luhmann 1990, p. 48).

This conceptual architecture does not neatly overlapwith usual notion of sepa-

ration of executive, legislative and judiciary powers of modern democracies.

As pointed out by King andThornhill (2003, p. 86), “high-level decision (po-

litics) and the departments of government (administration) which organize

into generally acceptable media (laws, regulations, codes of practices, guide-

lines, and so on), Luhmann’s schematic differentiation of politics hinges on a

re-characterization of the executive as politics and on a re-characterization of

the legislature as administration”.

Thus constituted, the political system observes the environment it created

within that system.That is the condition whereby collectively binding decisi-

ons are produced, which all other systems in the society must observe, for the

sake of their own individual autopoiesis. All function systems, organizations

and individuals (psychic systems) are ”irritated” (condition for systems cou-

pling) by the deliberations emanating from the political system.

On the other hand, by observing and being ”irritated” by its environment,

where theother functionsystems,organizationsandpopulation ingeneral are,

the political sub-systems bring in for internal elaboration, and concurrent ex-

changes among its divisions, the themes and subjects that require political at-

tention and decision for the establishment of collectively binding rules. This

preserves the operational closure of the systemand simultaneously the reliabi-

lity of the powermedium of communication and its binary code. Legitimation

is in fact constructed in the internal works of the system, in the continuous va-

lidation (or rejection) of the relevance of the topics, the need for ruling, and the

acceptability of the rules.

This snapshot is a very short summaryof a rather complex theoretical cons-

truction, towhich Luhmanndedicated specific books. Luhmannuses the same

theoretical construct of internal differentiation inside a function systemforhis

analysis of the economic and legal system; the theoretical expediency allows for

unification of a diversity of sub-functions under the sameprocesses of internal

self-organization and self-regulation.8

8 See the conceptualization of the internal differentiation of the political system in

section 5, “Politics as a Self-Referential System”, of chapter 2 in Luhmann (1990). For

the description of the internal differentiation in the Economic System, see chapter

3, “El Mercado como entorno interno del sistema económico” in Luhmann (2017a).
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Health system and the political system

This final point concerns the relationship between the health system and the

political system and how health policies fit into the proposed scheme. Health

policies approved and enacted by the political system are examples of ”collecti-

vely binding decisions” that are prerogatives of the political system. No single

health institution would be able to issue a policy that could be enforced across

all health services delivery organizations, given the diverse nature of the orga-

nizations and non-existence of a single body to which all would be subordina-

ted. This is the context found in the large majority of countries, with perhaps

just a fewexceptions,where theMinistry ofHealth is the sole provider of health

services of all types.

Nevertheless, the political system is empowered tomakedecisions that can

affect all under its political jurisdiction.That is one of the main features of the

relationship between health and political systems, acknowledging the political

power prerogatives the health system cannot have. Likewise, in the differen-

tiation of the functional systems, the political system cannot obviously make

diagnostics or deliver treatments, or even elaborate health risk assessment of

populations.The political system cannot communicate on healthmatters with

the authority and legitimacy that only the health system can.

The political system can be ”irritated” on health matters (through the he-

alth system’s public health interface or through the communications internal

to the political system that reflect, for instance, constituencies’ expectations

and political promises and pressures). Irritation may reach a level that forces

the political system to act in the name of the gathering expectations and the

calls for legitimation constantly raised internally in the political system.

The Ministry of Health is a member of the political system, raising issues

and respondingwhen it is demanded; it is one of the voices communicating in-

terests and expectations on health-relatedmatters inside the political system,

asmembers of the public (as noted above, a specific sub-system of the political

system) also can do.

While political processes may unfold inside the political system, the life

(communications) inside the health systemgo on independently,with patients

being identified and treated continuously.On thehealth system’s side, the con-

figuration is of a vast universe of never-ending health communications over

which thepolitical systemcanhavenodetermination.Health communications

interlace subsequent communications, selecting and reproducing the means

of reproducing the communications, in recurrent self-observation processes,
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which are of very high complexity for external observers. To large extent, the

political system is almost entirely an external observer of the health system, if

it were not for the bridges that theMinistry ofHealth builds, through its public

health division.

Although thepolitical systemremainswith themonopoly of political power

and the capability of enacting collectively binding decisions, that cannot affect

the autopoietic driving function of the health system.The political system can

haveonly a very limited impacton the complexity thehealth systemitselfmain-

tains and carries on with.

Conclusion

The unpacking and clarification of the structural complexities of the interwo-

ven wealth of concepts found in Luhmann’s work on political systems is a task

that requiresmany pages.What has been attempted here nevertheless is only a

summary presentation of key ideas found throughout several of his books.The

purpose has been to explain the concepts and how they are interlinked in the

theoretical architecture.The text is far from exhaustive regarding the thinking

in Luhmann’s social systems theory, anddoes not reflect theworks that discuss

and criticize Luhmann’s work from the perspective of other theoretical appro-

aches on power and politics.9Themain intentionwas to explain the power the-

ory built on the fundamental notion of communication in the functioning of

the political system,describing its interlinkswith other function systems, spe-

cifically the health social system.

9 For discussions of Luhmann’s views from other perspectives, some key references

are M. King and C. Thornhill (2003), with a comprehensive discussion of Luhmann’s

critics particularly for his self-referred “anti-humanism” and superficial criticism of

his alleged conservatism. The two books by H. Moeller (2005 and 2012) and the

book by W. Rasch (2000) present valuable discussions of the philosophical basis of

Luhmann’s work and the main currents such as post-modernism, Derrida, Lyotard,

Foucault, Habermas, as well as previous philosophical thoughts, from Kant and Hegel

up to Husserl and Heidegger. H. Moeller (2005) and D. Seidl and K. Helg, (2006)

also provide concise useful glossaries of key terms of the theory.
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